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then that
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same

is with

pastor

can
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pastor of faith. If God is with

face, through action

reflective and determinative will. At the heart of

such courage is the foundation of martyrdom where the pastor is
Christ whether such death is literal

or

The purpose of this research
courage and their

ability to lead the

willing to die

for Jesus

emblematic.

was
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understand the correlation between

local church
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effectively
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

Background
Courage is only found within the context of fear.
are

persons

those who have hearts that

they still walk resolutely into the jaws

purposive

sweep of the Bible. The

Peter

shepherd boy,

woman.

men

and

was a

like muffled dmms and fears that soar, yet

of trial and

and conscious choice rather than

reading this quote regarding courage,

was a

pound

women

an

more

and listen to Christian

and

and

women

but reflect back upon the
were

often
a

common

young

In

grand

enough: David

orphaned Jewish

"purposive and

of the direst circumstances.

leadership

at

me

the

Simply

opportunity to travel across the country

from many diverse churches. All of them noted

despairing circumstances they

were

between their

stmggles

My curiosity was peaked

of courage in their conferences and

for his

deny reality" (Johnston 26).

like them, made the
some

a

had

overcome

despite their

fears

I wondered how those pastors became courageous. I also noted how

strong the correlations
in the Bible.

Program gave

men

and sometimes

pounding hearts.

women

them, courage is

courageous.

The Beeson Pastor

differing

help

of Scripture

conscious choice" to walk with their God into
were

to

For

fisherman, and Esther was

Nevertheless, these, and many

put, they

danger.

attempt

cannot

one

Indeed the "most courageous

as

and the

I heard

a

some

recently published books.

Willowcreek Community Church,

nation, had just published

stmggles

book entitled Courageous

emerging leader in the church, dedicated

a

one

of the

of these
Bill

of the

men

same

Hybels,

pastors talk

well-known

largest churches

Leadership. Andy Stanley,

whole seminar at

and

in the

an

Northpoint Community
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Church's

Catalyst

Conference to the

topic of courage and included

in his newest book The Next Generation Leader.

by-word,

a

point

Courage

seemed

a

chapter on courage
and

more

of interest towards which pastors of prominent ministries

more

like

a

were

gravitating.
As I considered my

the Nazarene

during

pondering the role

own

my on-campus

though I

All who

mn

own

might

falling.

have to

special

set

of the Beeson Pastor Program, I found

grapple that would challenge my fears,

All who walk risk

I still could not

(Swindoll 83).
its

portion

knew the tmth that "all who

risk

pastor in the New England District Church of

as a

myself

of courage in my vocation. I wondered about the trials and

circumstances with which I
even

future

fly risk crashing.
stumbling.

understand courage

more

fijUy

All who live risk

help but believe that being

of risks. In order to prepare
and seek to

myself for

identify

All who drive risk

a

and

colliding.

something"

pastor in the local church had

such

risks,

I wanted to

how pastors in the New England

District Church of the Nazarene exhibited courage in the midst of their

respective

challenges.
The Problem

Dietrich Bonhoeffer understood the correlation between the Christian faith and

suffering when

he noted the

following:

Christianity has ceased to be serious about discipleship, if we have
watered down the gospel into emotional uplift which makes no costly
demands and which fails to distinguish between natural and Christian
existence, then we cannot help regarding the cross as an ordinary everyday
calamity, as one of the trials and tribulations of life. We have then
forgotten that the cross means rejection and shame as well as suffering.
The Psalmist was lamenting that he was despised and rejected of men, and
that is an essential quality of the suffering of the cross. But this notion has
ceased to be intelligible to a Christianity which can no longer see any
difference between an ordinary human life and a life committed to Christ.
If our
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sharing the suffering of Christ to the last and to the
fiillest. Only a man thus totally committed in discipleship can experience
the meaning of the cross. The cross is there, right from the beginning, he
has only got to pick it up: there is no need for him to go out and look for a
cross for himself, no need for him
deliberately to mn after suffering. Jesus
that
says
every Christian has his own cross waiting for him, a cross
destined and appointed by God. (88-89)
The

cross means

Bonhoeffer' s statement is made all the

faith
to

to

the

point

of death. I could not

Nazi-occupied Germany fiilly

German
say,

imagine the courage he mustered

aware

imminent

that his commitment

Certainly

his

martyrdom could

in the world

as a

as a

Germany.

be labeled

by

In

a

his life. Needless to

and die for his faith and

word, Bonhoeffer was courageous.

some as an

extreme

Christian leader; nevertheless, his is

between the choice to avoid certain

in order to return

Christian leader to the

cost him

danger, Bonhoeffer did retum to Germany

for his adversarial stance to Hitler's

a

significant by the fact that he suffered for his

people and his opposition to the Third Reich could

despite

living

more

an

example of the cost of

example of the difference

suffering and the reflective decision to live the

Christ follower with the sometimes

purposive suffering

and

even

life of

death that kind of life

might entail.
The

history of the Church in

feared in any

however,

a

the West

as

For
his

systematic way

as a

America reveals that

dire threat to the

men

martyrdom has never been

and

women

fear does exist that the virtue of courage itself risks

symptoms of its dramatic decline

example,

the decline of courage

critique of the West during his

was

as a

who follow

Christ;

systematic martyrdom

in

visible virtue have become apparent.

candidly noted by Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn in

commencement address at Harvard

University in June

1978:
A decline in courage may be the most striking feature that an outside
observer notices in the West today. The Westem world has lost its civic
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courage, both as a whole and separately, in each country, in each
government, in each political party, and, of course, in the United Nations.

(10-11)
If Solzhenitsyn' s

critique of the Westem world is tme,

then the life of the church in

America could not be excluded from this decline of courage. If a decline of courage is the
then the

case

point

following

dire

warning from Solzhenitsyn resonates loudly:

out that from ancient times

a

"Must

one

decline in courage has been considered the first

symptom of the end?" (11).

Although Solzhenitsyn' s discernment regarding
reasonable,

courage and the West

I hesitate to accept that the church in America had reached the end in terms of

courageously living out the Christian faith and, therefore,
outcropping of new material

view the

ministries

as a

known to be

on

heading toward the grave. This kind

leaders

on

the

bent

subject of courage

as

Aquinas.
term

use

well

such

on a

virtue

hope added motivation to

and what could be ascertained from it.
courage, recent

publications from

as

blithely used; rather,
qualities

assumption that the readership

I tumed to current literature

classical literature written
a

an

of the virtue. At first I followed

assumptions until

In these works

numerous

of lingering

the term courage with

working knowledge

regarding

virtues

had

a

conscious decision to

clearly talked about the virtue but failed to define the intrinsic qualities of

it. These authors seemed to
had

a

the virtue of courage from pastors of prominent

Upon reviewing the literature concerning

already

made

sign of new life rather than a burgeoning explosion of attention

the review of literature

pastoral

appeared

along without
regarding

by the likes of Aristotle, Cicero,

a

critical

ethics and
and Thomas

vastly different literary landscape emerged. Courage was not
courage

and

areas

was a

to be

virtue

or

constmct of a

a

person's very being that

defined and dissected. Here, in the midst of
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discussions

ethics and in the

on

understanding
While

assumptions

of courage

by

I realized how

ethicists and classical authors, another critical
courage. No
courage

single

came to

with church

author had

do

so.

a more

ethical and classical literature revealed

pastoral authors

current

important

attempted to

In other

words,

no

and the

terms

proposed by

still

missing

in the

study of

piece was

a

pastor who had exhibited
been invoked to

courage

more

Christian leader's life could contribute to

and

working dynamics

understanding the role

fully and encourage more Christian pastors to

the sake of God's

converse

circumstances, about how

one or more

they were able to be courageous. Therefore, uncovering the nature
a

gap between the

defined

illuminate how

in

a

deeply

forthright study had

leaders, noted for their courage

of courage in

fully defined

needed for the pastors of today's church.

was

spending time in

made

classics,

of

engage in its usefulness for

kingdom.
Biblical Foundation

In

courage

regard to

was an

a

biblical

foundation,

underlying theme.

For

Egypt

for the sake of God's chosen

in that

same

kingdom

must

have

many

portions

example,

conveyed that

the story of Moses and his retum to

people despite being

required

of the Bible

branded

a

fugitive

and murderer

courage. Joshua's entrance into the Promised

Land without the support of Moses, the leader and mentor he had tmsted and
had relied for

so

many years

continuously to his

God

required

despite the

edicts to the contrary from his

of these biblical stories, and

one

courage had to have been

actively working.
on

whom he

courage. Daniel's determination to pray

invoked courage. In each

of Christ the Lord and his death

on

the

Yet

cross

more

even more

of Calvary.

earthly king

must have

like them, the role of

than these stories is the

Certainly courage must

reality

have
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aided him in suffering such
the above

an

excmciating death for the sin of the world. After gathering

examples from the Bible,

conclusions,

I found

as

well

as

many

and

more

surmising their intricate

myself agreeing with the following assertion:

How could

think the Christian faith would be safe when its central
instmment of death? It is not a coincidence that baptism is
metaphor
a water grave
depicting death and resurrection. It is no less significant that
the ongoing ordinance of the Lord's Supper is a reminder of sacrifice.
How did we ever develop a safe theology from such a dangerous faith?
we ever

is

an

(McManus 33)
Indeed the Christian faith is not safe but often

the Christian faith and the

faith, namely the
about Christ's
and

pastoral vocation therein,

cross, led to the biblical foundation for this

suffering and

martyred
been

well

as

as

the

for the sake of the

explicated

more

fiilly

gospel

and

courage

were

forthright.

England District Church
needed. In this

adequately

in

light

Gospel passages

regarding suffering

of Christ's death and

willing to suffer courageously and be
study

have

Foundation

research, the theological underpinnings in the study of

Given this

focus

study's

of the Nazarene,

a

on

Nazarene pastors in the New

Wesleyan theological perspective would
the

interplay

of grace

as

be

the power of

perfection as the freedom to obey God was focused upon and

relationship to the virtue of courage.

theological distinctions,
courage: the

nature of

Chapter 2 of this dissertation.

Wesleyan theological perspective,

God with Christian

underscored in

were

in

the

of Jesus Christ. The details of this biblical

Theological
From the start of this

study:

death. Other New Testament passages

day of Pentecost,

dangerous

focus upon the central tmth of this

a

persecution highlight the followers of Christ who,

resurrection,

Given the

dangerous.

two

In addition to these

other theological foundations

theology of weakness

and the

pivotal role

Wesleyan

supported this study of

of pneumatology in the

ability to
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live for God

explicated

The details of this

by the power of the Spirit.

more

flilly and adequately

in

theological study

have been

Chapter 2 of this dissertation.
Purpose

The purpose of the research

and

a

pastor's ability to

the Nazarene
for their

lead

effectively

bravery

a

as a

in the New

was

to

understand the connection between courage

Nazarene Church in the New

England District Church of

result of eight interviews conducted with pastors

England District

Church of the Nazarene.

recognized

^

Research Questions

The

pastoral

following

research

questions were designed to obtain

data that revealed how

leaders in the New England District Church of the Nazarene defined courage,

how they

came

to obtain courage, how

these pastors viewed
Research

Question

How does
Research

a

Question

From what

as

#1

pastor define courage?
#2

sources

Question

courage, and what circumstances

necessitating the use of courage.

pastors incorporate these
Research

they exhibited

do pastors draw upon in order to be courageous, and how do

sources

into their

leadership?

#3

What characteristics do pastors exhibit that

seem

to

foster courage

or

be related to

courageous behaviors?

^

courage

The necessity of studying courage by way of interviewing pastoral leaders recognized for their
rooted in an emphasis made by Stanley Hauerwas as he noted that in both Aristotle's and

was

Aquinas' assessment any account of a virtiie (courage being one of them) required such a virtue be
exemplified in the concrete life of a person (Difference of Virtue 251).
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Research Question #4
How does

a

pastor exhibit courage in the local church?
Deflnition of Terms

The

following definition gives both background

understanding

and context for

a

proper

of courage.

Courage
Often the concept of courage is
of the great Greek warriors such
mental

physical prowess,
words for courage

the Greek

are

as

boldness,

Achilles. In this
or

courage

much different

Library

Software

strong.'

Other

'to be

quick

therefore,

mind,

a

the

sense

courage is associated with

capacity to have

a

(LLS),

words,

or

manly manner.

arete, which is sometimes associated with the

conjure up images

word courage in the Hebrew narrative
a

have arisen out of the lives and stories

of war, and andreia the Greek word for male

god

origins for the word

conveyed

thought to

portions

"The Hebrew word

e.g.

(Houser 304).

of battle-hardened

D.

McDonald,

hazaq means literally

Ares who

was

These Greek

soldiers; however, the

of the first testament

image. According to H.

name

The Greek

a

(e.g.,

Deut. 3 1 : 1-8)

contributor to Logos

'to show oneself

ruah, 'spirit' (Jos. 2:11), lebab, 'heart' (Dn. 11:25) and

amas,

alert,' exhibit the basic attitude from which courage flows. Courage is,

quality of the

mind"

courage is best defined

(key word: Courage,

by the following

par.

1). With these insights in

classical quote from Aquinas, wnich

incorporates both the postures of resistance (endurance) and of attack (action),
the central role of reason

as

well

as

(pmdence):

[Cjourage is chiefly concemed with fears of difficulties likely to cause the
will to retreat from following the lead of reason. But courage ought not
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merely to endure^ unflinchingly the pressure of difficult situations by
restraining fear; it ought also to make a calculated attack, when it is
necessary to eliminate difficulties in order to win safety for the future.
Such action appears to be daring. Therefore courage is concerned with
fears and acts of daring, restraining the first and measuring the second.
(13)
Context of the
The New

England District

nine district mission
Boston

areas:

Study

Church of the Nazarene is

comprised of the following

Urban Boston, Boston North Shore, Boston South Shore,

West, Southeast Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut and Westem

Massachusetts,

New

of 102 churches

are

Hampshire South, and,

scattered

Vermont and North New

throughout the nine district

mission

Hampshire.

areas

A total

and represent

10,082 church members. Two hundred and sixteen ordained elders, thirteen deacons, and

forty-nine licensed
twenty-six elders,
church

on

ministers

seven

serve as

the active

clergy of the district;

deacons, and nine licensed ministers

are women.

increase of its rolls

by

more

than 750

The Nazarene Church is

a

new

The

largest

been committed to the

Protestant holiness denomination that

Nazarene churches lack both

"[T]he

elegance

in October

inception, Nazarenes have

preaching the gospel to the poor,

England District is

In another

began

reality of entire sanctification received through faith

church has also been committed to

The New

England witnessed the

members.

1895 and whose roots go back to the Methodists. From its

and states,

ministers,

the district is made up of 816 members, and the smallest church has four

members. In the years of 2004-05, the Nazarene Church in New

^

of these

and

in Christ. The

as a

result many

and excessive adornments.

home to

one

of the country's most

portion of text, Aquinas expounds on the role of courage as
chief activity of courage is not so much attacking as enduring"

prestigious

enduring amidst dangers
(21).
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transient and
American

population

passed

down from

resolve and
others

and

so

area

is both

area

has

as

well

one

as a

another. New Englanders

generation to

meddle in other

note

both

demography of ethnic groups where houses

fixed

independent spirit wherein

nor

highly

deep ties to

history and the birth of democracy. Visitors to New England

diverse

on

The broader New England

highly intellectual.

This

city of Boston.

educational centers located in and around the

people's

Protestant churches often work

most

folks

are

affairs. New
on

the

pride themselves

prone neither to cast their

England

fringe of what

is

is

predominately
accepted by

a

highly

are

on

their

hardships

Catholic

most as

authentic in terms of ecclesiology.
The New
most

climate is

quite harsh

in the winter months.

months of the year casual conversation will center

shining. Such

People
areas

England

harsh weather has

experience will

whether

have

so

a

difficult time

quality

giving

of New

and

long time to build,

always known and that
pastors make changes

suspicious

mth which

on a

they

and most

people

have been

sun

is

receiving transparent

seem

and slow work.
to

favor what they have

comfortable; therefore, effective

patient continuum

slow and

of innovation and

the

England residents and their

attending independent spirits, church grov^h is both laborious
a

not

ministers who desire to tread in the vulnerable

relational interactions. Given the fibrous

Relationships take

or

impact in terms of the toughness of the people.

an

appear to have thick skin and

of human

on

Indeed, throughout

as

the congregants

are ever

change.
Methodology

A semi-stmctured interview

the list of interview

questions,

protocol was conducted.

and the interview

The research instmment

questions were developed from the

was
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research
God

role of courage in

questions regarding the

effectively

in the local church. Interview

interviewees the

opportunity to

narrate their

pastor's ability to lead

a

questions

1-6

attempted to

the

people

of

allow the

past experiences. In such narration the

interviewer listened for initial references to difficulties and how the pastors dealt with

such obstacles

through the use of courage.

directly tied to research question
to

research

question

2. Interview

questions

12 and 13

the research

questions.

3. Interview

attempts

to answer

Subjects

1. Interview

questions

question

Interview

questions 7, 8, 10,

questions 9, 14, 16,

1 1 and 15

were

tied

sought

to

to

research

and 19

shed

those pastors in the New

were

approached because of their broad perspective

interview ordained elders

superintendent
expressed

serving

and assistant

The

analysis

The New

England

at a

over a

full-time

of the New

capacity on the district,

superintendent disagreed with this
were

England District

both the

criterion.

They both

bi-vocational and

non-

I followed their lead in the selection process and listened with interest

period of an hour they dialogued with one

another

as

to

the courageous pastors I should contact. In the middle of their

superintendent

These two district

Although I had originally intended only to

how many of the most courageous pastors

seminary trained.

were

research

geographical anomalies, only New

England District noted for courage.

Church of the Nazarene and its pastors.

for

on

connected

superintendent and the New England district assistant superintendent were asked

to name

as

light

question 4.

England District Church of the Nazarene pastors were interviewed.

leaders

were

were

and Criteria

In order to exclude denominational and

district

and 18

and the assistant

whom

they believed

dialogue,

superintendent differed in terms of how

the district

many pastors I
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should interview. The district

superintendent said that

would be best whereas the assistant district

smaller
stmck

superintendent disagreed

to go

deeper in the interview process.

twelve interviewees

were

agreed

readily

to agree

pool

me

pool would

as

a numerous

on

allow

the twelve pastors who

upon to be

an

they thought

nevertheless, only eight of the twelve pastors were able
interviewed those

as

A

of interviewees
he

thought

a

compromise was

adequate number. They

seemed

had exhibited courage;
or

willing to be

interviewed. I

eight subjects.

Instrumentation

After
to

having

conduct the

place
on a

interview,

leaders

pastoral

sent letters to the

were

a

date and time

computer with the

scheduled

over

consent

were

one

phone.

The selected

hour. All interviews took

recorded and then transcribed

of the interviewee. The data was then

by the researcher
analyzed

and

Generalizability

Although pastoral

England District

leaders

represented

a

small criterion-based

Church of the Nazarene,

no

attempt

ethnicity affected the need for courage or its attending use.
that the

the

obtaining permission

hand.

Delimitations and

the New

was

interviewees and

informed that the interview would last

in person and all interviews

categorized by

prospective

findings be applicable to both

England District

male and female

was

The

pastoral

sample

made to

from within

assess

how

hope of this study was
leaders in the New

Church of the Nazarene inclusive of their ethnic differences.

Importance
This

study contributes to the realm of leadership in the life of the New England

District Church of the Nazarene. I

hope pastors in the New England District Church of
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the Nazarene will be able
it to the

to

learn

more

about the virtue of courage and be able to exhibit

degree that the local churches within which they are ministering

overcome

intimidating

obstacles for the sake of the

gospel

can

endure

or

of Jesus Christ.

Overview
In

following

Chapter 2, precedents in the literature is reviewed
seven

criteria: classical

and

around the

literature, virtue-ethics literature, exhortatory literature,

social-psychological literature, military literature, martyrdom
literature.

organized

Theological

and biblical

Chapter 3,

detailed

literature and holocaust

precedents regarding the virtue of courage

are

also

studied.
In

a

explanation regarding the project design,

methods, and the methods of data analysis
the survey

findings. Chapter

applications that come
suggested.

5

are

presented. Chapter 4

reports major findings of the study

out of the research. Avenues for

fiarther

research

entails

as

well

an

as

inquiry will

analysis of

practical

also be
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CHAPTER 2
PRECEDENTS IN THE LITERATURE

Literature

on

the virtue of courage is both immense and varied in terms of subject

matter. The seven areas

of literature covered in this

study

are

the

following:

classical

literature, virtue-ethics literature, exhortatory literature, social-psychological literature,

military literature, martyrdom literature,

and holocaust literature.

Classical Literature
In

regarding

regards to

extra-biblical sources,

courage that still casts

Socrates redirected

domineering

relative to one's contextual

304).

good will

can

role of culture, thus

right opinion or opinions based

maintaining that virtues

wise

never

are

One could

even

grounded

choose

go

so

far

courageous.

good could
are.

valid

as

as

counterpoint

Further, such
become

a

Aside fi^om these

an

in

making morality and virtues
line of thought,

Sophistic

stances around

relegates

only the

knowledge (Houser

all of the virtues into wisdom.

is wisdom and wisdom is virtuous

could reveal that

are more

by

reveals that Socrates believed

to say Socrates

could

His dictum "whoever knows the fine

virtue itself finds its existence in

living

one

cultural patterns of acceptance

knowledge.

anything else,"

Socrates believed virtuous
a

on

Socrates tumed such

pursue virtuous actions

Nevertheless,

discussions of this virtue today occurred when

surroundings. Traveling along this

important than right thought.

and the

on

Sophistic thought regarding virtues. Sophists insisted morality was

subsumed under the

conclude that

light

perhaps the first glimmer of discussion

even an

unwise person

living.
can

be

appeal to the wise alone being able to do what is fine and

culturally relevant form of courage as

critiques,

Socrates does make

a

culture defines who the wise

critical turn in

regard to

discussions
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of virtue

by way of attempting to place virtues such as

pmdence.

The

only betrayal

in this constmct is the obvious favoritism of reason and

knowledge that comports well with
regarded in ancient

courage under the mbric of

Socrates'

own

context

own

discussion of courage is that of Plato. Plato establishes his
one

of them)

the three classes in the

parts of the soul

city

reason,

�

courage, and
reason,

the intellect

by way

�

guardians, auxiliaries,

understanding of virtues

an

ancient Greek

and craftsmen

�

impmdent

are

wisdom,

Like the need for balance in one's soul between

to be achieved

person

can never

(justice being the result

of the harmonious

temperance). Thus, according to Plato,

way into

lastingly significant about Plato's contributions to the

Christianity where pmdence, justice, fortitude,

the cardinal virtues"
Plato virtues

are

(Devettere 69).

not autonomous;

cannot have courage without

balance of virtues

playing

can

field of what

temperance and wisdom

are

an

unjust

or

be courageous.

that "Plato's list of virtues becomes the standard list of major virtues

the

"To

correspond three

emotion, and desire. The virtues for these parts

of wisdom, courage, and

What is

see

city.

emotion, and desire, balance is necessitated between wisdom, courage, and

relationship

a

highly

cultural bias in the

own

of the "three classes" in

temperance" (Houser 304).

temperance if justice is

only

was so

Greece.

Perhaps revealing yet another constmal of one's

(courage being

as

What is

temperance
create

or

are

integrated in

wisdom.

.

.

.

and temperance

extraordinarily helpfiil

rather, they

arena

such

[that] found their
are

is that
a

of virtues is

considered

according to

way that

one

Considering Plato's proposal that

sufficient conditions for justice

to emerge, one can

exactly constitutes the virtue of courage narrowing. If
considered critical to the life of a pastor, this

study proposes
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that pastoral leaders fit within that

playing

field.

Aristotle dominates much of the literature

Although his writings

on

the

topic of courage and virtues.

include many references to courage,

within the parameters of this

study due to lack of space

First, Aristotle relegates the role of courage to

a

only three will be discussed

and

a

minority of persons: the elite.

Aristotle, the image of the citizen-soldier holds central place

According

to

Houser, such

a

fears and onto the battlefield
courage Hauerwas,

a

conception of courage
(305).

In

moves

poignant critique

a

desire far conciseness.
For

in relation to courage.

courage away from

of the battlefield

virtue-ethicist, rails against Christian references to

everyday

image

of

war:

[T]he virtue of courage is usually exemplified by soldiers facing death in
battle. There are good reasons for this since courage is thought to involve
a disposition toward death that pervades many aspects of our life but is
for
paradigmatically displayed by the courage of soldiers. Yet
In
cannot
be
normative.
an
account
of
such
Christians
fact, from a
courage
Christian point of view such courage may not be courage at all but rather
can only be a semblance of courage or even may be demonic. ("Difference
...

of Virtue"

Again,

Aristotle appears

250)

to

reflect what is

highly regarded

namely,

the citizen soldier. Hauerwas' stance

raises

question

a

to whether

as

or

not such

regarding this

battlefield

fought on

^

such

a

epitome

field."* Further,

such

of courage for

an

Aristotelian

milieu,

constmal of courage

imagery can even comport

with the Christian faith. In other words, courage cannot be
the field of battle if Christ, the

in his cultural

deftly exemplified

pastoral leaders,

on

never

of courage

conception

conception of the citizen-soldier inextricably tied to the virtue of courage carried on a
similar viewpoint held by Plato who defined courage "as the virtue of the soldier" (Shoemaker 129).
^

This

Apostle Paul works out his charge to his young associate Timothy (who would
required courage Christian leaders like Paul were being martyred) by way of utilizing the image of
Suffer hardship with me, as
soldier. "You therefore, my son, be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus.
Christ
Jesus"
of
Tim.
reveals
that such a capturing
soldier
This
a good
(2
2:1, 3).
scriptural example clearly
have

Note that the

as

.

.

.
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disregards

courageous actions in the mundane aspects of the

everyday

commoner.

If courage is not just the virtue of a citizen soldier but also of a local church's

pastor, then the role of courage must be brought back into everyday fears (even
fears in the local

parish),

where

flags waving

on a

field of battle

are

found.

not

Despite Aristotle's bent toward the citizen soldier, his study of the virtues
touches

much of what is

on

Aristotle holds that

a

inherently assumed by

virtue is

a mean

between

many

today, namely,

the

mean.

two extremes:

who goes to an extreme in fearlessness has no distinctive name.
The man
should call a man mad or impervious to impressions.

The

man

But

we

.

.

.

who goes to the extreme in fear is a coward and one who fears the wrong
things in the wrong way and all the rest of it. He also exhibits a deficiency
in boldness.
This is the very opposite of the brave man, for a bold heart
.

.

.

confident temper.
We may say, then, that the coward, the
rash man, and the brave man work as it were with the same materials, but
their attitudes to them are different. The coward has too much fear and too
little courage, the rash man too much courage and too little fear. It is the
brave man who has the right attitude, for he has the right disposition,

Such
man

at

indicates

a

enabling

him to observe the

the

man

.

.

mean.

(96-97)

defined above must also be read in

a mean as

is the

.

who faces

right moment,

or

or

fears the

light of the following:

right thing for the right

who shows courage in the

purpose in the

certain amount of appropriateness in both

a

attitude. For Aristotle such

appropriate end (Aristotle's teleological

courage) is nobility,
precisely

because

a

This second

cord in this

of a

and

so

noble

the

reason a

cause

is

worldly image

manner

courageous person faces

disposition and

dimension of

danger

or

risk is

sought.

item, namely that the

study's proposal that no

for the sake of pastoial

Aristotelian thought.

right

corresponding ways" (96). Simply put,

the virtue of courage involves
an

"The brave

more

cause

must be worth the

of a noble

cause

risk, strikes

a

deep

exists than that of Christ and

leadership can be done within the arena of courage and
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his

gospel. Although Aristotle

the

cause must

is not

be worth the risk

working

out

of a Christocentric model, the idea that

helps to underscore the fact that pastoral

leaders must

seek to be courageous because their

teleological end encapsulates

Apostle Paul relays the teleological

end for which he endured and risked his

the

following segment of biblical
I

a

noble

The

cause.

own

life in

verse:

abready being poured out as a drink offering, and the time of my
departure has come. I have fought the good fight, I have finished the
course, I have kept the faith; in the fiiture there is laid up for me the crown
of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will award to me on
that day; and not only to me, but also to all who have loved His appearing.
(2 Tim 4:6-8)
Such

a

noble

appearing

am

calling and end (namely to be found blameless

and judgment) is the

following

statement

thought

attachment to one's

life,

possibly relegates

one

to a

characters who lead the
called to

Being both

a

constmct

people of God
a

for pagan idols

leader within the

acting against

same

inherent

are

a

.

.

.

very

inevitably played
tragedy

is built

leader in the church

replete with tragic

in both the first and second testaments. Isaiah is

people who will

not hear. Hosea is

instmcted

to

live

adulterous affairs reflect the Israelites'

despite the incomprehensibly extravagant

beginnings

a

as

tragedy built into it"

of courage is

of Scripture

through the agony of a marriage where his wife's
longing

brought to light in

of courage,

follower of Christ and

tragic life. The pages

speak the Word of God to

cases

and in that sense, courage has

the life of a citizen soldier. Yet consider how this

into the vocation of a pastor.

day of Christ's

courage is

courage involves

(363). Certainly such tragedy within Aristofie's
out in

on

fi-om Martha C. Nussbaum: "In all

Aristotle['s],... protagonists discuss them,

appropriate

the

appropriate teleology of all pastoral leadership.

A thu-d and final item within Aristotle's

the

on

of the Christian Church is cmcified

love of God. Peter,

upside dovm,

thus

a
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fulfilling an earlier prophetic word fi-om Christ who tells Peter that "when you were
younger, you used to

old,

gird yourself and walk wherever you wished;

you vAW stretch out your hands and

you do not wish to

go" (John 21:18).

dies for the sin of humanity

take up

a

on

the

life of courage that has

to one's own

life

to a

someone

else will

gird you,

Even Jesus is led like

cross

(see Isa. 53:7).

tragedy built

life of selflessness is

no

a

and

lamb to

The call for

into it and to
less

but when you grow

move

a

bring you where

slaughter as he

pastoral leaders to

away from attachment

significant today than

in the

examples

noted above. Jesus refers to the stark role of tragedy when he states: "If anyone wishes to
come

after Me, he must

wishes to
will

save

save

it"

deny himself,

his life will lose

and take up his

cross

and follow Me. For whoever

it, but whoever loses his life for My sake and the gospel's

(Mark 8:34b-35).

Cicero deviates from Aristotle

by way

of returning to Platonic constmcts of virtue

where virtue has four parts: wisdom, courage, temperance, and justice.^ In
Cicero

expands

on

the

topic

undertaking of dangers
like

of courage

by insisting that

of a

courage deals with both the

and the endurance of hardship. He further maintains that courage,

virtue, also has four parts: magnificence defined

undertaking

as

the deliberate

project through the primary use of the mind;

persistence

in

or

a

useful ends is made; and, perseverance

project despite the obstacles.^

^

more on

these parts of courage

see

found in the

endure difficult

exemplified by

Augustine,

a

things

person's

in similar fashion to

Aristotle had moved away from the central idea of four cardinal virtues.
For

as

and

Ambrose of Milan also maintains Plato's

constmcts of virtue and labels them the cardinal virtues.

^

forethought

confidence

hope of undertaking noble projects; patience where the choice to
for honorable

particular,

Houser.
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believes virtue leads
As

a

one

to

happiness whose ultimate form and meaning is love of God.

major classical author, Aquinas shares prominence with Aristotle.

As Robin

Lovin conunents, "Aristotle's way of thinking about virtue entered into Christian ethics
many centuries later when Thomas
as

the

starting point for his

Aquinas breaks the

own

Aquinas

.

.

.

adopted the Aristotelian

thinking on the subject" (64).

shackles of Aristotelian constmcts

In

account

regard to

of virtue

courage,

by providing this virtue

a

place

outside the battlefield when he states:

[A] brave man rightly concerns himself also with the dangers of any other
death, particularly as he may undergo peril of any kind of death in the
service of virtue; for example, when a man does not shrink fi-om
attendance on a sick friend for fear of deadly infection, or when he does
not shrink from a journey on some matter of duty because of fear of
shipwreck or bandits. (19)

Aquinas' extension of parameters for the virtue of courage to be displayed allows
label the

Apostle Paul

as

courageous

citizen soldier. Further credence

can

even

be found for

and within the bounds of legitimacy

Like those before him,
as

being able to

pursue this

use

study as the
seems

according to Thomistic constmcts.

Aquinas holds that reason is

evidenced in his discussion of the

to

though he was far from living the lifs of a

desire to understand the role of courage in the life of a local church pastor

appropriate

one

central to any

study of virtue

of mental courage:

[Cjourage can be taken as meaning fumness of mind in enduring or
repulsing whatever makes steadfastness outstandingly difficult; that is,
particularly serious dangers. This is why Cicero says that courage is
undertaking dangers and enduring toils after full reflection [emphasis
mine]. So courage is defined as a special virtue because it has a limited
field of action. (11)
What is

significaru

about the role of reason

according to the classics

is that the virtue of
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courage is not the action taken but the habit based in
to

right

reason

that directs one's choice

behave bravely (Lovin 71).
In

conjunction with

of courage. Such love

can

Aquinas' love

reason,

best be

seen

of God shines

in his treatment

through

in his elevation of martyrdom within the context

of courage;
endure assaults on their persons for the highest good, which is
God. Their courage accordingly wins especial praise. Nor is their courage

Martyrs

different in kind from that concerned with war; hence martyrs
hcn'e been made valiant in war [emphasis mine]. (19)
What is

interesting

to note

although these certainly

is

Aquinas' highest good,

have their

place; rather,

the

as

it is not

nobility

or

highest good or end

are

said to

happiness,

is God himself

Therefore, Aquinas' love of God informs his systematic theology and Christian

philosophy, making the martyr,
Within
made

by

Aquinas'

not

the citizen

soldier,

the

discussion of martyrdom is the

epitome

of courage.

following pertinent

assessment

Josef Pieper:
The essential and the

readiness

highest achievement of fortitude is martyrdom, and
for martyrdom is the essential root of all Christian fortitude.

Without this readiness there is no Christian fortitude.
An age that has obliterated from its world view the notion and actual
possibility of martyrdom must necessarily debase fortitude to the level of a
One must not overlook, however, that his obliteration
be effected in various ways. Next to the timid opinion of the philistine
that tmth and goodness "prevail of themselves," without demanding any

swaggering gesture.

can

personal commitment, there is the equally pernicious easy enthusiasm
which never wearies of proclaiming its "joyful readiness for martyrdom."
In both cases, the witness of blood is equally bereft of reality. (118)
The witness of blood is

of martyrdom may
person

voluntarily

certainly

seem

or

Christian faith. Yet

foreign

absent in the church in
as

America, and

most American Christians have

so

never

any discussion

witnessed

involuntarily lay his or her life down for the confession

one can

detect in this discussion of martyrdom

a

a

of the

weighty plumb line,
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for

in

only

footing.

death, the ultimate

In other

sacrifices just

as

can

can

any discussion of courage find solid

be held

as a

virtue without the ultimate of

words, courage

cannot

the Christian faith is not esoteric but

in the death of Christ
courage

fear of humanity,

on

the

cross.^ Martyrdom, then,

historically

Discussing

and

is the measurement

of Christians in

forgo

more

indifferent than hostile to the Christian faith.

risking the ultimate

of courage for

a

lack of experience

of sacrifices for the faith in America.

one's Western center of gravity' in

in other

context,

of which

self-sacrifice/tragedy.

Therefore, understandings of courage are diluted due to

see

out

courage and the Christian leader is difficult in the context of the

present age when culture is still

to

salvifically rooted

be defined within the Christian faith for it presupposes discussions of telos,

right reasoning, risk taking,

need to

and

things

the part

on

Perhaps the

Christian v.'"ou!d better enable

one

cultures, where hostility is active and martyrdom is regular, the tme nature
Christian. Yet

a

one can

despite the

lack of persecution in the American church's

still talk about courage with

discussing the following

in relation to

integrity as Pieper does by way

martyrdom

of

and courage:

Every injury to the natural being is fatal in its intention. Thus every
courageous action has as its deepest root the readiness to die, even though,
viewed from without, it may appear entirely free from any thought of
death. Fortitude that does not reach down into the depths of the
willingness to die is spoiled at its root and devoid of effective power.
(117)
Pastors of local churches could benefit in the realm of courage

readiness to die

point

on

^

(whether literally, socially, relationally,

courage would lessen the

or

by seeing their actions

vocationally).

Such

a

as a

vantage

tendency of pastors to view their deliberations and

Another example of sacrifice on a national le\ el would be patriotism. One can talk of being
such talk is merely vaporous if one is unwlling to die for his or her countrj'. Patriotism, then,
but
patriotic,
in death as both measurement and plumb line.
rooted
also
is
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actions

as

opportunities

Martyrdom

is

to win

certainly

acclaim.

topic to

no

great pain and have been forever labeled
that

a

recapturing

be

as

blithely

Christian leaders assessment of what

their

willingness to be

courageous

no

as

many

people

endured

Christian martyrs. Yet the fact still remains

of the central role of martyrdom in

only

discussed

ultimately

matter the cost

decisions and circumstances of the pastorate with

courageous could elevate not

things

informs courageous action but also

by way of dealing with the everyday

a sense

of deep-rooted, self-sacrificial

love and commitment.
Self-sacrificial love is
the virtue of courage.
infused

gift

of God

certainly

According to Hauerwas, charity

through the

agency of the

Further, Aquinas believes that "no
therefore,

changes

courage and

from what

another central aspect of Aquinas'

tme virtue

Holy
is

Aquinas

(258).

an

of Virtue"

are

most

sense

epitome of courage,

required patiently to

have the confidence that

256).

of courage

(virtues without charity).

Aquinas the

This constmal also makes

endurance will follow. "Christians

they

("Difference

considers the Aristotelian vices

for if martyrdom is indeed the

since

be

by Aquinas to

charity are wedded together wherein the very make-up

characteristic of courage

persecution

Ghost

of

possible without charity" (256);

result is that endurance and not attack becomes for

martyrdom,

is considered

explication

The

prominent

of Aquinas' treatment of

then courage

as

persevere in the face of

enduring wrong

is

a

gift

of charity"

(259).

This shift from attack to endurance clears many obstacles out of the way for this

study.

For if courage is moved off the battlefield and into the

courage

can

everyday

certainly be possible

life

seems to

be

reality of everyday life then

in the life of a church pastor The role of courage in

especially pertinent

if one considers the

numerous

occasions
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when pastors

must

endure

persecution rather than

vantage point from Thomistic thought also
need for courage in

a

seek to attack the persecutors. This

matches the

nearly

more

culture where both citizen soldier and martyr

day-in

are

and

day-out

atypical.

Virtue-Ethics Literature
Paul

Tillich, perhaps

modern secular

Certainly

a

his

courageous person in his

ability to become

one

own

right, Tillich's

subsequent

nervous

of the foremost

century (115). Although he

wrote

courage and will be

interacted with here.

The

briefly

raises

or

being,

according

to

Tillich,

frail and

widely,

Courage to Be. written by

ontology,

are

are

questions

existence with the fact that

a

tension is caused

such

an

overcomes

Yet

wrapped into

his

courage to be. Tillich states,

daring

note is how

broad

of the citizen soldier

nor

is

as

of

own

nonbeing.

by the knowledge

Since

people

of their

easily not be.

ethical

as an

entree

into his

(i.e., God)

reality,

covers

pinnacle of heights

theology as
can

bring

one

namely the

but it is rooted in the whole

in the stmcture of being itself

range courage

the

of the twentieth

explicates how the study of

is the discussion of courage,

an

ultimately
a

and

particular dealt with the topic

the threat of nonbeing"

theology

"Courage

breadth of human existence and

despair

breakdowns he endured did not

ontological fomm

of being that

interesting to

work in

14).

and fears in every finite person. All persons,

they could just

certainly uses

with

systematic theologians

Tillich in 1952,

only the "power
hope (1 18).

one

and Olson 1

encounters

confronted with the threat of their

essentially temporary,

Tillich

intellectual, sought to bridge

philosophy with a theology of immanence (Grenz

death in World War I and the two

impede

than any other recent

more

for Tillich.
reached

(1).

Courage is

What is
not

just the

by the martyr; rather,
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courage is essential

nonexistence with

to atiy

and eveiy finite person who must combat the fear of

need for God who is

a

is the ethical act in which

being

affirms his

man

own

itself In essence, then, the

being

in

spite

"courage to be

of those elements of his

existence which conflict with his essential affirmation" (3).
Tillich

helping

certainly

persons

her

and

care to

light on the work of a pastor where

grapple with their

eternal damnation
or

sheds

or

death

fear of nonbeing. Whether such

bridge their own ontological

that instills

validity,

or

mainstay

nonbeing

is

is termed

as

itself, the local church pastor encourages the people under his
fears with

a

in the God who loves them

hope

upholds their being through resurrection power. Therefore,

courage has

one's

then the very work of a pastor is both

if Tillich's assessment of

courageous work and

a

a

work

bolsters courage in another.

Hauerwas' recent article "The Difference of Virtue and the Difference It Makes"
does not seek to
inform the

citizen

For

war

note

as

philosophy with systematic theology but

with Christian ethics in

regard to the

is Hauerwas' assertion that virtues

example,

soldier,

warlike

secular

political sphere

interesting to
(253).

bridge

citing Aristotle's treatment

in

well

aggression,

as

are

use

unfortunately

a

Thomistic
so

far

emphasis

"without the

of

possibility of

expression" (254). Following this

conception

as

to

by politics

other formulations of courage that would necessitate the

Hauerwas then reveals how

of courage, Hauerwas

all too often driven

the

Hauerwas maintains that

charity" (256).

attempt

on

Christian discussion of courage. He goes
without

an

role of courage. What is

of courage and his

courage would lack the necessary occasion for its

critique,

is

of charity is needed in any

to say that "no tme

virtue is

possible

As mentioned earlier under the treatment of Aquinas' discussion

relays that through the role of charity

"the kind of death

we
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[Christians]

should fear is

now

transformed

by being

salvation where the very character of courage is also
is the most

prominent characteristic

of the Thomistic focus
than become

on

of courage"

martyrdom

as

again

Christians

underscores the

things political

created

as

point that the

and

even

in

or

Lovin makes the

then,

a

he

even

the

(72). Therefore,

theological

Pieper makes

virtues, especially in regard
have

they

or

called to lead the

attack. If as

a

she will have to

one

to

the

in order to pursue

similar

and justice in order to be

pmdence

as

are

virtues of faith,

be tied to

pastors

rather

allowable.

within the field of virtue

people of God

in

pastor one views

grapple with the tension

a

to

case

a

and

through

polls.
a

person desires

wisdom, justice,
love,

regarding the

theological virtues,

uphold the Apostle Paul's

Corinthians 13. If a pastor is

hope,

tmly virtuous.

virtue without another. Such

seek to

of the

courage all the other virtues

manner

can

war are

gospel superceding that

courageous. In like

person

defense

persecution

local church pastor would do well to think

point that without

be short-lived

temperance, and

the

a

correlation of courage to the vocation of a

warlike,

the virtue of courage with the lens of the

acquire will

and not attack

call of gospel where love of one's enemy and the role of suffering is

necessitated. Like Hauerwas,

to

able to endure

Aquinas

conceptions of war and

primarily aggressive

by the

are

part of conceptions of courage where attack and

a

local church pastor is credible and needed. Pastors

courage

changed. [Ejndurance

(258). This formulation offers

Hauerwas' treatment of both Aristotle and
ethics

made part of God's economy of

one

must be

need for courage to

This interconnectedness of

creates

a

situation in which

no

holistic model informs the role of

famous discussion of love in 1

take Paul's stance that love is the

highest end, then,

according to this discussion of virtues, such a pursuit of love inherently includes the role
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and

of courage

use

of God and
As

people,

a means

out of Dennis P.

cannot love if one

as one

should

is not courageous. Pastors,

devoted lovers

as

be, above all things, courageous.

of balance to the

discussion

preceding

comes

the

following portion

HolUnger's work:

The natural

cardinal virtues wisdom, justice, temperance, and
courage are evident by nature to all. Through these virtues humans can
achieve a decent moral life, and society a sense of equilibrium and order.
But there are higher virtues beyond the natural ones. The theological
virtues faith, hope, charity do not negate the cardinal virtues but are
necessary for tme salvation. Aquinas asserted that "man's natural
or

�

�

�

�

principles which

enable him to act well

according to his capacity, do
suffice to direct man to this same [ultimate] happiness. Hence it is
necessary for man to receive from God some additional principles
whereby he may be directed to supernatural happiness. Such
principles are called theological virtues." (202-03)
.

According to HoUinger,
the

same

in

qualitative position

salvation."

Hollinger's

Although

the
in

as

courage is

statement does

determining which virtues
to some

comparison to the theological virtues,
faith, hope,
an

essential to

degree, by nature, evident

theological

virtues

guide

a

the Christian life is
A Studv in

pertinent

recent

level).

a

an

relationship

in

a

on

reason

.

courage does not hold

part and parcel

to "tme

appropriate balance

is needed in

with God and which virtues

conclusion,

one

are

could say that

guide

a

person

the

study of ethics, character,

and

in his book Character and the Christian Life:

Ethics. One finds in this work

The

.

given circumstance(s).

publications

discussion of virtue and character ethics is
the grassroots

are

.

person to God whereas the cardinal virtues

provided by Hauerwas

Theological

point that

and available to all. In

behaving reasonably (with right reason)
One of the most

love, which

.

essential component to any discussion of virtue,

drive home the
are

or

.

not

lacking

a

possible key

as

to

why

in the American church

is the Protestant focus

on

justification and

any

(especially at
command
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ethics that has tended to

ethics of character

is

lacking

of pastor and church
would aid in

about

living

solely

totally

increase in situational ethics

conclusions is that courage,

a more

a

recapturing of an ethic

holistic discussion of the

are

.

.

.

ethic of self-

of self-formation

pastoral

role and how to

exists, Andre Comte-Sponville

in the present moment because
on

an

versus

deeply transformational.

issue of when courage

further consideration to this
is

an

void in discussions of the Christian life and the vocation

lives that

posture in the future based

[I]t

possible

leadership. Therefore,

Regarding the
courage exists

One of the

or

bringing

lead Christians in

much deliberation and attention to moral formation and

The result has been

(229-30).

growth in virtue ethics.
formation,

squash

past actions that

were

one

states that

cannot assume a courageous

courageous

(53).

Nussbaum adds

a

point:

important to define

courage in such

a

way

as

to allow for

its

presence in circumstances in which courageous action is blocked
whether by external circumstances or by the presence of a competing and
overriding claim of another sort. Courage is a stable formation of desire
�

and

thought that

Courage certainly appears to

opposed to Plato's

the virtue of courage

or

it is not exercised.

be linked to action and the present moment

even

statement also

when it cannot be

or

imagined but

overridden

as

allow for

is not exercised. If Nussbaum' s
more

plentiful

due to various circumstances is

in the church

continuously

by other valid claims.

Exhortatory Literature
The term

exhortatory conveys

the

sense

(360)

knowledge.

gives insight into the need to

is valid, then the virtue of courage may be

in America than first

blocked

persist when

and Socrates' attempts to reduce courage to

Nevertheless, Nussbaum' s

assessment

does indeed

that much of the

recent

and
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popular literature

recipient to

on

or

than

systematic definitions

simple encouragement to

the mundane of the

study

is

dealing with

every

speak specifically to pastors

"prevailing" ministry

is driven

also notes that leaders

tandem with

God,.

.

humbly

courageously carrying

no

church, corporate world,

respected

specifics

need for

out

leader to be

are

by

are

given

his orders"

that in his

notes

at

their best when

of courage

(122). Again,

one

how to become courageous

they "are working

is obtained

or

his

left to

leadership,

and then

courage is necessary, yet

or

exercise this virtue. The

exercised is fiirther

sabotaged their

admit that such "failure"

(238). Nevertheless, the reader is

in

finds these words from

assessment that leaders who have

leadership usually

experience

Heavenly Father, acknowledging

exhortatory in conveying that

as to

by Hybels'

roles in church

person. As this

courageous "servant oriented leaders"

bowed before the

understanding how courage

exacerbated

a

about courage.

sovereignty, listening to his promptings, submitting to

this

encourage the

character formation studies

that confront

Courageous Leadership. Hybels

.

or

courage and the role of the senior pastorate, the literature

(26). Hybels

his

or

be courageous in the

everyday circumstances

that is cited is narrowed to
In his book

desire to exhort

courageous.^ Therefore, the flinction of this literature does not

become

appear to be concerned with
more

by the

the market is driven

figure

came

out

down to

how such

a

own

a

lack

lack of

courage could have been averted.
J. Oswald Sanders deals with the

^

topic

of courage in

a manner

analogous

Recent exhortatory publications also include: Beth Moore's book. Voices of the Faithfiil:
of Courage from Christians Serving Around the World (Integrity Publishers, 2005); and.
Stories
Inspiring
The Silence of Adam: Becoming Men of Courage in a World of Chaos, by L. Crabb, D. Hudson, and A.

Andrews

(Zondervan, 1998).
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to

Hybels.

Like

Hybels,

Sanders' work is

extremely motivating

for

pastoral

a

leader:
Not everyone is courageous

by

nature.

.

.

.

But whether

we are

bold

or

of good courage and not to capitulate to
fear. Such a call to courage would be rather pointless if nobody feared
anything. Because fear is a real part of life, God gives us the Holy Spirit,
who fills us with power. But we must let that power do its work, and not

reticent, God calls leaders

fear.

Certainly

(60)

this quote is

encouraging

Holy Spirit

do his work

studies

noted to

are

as

well

answer

as

these

result is that the reader is left

regarding the

to be

and

hopefilled, yet

what to do with one's fears.

concerns or

inquiries

even

in

feeling encouraged but without

a

Nevertheless,
a

no

concrete

preliminary fashion.

deeper

The

awareness

inner workings of courage in the context of the Christian life.

Jon Johnston may go

a

bit further than the above noted authors. Johnston

delineates that Christian courage finds its

source

in

God, the focus of courage is

Word, and finally, the motivator of courage is

reliable

is left to wonder how to let the

one

discussions Johnston does not
how such conclusions

can

provide

any

prayer

(140).

Yet

in-depth explication of these

be worked out in the life of a Christian

even

in God's

in these

conclusions

or

(or pastor). Further,

no

differentiation is made between what constitutes "Christian" courage and non-Cliristian
courage

or

in what way prayer may motivate courage.

John Stott utilizes the virtue of courage in his discussion of preaching,

pastors to preach the Word of God authentically. Stott

gospel preaching,
to

neglect the

less

but also in

teaching

states that

about the Christian

formation is assumed

to

be understood

Again,

by the reader.

is not

life, that we need

palatable aspects of the New Testament

biblical balance" (Between Two Worlds 311).

"[it]

exhorting

only

in

courage not

message, but rather to find the

the issue of courage in character
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In his book
streams that

mn

Andy Stanley discusses

through

ability

of a courageous

states,

"Courage to

his

conceptions

leader/pastor to
the

act defines

around him courage to follow"
that to

give

(360). Indeed,

conceptual

says that the "leader is the

far

so

insights

are more

as

specific

significant items that

are

Stanley's work that has
to

whether

endurance.

important

or

as

the

Although the

Stanley

a

child is educated

can

be

Stanley's exhortatory literature

proven character

on

is courage

example,

no

Further,

as

(42).

act. He

Indeed

(43). Although these

exhortatory literature,

be instilled.

displayed when

instilled, is behind

what he sees"

act defines the leader"

can

by

in schools around the country.

and detailed than much of the

some

study is referenced
no

mention is made

in
as

it does not involve act but rather

material, such

matters as these are not as

encourage pastors and Christian leaders to be courageous. Yet

the fact remains that many items

are

left unaddressed and unanswered.

Literature

scope of social-psychological literature is vast in terms of the

diversity of theoreticians,
major philosophical

prominent

so

due to the nature of this

Social-Psychological

her followers.

that virtues

left undone still remain. For

ability to

or

different than when

"courage to

not courage can be

Perhaps

no

who has the courage to act

to say that the

he goes

detect two

conception parallels Nussbaum' s conclusion

a

conception,

same

stream in

one

one can

of courage. The first stream has to deal with the

Such

much of the character education that is

Another

and

leader, and in turn the leader's initiative gives those

(43).

this

length,

mstill courage in his

courage to another person is

another person

courage at

the

following

streams is

that have been made to the

an

overview of four

attempt

to

touch upon

prominent figures

some

from two

of the main contributions

study and understanding of courage.
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school

Psychoanalytic

of inferiority

stresses the sense

psychiatrist,

Adler' s theories and

practices

striving: inferiority complex.

^Alfred Adler.

�

comes

as

contains

a

subsection entitled

succinct statement of Adlerian

conceptions

Adler maintains that in American culture

good results

understand the context of who

considers

a

a

on

the

useless side of life
or

as soon as

inherited, but

are

an

are so

is,

one

can

be found.

established that

needs

only

In order to

to see

who Adler

he

is the

sees

(63).

answer

Style

that my

Adler goes

style

embedded within

a

Adler goes

a

one

on

a

to

distinguish the demarcating

shy person: "They are

situation. A

of life

of life and mental

understanding of courage that

something with which

escape to the

difficulties ahead. Such children will become

courageous person and

a

shy

states how a courageous person

much"; however, "a shy person makes his

simply reactions toward

confronts me" (63).
Adler

courageous person

so

insane in later life"

characteristics between

courage]

of courage

advantages of life" (63).

advantages of life. Adler

who suffers defeat is not "hurt

or

"things

"Courage and Timidity"

contradistinction to courage. The antithesis of a courageous person is the

person who misses out

neurotics

and the

regarding

and

"mental attitudes

section

(63), wherein

and

psychologist

descriptor for human stmggle

a

in

courageous persons get

Austrian born

the crucial motivator in human life. From

the well-known

distinguishable
a

an

book,

In his

persons" (62),

Adler,

gives to

not inborn

or

given characteristic [i.e., shyness

my

apperceptions

of a

problem that

attitudes, these descriptors formulate for

does not

place such

a

virtue in the realm of

is born. For Adler, courage is the observable movement

mental attitude fostered in one's childhood.
on

to

suggest how

a

style of life

or

mental attitude at the

beginning

of
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life will express such

a

characteristic in all

of one's mental

areas

attitude:^

A world of differences separate the cowardly child from the aggressive,
fighting child. The fighting child always has a certain degree of courage

which is the natural

outgrowth of what we have called common sense.
Sometimes, however, a very cowardly child may appear like a hero in a
certain situation. This happens whenever he is deliberately trying to attain
first place.
This of course is not real courage, and is all on the useless
side of life. (64)
.

In

validating

place
deep

out

his

of a

water

premise,

.

.

Adler describes the

of inferiority. The

sense

wanting to be admired by

two choices.

did not know how to swim yet he went into

his peers. In such

boy's

he

hoped others would

a

decision

as

this the

boy

example,

courage wdth the appearance of courage

of inferiority).

save

he

him. Such decisions

mental attitude wherein the need for attainment and support

the appearance of courage. Given this

Rather, Adler relates

activity along the useflil

line"

made
was

as

these

only gave

Adler does not associate the virtue of

(often times

courage to the

rooted in

masking one's deep

sense

daily task of "striving and building up

(65).

This kind of "striving and
For

boy who was trying to attain first

of a

First, he chose to ignore the dangerous circumstances into which

quite literally wading. Second,
fit within the

boy

case

building" is the antithesis of a belief in predestination.

Adler, belief in predestination is intimately related to the question of courage and

timidity. Belief in predestination is that kind of belief that proves to be
it either

keeps

attempting the
could be

a

person from

most

typified

as

wanting to

dangerous of things.
courageous

as

In Adler' s

such inaction

belief system that "is in many ways
^

do much of anything

a

cowardly

or

or

leads

a

a

false support

person

blindly to

estimation, neither of these
mindless action is

as

extremes

supported by a

escape from the task of striving and

Adler believes one can predict another's fiiture by way of understanding that person's answers to
the difficulties and questions of life. In such answers, the psychoanalyst can discern a certain style of life.

(63).
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building up activity along

usefiil line"

a

(64).

Adler

gives the following example:

feeling of predestination among people whenever something
terrible has happened in their lives and they have remained unhurt. For
instance, they have been present in a serious accident and were not killed.
As a result they feel that they are destined for higher purposes. There was
once a man who had such a feeling but after going through an experience
which resulted differently from his expectation he lost courage and
became depressed. His most important support had fallen away. (64-65)
We find this

Clearly
and

if one's mental attitude is courageous, it will not be

starting

as no

up

again.

false supports

A semblance of consistency will under

uphold

Psychoanalytic
development

and one's

perception with
realm of child

given to fits of falling

such

school
sense

how that

�

important virtue as

the resolve of a person

courage.

Erik Erikson. Erik Erikson' s focus upon child

of identity led him to correlate

same

development,

an

gird

away

person lives and

moves

Erikson submitted the

in

a

person's growth in self-

society.

following

After much

conclusion in

a

study

in the

report to the

1950 White House Conference:

long, so that parents and schools may have time to
accept the child's personality in tmst and to help it to be disciplined and
human in the best sense known to us. This long childhood exposes the
child to grave anxieties and to a lasting sense of insecurity which, if
unduly and senselessly intensified, persists in the adult in the form of
vague anxiety anxiety which, in turn, contributes specifically to the
We have
tension of personal, political and even international life.
learned not to stunt a child's growing body with child labor; we must now
learn not to break his growing spirit by making him the victim of our
anxieties. ("Healthy Personality" 106-07)

Human childhood is

�

...

Erikson ties

together the experience of anxiety

in childhood to the broad

international life. Put another way, if unbridled angst is not deterred by
environment the child will

spirit.

On

an

undoubtedly

become

an

politics,

and shared

living

of

tmsting

anxious adult who lives with

international level, such angst could influence the

international life,

a

reality

in this world

are

manner

a

broken

in which

experienced

and manifested.
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In

relationship to

Erikson

as

In

the

one

courage,

hinge

trusting

environment for

upon which that

same

child

can

of Erikson' s most celebrated works

illustration of how tmst
of child

a

development

According to Erikson,

played

out in the life of the

drive to instill in him both autonomy and

early

out

that his father

Erikson

hypothesizes

experienced

was

not

violent self-doubt and

point

willfiilly
Boiling

and

a

him in

painful

nostalgic

courageously against the

place

at too

a

early

understanding

an

age. Erikson states

a

tmsting

childhood

a

at the

a

and

loving

child but who

of a

was

man

come

.

one

to grow and

begmnmg stages

as

an

situation of infantile tmst.

illustrations,

into it later in life

.

development Luther

return to tmst in

of faith who did not have such

still able to

.

manner.

ot

his

theology

of faith led Luther to

day.

could say that
exist in

a

development

an

mature state.

tor

a

experience willpower and willfiilness (Young Man Luther 255). Nevertheless,
sterling example

skirts,

Luther grew up with

Church abuses of his

spirited will

an

precociously independent from

desire for

down Erikson' s statements and

tmst needs to be m

finds

of his father's insincere

Ironically enough, this theology

environment of tmst is necessary for

Ideally,

him

that Luther found such

where faith exists before all doubt.
stand

receiving end

(256-57). Therefore,

engaging

that in response to his

Erikson then makes the

one

of the tmst stage, out from under his mother's

women, and sober and reliable in his work"

sense

spirited fashion.

Erikson' s

to

by

great reformer Martin Luther.

independence

by a jealously ambitious father who tried to make

abiding

a

Young Man Luther,

Luther found himself on the

how Luther "was driven

grow and live in

angst (or self-doubt) is central

versus

as

child would be deemed

a

child to

Luther is

an

environment of tmst

his

burgeoning personal

theology of faith addressed his need for an abiding tmst, which then enabled

as a

him to

a
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become the courageous leader of the Protestant Refarmation.
Existentialist school

�

Soren

Soren

Aabye Kierkegaard.

Kierkegaard was

a

nineteenth-century Danish religious philosopher who has been considered the formative
of the existentialist movement.

pioneer

Kierkegaard

Copenhagen and, during his time there,
Lutheran minister
from his

was

University

of

gave up vocational prospects of becoming

despite his father's expectations. Through

father, Kierkegaard

remaining

attended the

fiscally

able to focus

on

a

large

a

allotment of money

writing throughout the

years of his life.

Many of Kierkegaard's writings were published under pseudonyms. His works
were

quite unsystematic (in reaction against Hegelian constmcts),

published pieces

as

advocating an

existentialist

philosophy

examination of one's individual life. Within the individual

suffering

as a

critical

piece

suffering, Kierkegaard
philosophical
In

his

own

one

and he

an

attending

concern

his

due to their focus upon the

life, Kierkegaard viewed

of one's authentic faith journey. With such

also had

regarded

a

focus

on

for the virtue of courage within his

constmcts.

work in

particular.

The Sickness Unto Death.

constmct of courage and how

Kierkegaard touches upon

this virtue operates in the life of a Christian. In this

work, Kierkegaard is attempting to fashion what in Christian (i.e., spiritual) experience is
a

movement

beyond angst

Christian's life is what
is the

at

Kierkegaard terms

recognition that flows

moves

the Christian

spiritual

in nature.

the mental-emotional level. The

out

of one's

seen

of despair in

a

"the sickness unto death." This kind of despair

inability to be properly related to the infinite

beyond mental-emotional anxiety to

Despair is

reality

by Kierkegaard

as

a

deeper level

the greatest

and

of angst that is

danger in the

life of a
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Christian,

far greater than

even

death, physical illness, hardships

In relation to this kind of despair,

natural person

Kierkegaard

or

adversities.

contrasts the Christian to the

through the following analogy:
What the natural

this to the
Such is the relation between the natural man and

catalogs

man

as

appalling [i.e., death],.

.

.

Christian is like a jest.
the Christian; it is like the relation between a child and an adult: what
makes the child shudder and shrink, the aduh regards as nothing. The child
does not know what the horrifying is; the adult knows and shrinks from it.

(Sickness Unto Death 8)
The adult

(Christian)

in Christ death is

Nevertheless,

horrifying

is

does not relate to what horrifies the child

seen as a

note

doorway to

life eternal and,

Kierkegaard's conviction that the

(i.e., despair). Kierkegaard

then

uses

(natural person)

therefore,

not to be feared.

adult still knows what the

this

analogy to

because

tmly

describe the constmct

of courage:

Only the Christian knows what is meant by the sickness unto death. As a
Christian, he gained a courage that the natural man does not know, and he
gained this courage by learning to fear something even more horrifying.
This is the way a person always gains courage; when he fears a greater
danger, he always has the courage to face a lesser one; when he is
exceedingly afraid of one danger, it is as if the others did not exist at all.
But the most appalling danger that the Christian has learned to know is
"sickness unto death." (8-9)
This constmct of courage reveals how

According to Kierkegaard,
view such fears

the

awareness

of his

or

as

of a

one

lesser than

a

gains

Kierkegaard

courage in

light

of such

before becomes less fearful or,
In terms of the

relationship to fears by way

perceived greater or graver fear.

higher fear, it becomes

her fears. In

formulates the virtue of courage.

as

a

a

fixed

If a person

point upon which the

of coming to

comes

into

person arrests all

greater degree of fear, what may have been feared

Kierkegaard maintains,

pastoral vocation

as

well

as

a

nonexistent fear.

much of the biblical accounts of men
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and

women

who

courageous in word and

were

courageously because of their greater fear
people.

In other

pastoral

however, his

constmct

body, but

are

unable to kill the

and

in hell"

disciples
to

the

soul; but
This

relationship

as

Kierkegaard:

person to

a

despair may or

understands the Christian
not

faith;

fear those who kill the

rather fear Him who is able to

exhorting

his

destroy both

issued

by Jesus to

disciples

that of a greater fear

soul

Jesus

giving

his

appeals

courage to

a

to lesser fears.

out in the

plays

courage of defense. The fear of losing one's
a

one

stated, "Do

in the context of the cost of discipleship. In

of courage

lesser fear of

constmct of spiritual

necessity of a greater fear was

This constmct of courage also

leads

opposed to their

as

vocation and how

of courage does. Jesus

(Matt. 10:28).

same constmct

person in

of God

words, Kierkegaard's philosophical

may not translate with the

body

deed, these people of faith acted

military

literature

dealing with the

homeland, possessions, loved

courageous posture of defensive courage in which that

ones, etc.,
same

person

will defend at all costs. In this kind of posture, the attacker becomes less feared than the

possible result

of the attack

(i.e.,

Existentialist school

Heidegger has

philosopher.
was

largely

by

Heidegger.

some to

influenced

one

pre-Socratics.

In his

philosopher Martin

original twentieth century

called existentialist

by Roman Catholic theology,

and the

loves).

The German bom

be the most

developed the school of thought

phenomenology),
to

Martin

�

been considered

He

the loss of all that

phenomenology and

Edmund Husserl

(the founder

book, Heidegger has this to

say in

of

regard

cowardice:'"

'�

to answer

Being and Time is considered to be
the question, "What is it, to be?"

Heidegger's

most influential

publication. Heidegger

seeks
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already a matter of public acceptance that 'thinking about death' is a
cowardly fear, a sign of insecurity on the part of Dasein", and a sombre
way of fleeing from the world. The "they" does not permit us the courage
for anxiety in the face of death [emphasis mine]. The dominance of the
manner in which things have been publicly interpreted
by the "they," has
decided
what
state-of-mind
is
to
determine
our
attitude towards
already
death. In anxiety in the face of death, Dasein is brought face to face with
itself as delivered over to that possibility which is not to be outstripped.
The "they" concerns itself with the transforming this anxiety into fear in
the face of an oncoming event. In addition, the anxiety which has been
made ambiguous as fear, is passed off as a weakness with which no selfassured Dasein may have any acquaintance. What is "fitting" according to
the unuttered decree of the "they," is indifferent tranquility as to the "fact"
that one dies. The cuhivation of such a "superior" indifference alienates
[sic] Dasein from its ownmost [emphasis mine] non-relational potentialityfor-Being. (310)
It is

Heidegger

makes

explicit what he finds to be implicit

crowd. This crowd
death

(publicly accepted) mentality considers the

(and further, ponderings)

Heidegger,
tranquility

the crowd

to

be

a

approach to being

words, Heidegger dares to

will

such

thought,

assuredly

come

choose to accept

thinking about
existentialist

to

a

tranquility to be

such crowd

is deemed

constmct

such

a

mentality of the

allowance for

or

seeks self-assuredness

(assuming

Heidegger attempts to waylay

through

condition of weakness

(i.e., "they") then

in the face of death

existentialist

in the shallow

cowardice.

by way
a

thoughts of

According to

of indifferent

kind of courage).

assumptions wherein

his

own

cowardly philosophical system.

In other

defense for the need to think about death and,

accept the angst and inevitable freedom into which the Dasein

by way

of such courageous

Heidegger's

existential

phenomenology

"What is it, to be?" However, the

thought reveals

in

thinking. Certainly one

working

as an

out

accurate

may

or

may not

approach to

of Heidegger's

philosophical systems the age-old reality of attack and

Dasein is Heidegger's often-used-term to designate being or existence, "which we can say
has.
In everyday usage it tends to be used more narrowly to stand for the kind of Being that
something

belongs

to

persons" (27).
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defense. The crowd mentality attacks and condemns the existentialist's
"think about

death," going

posture of defense, makes
undo the critics

by way

so

far

as

to

label them cowards. The existentialist,

explicit the need

for such

of revealing the need for

posture towards death is essentially courageous

Military

willingness to

a

a

philosophical system and tries to

person to face death. Such

even

through the

with the

an

attending feelings

open

of angst.

Literature

In his

book, William Ian Miller makes the following

claim

in

regard

to

understanding the virtue of courage:
The

of courage's ancient tale is attack and defense against the
other men to be exact. The core is about the fear of violent

core

Other,
death, pain, and mutilation, the fear of being killed and
is not all that

times,
restrictive;
at

The core
too, the fear of having to kill.
within it there is space for the courage of endurance as well as for
the courage of attack and aggression. Even a kemel of courage as
self-realization is present at the ancient core, but only a kernel, for
self-realization in honor societies was about proving oneself in
battle and feud; in those cultures self-realization was inseparable
from acquiring and displaying the courage of confrontation, attack,
and defense. Proving one's courage was the rite of passage, and the
only way to pass the test was to overcome dangers that were, first
.

.

.

physical ones. The point is simply that no theory of
courage can ignore war or the experience of fighting, without
being hollow at its core. (12)
and foremost,

In

an

effort to avoid

ringing "hollow,"

a

review of military literature

regarding courage

is

needed.
Defensive courage. In

looking

at

surface is the difference between courage
Miller states how the

military literature,
as

psychological

of the first

offense and courage

"courage of aggression, the

very different behavioral and

one

as

nuances to

defense. William Ian

courage of offense, for

instance, makes

demands from the courage of defense" (7).
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The Battle of Britain

serves as a

of this difference

good example

as

it

specifically pertains

to the courage of defense.

Otto Bechtle, who gave
"The

enemy's [Britain's]

(qtd.

in

Overy 67).

a

lecture in Berlin in

power of resistance

This courage of resistance,

recounted of the British and is considered
ward off Germany's
Westem

was

ability to

defeat and

as

a

February 1994,

defensive courage, is

the main

destroy

reason

remarkably

why the British were able to

them in their

attempted conquest of

Europe.

nightly bombing

raids

their way

over

London in October

through bomb

made to reassert the

rhythms

following:

stronger than the medium of attack"

In this defensive courage, the British revealed

pick[ed]

says the

rhythms

of ordinary life

debris each

interesting posture,

.

.

[as a] testimony to the

(Miller 104).

This

advance and attack. This kind of defensive courage is all the
as

Miller

does, what is

[W]e understand
offense

means

ability to

camage and demolition around them

courageous resolve to defend and engage in mundane realities

understands,

for

despite

1940, British "workers and shoppers

morning.

of ordinary life"

despite the

an

at stake for the person

that the failure to defend

you go home with your tail

regardless

more

on

efforts

attend to the

speaks

of a

of enemy

appreciated when

one

the defensive:

losing all. Weakness on
between your legs, but there is

means

home to retum to. Consider the almost ridiculous obviousness of this
statement: the moral demand to defend to the utmost is greater than the
moral demand to assault to the utmost. Even within aggressive honora

based cultures that is tme,
[for] people have been shown, on average, to
find the loss of what is theirs much more grievous than the disappointment
that attends losing an opportunity to gain what is not theirs. (117)
.

Taking this example
one

could

apply the

.

.

fi-om the Battle of Britain and
same

defensive courage

to

the

crossing

over

into

pastoral ministry,

pastoral vocation wherein a local

church pastor continues the courageous actions of the mundane

(such as prayer. Scripture
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reading,

and

sermon

that attempt to

preparation) despite the attack or advance

waylay

of his

sabotage the direction of the pastor's leadership. Further,

or

defensive courage in the pastorate could entail the avoidance of what
most

a

(i.e.,

recent

lecture

alarming
they

the loss of his

rate

consider

statistics such

by Dr.

as

her adversaries

or

or

her

David

calling

of God to be

Walls, this

a

pastor fears the

pastor). Nevertheless, according to

very loss of vocation

"about 75 percent of pastors go

a

through

a

seems

period

to

be

of stress

quitting the ministry. Thirty-five to forty percent actually
as

these,

an

ability to

enact a

occurring
so

at an

great that

do." Given

viable defensive courage could better enable

pastors to stand their ground in the local pastorate as they daily take up the tasks of their
vocation in the face of despair and
Offensive courage.

even

destmction.

Perhaps the single

most

important

difference between

defensive and offensive courage has to do with the fact that "the defender doesn't have
the

same

kinds of choices

or as

many

It is aggressors who get to choose the

defender's turf'
one

(Miller 1 17).

to have more

diminish

or

the defensive

one.

important position

possibility

Given the

an

positive aspect

action

already

war on

options

more

carrying

more

of guilt, moral rhetoric has

they

not without cause, but

made

Offensive courage in

of having

of the offensive party

prominent role

was

locate the

moving party.
the

offensive posture in the realm of war enables

for the offensive party wherein

audience that their attack

unacceptable

the

the aggressor, for the latter is the

timing and, cmcially,

To have

options. Still,

assuage the

as

often try to

does not

guilt than that of
a

centrally

persuade their

rather, in response to

an

by another.

military terms

kind of courage than defensive courage

as

is understood to be

reflected in the

an

altogether different

following;
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[Cjourage of aggression makes very different behavioral and
psychological demands from the courage of defense; storming a wall
requires a different kind of mustering of will and guts than enduring
interrogation in an Argentinean prison or internment in a gulag or death
camp. There is a courage of dishing it out and a courage of taking it.
(Miller 7).
In terms of dishing it out,

a

misconception regarding

fields of battle is often made. "The
with

a

disposition for courage,

life expectancy attached. Even

lunger (German,

World War

becomes hardier and bolder

I)

war-loving warriors

as war

proceeds

fields of battle, time and courage do not

results may be

enjoy

Miller notes of a

surprising

in the old

strength of nerve" (qtd.

words, the capacity to be continuously courageous

as

courageous

is mistaken. What he

study

a

over

time is

a

of tenure

length

capacity,

style

subscribed to this view: "The notion that

and art of attacking his enemy he loses in

relationship. Indeed,

courage and

gains

on

comes

like Ernst

a

soldier

in the science

in Miller

60).

In other

misnomer; therefore,

on

mutually beneficial symbiotic

conducted

during World

War

11, the

for the noncombative reader:

soldier had, by most generous
days of combat, at which point he
computation, a
became "so overly cautious and jittery that he was ineffective and
demoralizing to the newer men." Another study, sampling troops during
the intense fighting in Normandy in 1944, found their maximum period of
One World War 11

study

found that

a

useflil life of 200-240

efficiency occurred between 12 and 30 days, after which it decayed
rapidly through stages of hyperactivity to complete emotional exhaustion
ending in a vegetative state by day 60. (61)

According

to these

vegetative

over

studies, formerly courageous troops

time. In

technology develops

aptly

relationship

to modem

become cautious,

warfare such studies

so, too, do the risks increase in

delineates in the

can

are

jittery and

alarming, for as

relationship to courage,

as

Miller

following:

When missiles can be launched by trigger or lanyard, not only does the
battlefield get bigger, but the battles go on longer and longer. Could it be
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capacity for courage is ineffably tied to the limits of our
bodily powers, not just our spiritual and moral powers? Could it be that
the internal clock or the half-life of the disposition for courage mns to the

that the human

beat of human musculature? For one kind of courage this seems tme: the
courage of the charge, the courage of aggression and attack; but the
courage of endurance, the courage of defense, the courage to persevere,
marches to the beat of a different dmm, demands different rhythms

making

for slower

psychic

(59)

tunes.

These different "dmms" of offensive and defensive courage have
say to the pastor of a local church. In

particular,

something to

for the pastor who is

living

out

the courage of offense in matters of ministry, that pastor could very well

experience the
a

limits of his

or

her

bodily

situation that calls for endurance

technology,

like that

powers

and wide usage of cellular

phones

criticism and contempt than

and

experiencing

defensive posture. So, too, the rise in

or a

the field of battle, has

on

than when

more so

import in ministry.

e-mail, pastors

they might

are

often

With the advent

more

accessible to

have been before the dawn of such

technology.
Martyrdom

Literature

Whereas attack and endurance
courage in

depths

fields of battle

are

the

relationship to warfare, persecution and martyrdom

experiences
the

on

of courage in

relafionship

to

to

by

persecufion

for the Christian believer:

Blessed

those who have been

are

are

the

way of saying the

persecuted

of

pinnacle

the Christian faith. Jesus, who knew

of suffering, admonished his followers

relationship

pinnacle experiences

intimately

following

in

for the sake of righteousness,

for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are you when people insult
evil against you
you and persecute you, and falsely say all kinds of
because of Me. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward in heaven is great; for
in the same way they persecuted the prophets who were before you. (Matt.

5:10-12)
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These words of Jesus

are

handles of hope for his followers in every

numbers of men, women, and young

and death of Christ's followers

suffering

China such

prior to

people

an

assessment

Communist

are

rings tme as the

suffer and die for the sake of the
often recounted

persecutions

For those who may wonder

die, Susan Bergman expounds

why

as

and

as

untold

gospel.

the seed of the

Christian church has grown from

persecution to more than one

the midst of current statewide

generation

The

Church, in

one

million

hundred million followers of Jesus in

killings

of professing believers.

believers in Christ would be

willing

upon what the faithful envision in their

own

to

suffer and

martyrdom:

Martyr, whose root meaning is "witness," was first used in reference to
early Christians who were put to death for their confession of faith in one
tme God. These witnesses expressed not what they had seen with their
eyes but what they envisioned in their hearts. They endured their present
suffering because of their confidence in God's ultimate reign on earth and
the hope they placed in a heavenly life to come. The term broadened in
current usage, but in the simplest understanding of martyrdom an
individual is required to deny Christ and live, or confess him and die.
Under such duress the martyr freely chooses death over life death seals a
�

life's belief� in order
to his

Bergman

notes

in

they placed

or

her

to act as a

faith.

own

witness to the tmth of Christ's claims and

(3)

the roles of "confidence in God's ultimate

a

heavenly

life to come"

(3).

Such

in the book of Hebrews, which says, "faith is the

conviction of things not seen"
in the conviction of an
to be what

(11:1).

unending

To

hope in

reign

on

earth and the

hope

hope is predicated upon faith as defined
assurance

of things

hoped for, the

God's just and eternal

reign and to hope

eternal life with the God of Israel, who is

love, appears

Bergman's description of martyrdom highlights.

Bergman then expands her discussion of martyrdom by
Orthodox

Bonner,

an

physical

act

theologian,

of dying but rather

a

way of quoting Gerald

who says the "essential element in

disposition

martyrdom

is not the

of the will to live for Christ, with the
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strange but wholly Christian paradox,

necessary corollary that, by

a

involve the necessity

down one's life for him"

to

lay

living

(4). By quoting Bonner, Bergman

takes one's understanding of martyrdom away from the ground

zero

the

person is

of the will to live for Christ

disposition

This

more

accurately reflects

the

Gospel

as

the very

accounts

Jesus prays for the cup of suffering to pass him

his will's
own

disposition

suffering
The

reason a

where in the

of the

garden

accomplished

killing

itself to

willing to

die.

of Gethsemane

but remains in the very

is for his Father's purpose to be

even

place where

if that

means

his

and murder.

disposition

encompasses

by

for Christ may

varying

of the will to live for Christ

can

result in

a

complex reality that

hues of martyrdom. Luke 18 relates how death for the rich

man

is

found in the call of Christ to sell all he has and distribute it to the poor if he would want
to

live for Jesus. For the Pharisees in Luke 1 1, to live for Christ

they are

called

physical

death for John the

King Herod.

martyrdom

by

Christ to

in Mark 6

as

he stands fast

In all of these instances and countless

is not the kind of death

one

death to

and the love of God. To live for Christ

uphold justice

Baptist

means a

more

dies but the

pride

means

against the immorality

like them, the

of

anchoring point

disposition of the will to

as

of

live for

Christ.
A stark

regarding

example of one's will to

a man

live for Christ is recounted

by Bergman

named Dr. Paul Carlson:

of static from the shortwave radio then
these words pressing through the distance between them in her husband's
weakened voice: "Where I go from here I know not, only that it will be
All Lois Carlson hears is

a screen

with Him. If by God's grace I live, which I doubt, it will be to His glory."
September 24, 1956, Dr. Paul Carlson radios again, this time from
Wasolo, on the other side of the Ubangi River, to where she is waiting for
him in the Central African

though

the

hospital

he

Republic.

mns

in the

He has

Congo

stayed with

his

patients
by Simba

has been overtaken
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nationalists. Lois waits near the static for days without a sound from him
and then his last brief message, a bit of paper dated October 21, is thmst

into her hand. She reads, "I know I'm ready to meet my Lord, but my
thought for you makes this more difficult. I tmst that I might be a witness
for Christ." In the New Testament found in his jacket pocket, Carlson had
written the date and a single word the day before the Simbas shot him.
Peace

To be found

martyrdom

a

[emphasis]. (11-12)

witness for Christ

despite having to

for Paul Carlson in the

namely the Apostle Paul
I

Congo.

who writes to

die for

him, this is

This is also the

Timothy,

his

son

same

the

pulse

of

hope for another Paul,

in the faith:

already being poured out as a drink offering, and the time of my
departure has come. I have fought the good fight, I have finished the
course, I have kept the faith; in the fiiture there is laid up for me the crown
of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will award to me on
that day; and not only to me, but also to all who have loved His appearing.
(2 Tim. 4:6-8)
am

According to the Apostle Paul,
signals

a

reality where

love of Christ's
love Christ's

two

appearing.

appearing

to be found both

contrasting loves

are

To love this life is to

is to be

willing

and

a

witness and

set at

a

keeper

of the faith

odds: the love of this life and the

despise the day of the Lord; whereas,

ready to give up this

life. Paul

speaks

to

of

living for the day of Christ's appearing:
[T]he grace of God has appeared, bringing salvation to all people,
instmcting us to deny ungodliness and worldly desires and to live sensibly,
righteously and godly in the present age, looking for the blessed hope and
the appearing of the glory of our great God and Savior, Christ Jesus, who
gave Himself for us to redeem us. (Tit. 2: 1 l-14a)

Therefore,
the

same

to have a

disposition that wills to live

for Christ is to have

time wills to die for Christ with the concomitant

hope that

a

disposition that

at

such death is not the

end of the story.

Martin Luther

King, Jr.,

the will to live for Christ while

ties into this definition of martyrdom

speaking at

a

as a

funeral for children killed

by

disposition of
a

bomb while
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attending Sunday school

at a

Birmingham

church:

consolation from Christianity's affirmation that
death is not the end. Death is not a period that ends the great sentence of
life, but a comma that punctuates it to more lofty significance. Death is not
a blind alley that leads the human race into a state of nothingness, but an

I

hope you

can

find

some

open door which leads man into life eternal. Let this daring faith, this great
invincible surmise, be your sustaining power during these trying days.
(qtd. in Bergman 19)

This

daring faith, this "great

the families Martin Luther

after

generation,

look

to

invincible

surmise," has

King, Jr., comforted,

or even

killings

the love of God in Christ Jesus the Lord. The

quite poignant

in

relating both the

source

and

only been sustaining power for

but for countless others

the open door of e+err,?.l I'fe

present trials, troubles, persecutions,

not

?^

particular hope wherein

that

can

who, generation
no

separate Christ's followers from

following lyrics

of a revised old

hope of the daring

hymn

are

faith of a Christian:

When I survey the wondrous cross on which the Prince of glory died,
my richest gain I count but loss, and pour contempt on all my pride.
See from His head. His hands. His feet, sorrow and love flow mingled
down. Did e'er such love and sorrow meet, or thorns compose so rich a
crown? Oh the wonderful cross, oh the wonderful cross, bids me come and
die and find that I may tmly live. Oh the wonderflil cross, oh the
wonderful cross, all who gather here by grace draw near and bless Your
name. Were the whole realm of Nature mine. That were an offering far too

small; love
The

cross

of Christ is the

so

amazing,

so

divine, demands

place where the pinnacle example

died for all of humanity. Easter is the historical

calling all
death

who would follow Christ to

hope

can never

my

hope

give their

of life

soul,

of a

my

daring

issuing

life,

my all!

faith bled and

out of death and

lives in the conviction that

through

such

fade.

Holocaust Literature

Holocaust literature reveals

a

vivid gap in terms of how

gap that is not due to any lack of courage

on

one

defines courage. A

the part of the victims, but rather to the fact
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of holocaust

writings being an altogether

different type of literature about

an

altogether

different kind of experience. This experience is best viewed in the following excerpt from
David

Rousett,

a

victim of the holocaust:

people here still believe that a protest has even historic
importance? This skepticism is the real masterpiece of the SS. Their great
accomplishment. They have cormpted all human solidarity. Here the night
has fallen on the fiiture. When no witnesses are left, there can be no
testimony. To demonstrate when death can no longer be postponed is an
attempt to give death a meaning, to act beyond one's own death. In order
to be successfiil, a gesture must have a social meaning. There are hundreds
of thousands of us here, all living in absolute solitude. That is why we are
subdued no matter what happens, (qtd. in Arendt 57)
How many

This reflection

on

concentration camp

anonymous. In such
masses

many

weight
death

of people

experiencing the
a

hopelessly

reveals how the Nazis made death itself

of courage

same

was

also subdued

bmtalities under the

enclosed

no room

for such

by way of so

same

oppressive

environment, virtue takes

the nature of virtue is to be witnessed and remembered

The holocaust had

have

anonymity the virtue

of secrecy. In such

as

experience

by

witnessing or recollecting,

on

the form of

another who is

or so

the Nazis

living.

might

thought.
Kogon,

death and the
camps with

a

noted expert

holocaust

exactly the

being

same

more

then flower all the

more

convictions that

accentuated"

able to subsist

experience,

"most of the

bmtality of the holocaust,

convictions became
of virtue

on

even

in

a

(qtd.

they had before;

in Arendt

one

had the

62).

.

.

.

[left]

was

is

of

the concentrafion

if anything, these

Here

one

finds the

during bmtality

(i.e., holocaust)

environment within which holocaust victims lived
which

despite the anonymity

prisoners

subdued state

after such crisis

says

over.

possibility

and crisis

In other

only to

words, the

not the kind of environment in

ability to reflect clearly understood virtuous behaviors (i.e.,

virtue

as
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subdued).

The extremes of their environmental conditions

positions where

virtuous actions

were

not

clear-cut. The

placed

young and old alike in

following

reflects such

account

a

deeply troubling dynamic:
Two months ago

of the

prisoners escaped. The camp commandant
fiirious about the escape and demanded to know the identity of the
escaped prisoner. No one could provide him with the information he was
demanded that any pairs of
seeking. In his fury, the commandant
one

.

.

.

was

...

.

.

.

brothers, or fathers and sons, step forward. We were terrified of what he
might do if we did not comply. My father and I stepped forward.
They placed my father on a stool under those gallows and tied a noose
around his neck. Once the noose was around my father's neck, the
commandant cocked his luger, placed it at my temple, and hissed, "If you
or your father doesn't tell me who
escaped, you are going to kick that
stool out from under your father." I looked at my father and told him
"Don't worry, Tatte, I won't do it." But my father answered me, "My son,
you have to do it. He's got a gun to your head and he's going to kill you if
you

don't, and then he'll kick the chair

out

from under

and we'll both
survive."
me

be gone. This way at least there's a chance you'll
"I will not do it. I didn't forget kibbud av (honoring one's father)."
Instead of being comforted by my words, my father suddenly screamed
at me: "You

talk about kibbud

av.

I'm

ordering

you to kick that stool. That

is your father's command."

"No, Father, I won't."

only got angrier, knowing that if I didn't obey he would
murdered in front of him. "You talk about kibbud av v'eim

But my father
see

his

son

he shouted. "This is your father's last
order to you. Listen to me! Kick the chair!"
I was so frightened and confused hearing my father scream at me that I

[honoring

one's father and

mother],"

kicked the chair and watched

(Newman

and Erber

This kind of illustration reveals the
what the

hunger,

right

or

virtuous

reason

role of suffering in its
a

why

raw

limit in terms of a

my father's neck

in the

noose.

able to understand

clearly

snapped

102-03)

complex nature of being

of action should be with the

and traumatized environs
Another

issue

course

as

pressing

in

on

attending horrors,

pangs of

the individual.

virtuous behavior may have been subdued

was

and unthinkable state for the holocaust victims.

person's ability to think and

act

virtuously.

because of the

Suffering

may

Elie Wiesel refers to
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such

suffering

in the

following reflection:

Suffering brings out the lowest, the most cowardly in man. There is a
phase of suffering you reach beyond which you become a bmte: beyond it
you sell your soul and worse, the souls of your fiiends far a piece of
bread, for some warmth, for a moment of oblivion, of sleep. Saints are
those who die before the end of the story. The others, those who live out
their destiny, no longer dare look at themselves in the mirror. (247)
�

�

This kind of suffering is often recounted in holocaust literature

as

the

experience (on the

part of the victims) of the living dead. After having been separated fi-om family and

home, after the cattle-like conditions of transport, the sheer loss of identity with the

shaving of heads,

the

branding of numbers,

identical in nature, the

sight

the

out of linens

doling

and smell of noxious smoke clouds

or

rags that

were

all

emanating from the

crematoriums, the traumatized recollections of infants being murdered before parent's
eyes and parents

being beaten beyond recognition;

unthinkable acts

were

no

a

provisions

virtuous behaviors

shine the

light

and

in conditions with little

experiences

were

were

subdued

or

stymied.

The holocaust

experiences where the depths

of torment

common occurrences

of virtue

being

still occasions when the need for courage

enacted in the face of unthinkable acts. Such courage

led the victims to

provides

a

grim

certainly quell

was

diffimlt both

was

the

ability

clearly

to pvnre*;'; or

called upon and

often demonstrated

order to defend the children. In his novel, Wiesel touches upon
was

or

of virtue.

Yet desoite the

grasp, there

physically

victims of such

death-like existence wherein all the normal orders of life, respect, and

example of places
to

surviving

for sustenance. Such inhumane environs and

dehumanizing

even

then left to exert themselves

the

an

by adults

incident where courage

called forth in the starkest of ways:
He

[German officer]

was

dmnk. A dmnken

pig.

He

in

was

laughing.

He
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stank of obscenity.
A

.

special present!"

"It's my birthday today," he said. "I want a present.
He examined me from head to toe and snickered,
.

.

"You'll be my birthday
words. I was twelve.

I didn't understand the

present."

meaning

of his

In the half-darkness of the

barracks. Bertha [older woman] tried to divert
him. Without saying a word, she began to undress. The other women
bmnettes, blondes, redheads without consulting one another did the
same. In a flash they were all naked like silent, motionless statues.
Outside, the sun was moving behind the horizon spilling its msty blood
over the moving shadows. It seemed that if the scene went on something
terrible would happen.
That's when the dmnkard caught the child by the arm and bmtally
pulled her outside the barracks. (291-92)
�

�

.

.

Virtue

certainly

can

be exhibited

innocence of a child.

Again,

virtue offered up

witness

as a

victimizer followed

the virtue of courage is both
to

women

the twelve year old
demented

who tried to

whatever innocence she may have had left
indeed shine in the darkness
to see

the

as

.

.

by the victimized when

through on his

courageous act of the

.

.

girl.

all

one

of defense

Even

well

as a

though her would-be

girl would

never

they had,

their very

selves,

twelve-year-old.

as a

as

the

longings,

use

such horrors touch upon the

forget the
to

defend

Sometimes virtues do

witnesses and recollections to those who

are

able to live

light.
Literature Precedents Conclusion

Courage

has been

being whether undertaken
Chicago. Classical

a

critical component

in ancient Greece

to

or

holistic life.

upon

or

endure

study

Courage is

also determined to

of what constitutes

in contemporary Willow Creek

authors bantered about the role and

resultant fruit of their labors find courage to be
to a

the

one

makeup

cannot

be

separated from

human

Church,

of courage, and the

of the cardinal virtues,

a

literal

hinge

envelop the capacity of a person to act

hardships through fijll reflection in accord with right

Christian, courage

a

the

grounding

reason.

For the

influence of charity,

just

as
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courage for any person cannot be

justice. Courage encapsulates

a

a

habit autonomous from other virtues like

certain amount of tragedy and

martyr is the greatest example of risk for

out of the virtue

lead the

people

willingness

to

of God

give

measures an

of courage for those who would

one's life for the sake of Christ is

live for Christ with resolute determination. Such

certain kind of death.

Martyrdom

life after death rather than
name,

new

they

life

do

so

a

is the

morbid

signal

image

in the shadow of the

as

want to

understanding

follow Christ

martyrdom,

on

predicated upon the

living

as

and

well

as

the

ironic desire to

for Christ may lead

beacon for Christians of a

one

hope

to a

in

a

better

of the end of life. As pastors lead in Christ's

cross

upon which Christ died

through the grave. Courageous pastors

life in their deaths

risk, and perhaps the

authentic

pastor. As reflected in the literature

as

or

follower of Christ.

a

The role of martyrdom informs and

living

pmdence

they, too, lay down their

are

only then to rise to

certain Christ will work the

lives with

an

unwavering hope

same new

of what will

be.
Holocaust

literature, although dealing with

does enable

experience,

one

to see how

virtuous behaviors

that disallow victims the

clarity

in

thought

incessantly

is

are

explicitly

the virtue of courage

direst of circumstances. Holocaust literature also

extremity when

an

can

be exhibited in the

points to unthinkable ranges

subdued within

larger

primarily

due to the
as

daily experience

well

as

the

Nevertheless,

Such lack of

of events that leave the victims

larger loss of everything near and dear :

home, family, relationships, possessions, personal identity, and
of a God of love.

of

frameworks of suffering

luxury of being able to think clearly and virtuously.

in the wake of trauma

conceptions

different kind of human

even

even

hope-filled

though the virtue of courage may be
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subdued
terror

during

such horrific events, the virtue

firmly planted

even more

can

still appear

on

the other side of the

in the hearts and minds of the survivors.

Recent virtue-ethics literature and social -psychological literature

existentialists)

opened the way for courage to be

have

Accordingly, just the capacity to

person.

courage.

with the

attending reality

of childhood

requisite

need for

to grow into a

as

well

as

manifested in any and every finite

live in the midst of the threat of nonexistence

Indeed, the existentialists would deem the very discussion of existence

requires

terms

of death

as a

courageous act of philosophical

development, psychoanalyst Erikson would

a

tmsting

go

adult. Other

are

to propose

same

the

child

expand upon this important virtue.

conceptions

definable and

mean

on

which is anathema to

of courage, does delineate the discussion of courage in terms

comparable.

the exhibition of courage
do and do not

as

authors, like Hauerwas and Nussbaum,

Military literature, although dealing with the battlefield,

that

far

In

others, have gleaned important insights into the study of courage and

many

Christian

so

questioning.

environment in the life of a child in order for that

spirited (courageous)

continue to refine and

some

(especially the

The

use

the battlefront

of defensive and offensive terms in relation to

helps

one

for the attacker and the defender.

important information about the role

to understand what these

Military

of battle weariness. One

literature also

postures

provides

unique contribution given

in the discussion of military courage is the inherent and moral need for the attacker to

describe such offensive action in terms of an
Much of contemporary

Courage

as a

publications

appropriate reaction to a perceived wrong.

on

courage

virtue is assumed to be understood

definitions than

are

exhortatory in

by the reader

nature.

and less focus is

encouraging people (pastors) simply to be courageous.

on

Streams of
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thought within this kind

of literature tend to believe courage

and courage is act

than endurance. Little discussion of martyrdom

more

Aquinas' writings)

occurs

can

be instilled in

a

person

(as opposed to

in this kind of literature.
Biblical Precedents

Scripture references where
between.

Nevertheless, the

(i.e., contextual)
The

the terms for

are

utilized

pages of scripture do reference courage in

ways that show forth the

following precedents

"courage"

seek to

importance

uncover

are

few and far

more

of this virtue for the

roundabout

people of faith.

what the Bible has to say about courage.

Weakness
To
to

be

antithetical, nevertheless, the

then I

early

am

strong" (2

Church

delivered

Cor.

12:10b).

in

courageous
In

Apostle Paul boasts, "[W]hen 1

am

weak,

relationship to this text of Paul's, Chrysostom,

an

father, viewed Paul's thorn in the flesh (from which he sought to be

only then to

learn that

adversaries like Alexander the

(qtd.

of one's weakness may appear

acquaint the virtue of courage with the reality

strength

comes

coppersmith

from

weakness)

be Paul's

"vexing

and the party of Hymenaeus and Philetus"

Oden, Ancient Christian Commentary 305). Expounding

adversarial opponents and Paul's

to

weakness, Cyprian

says the

on

this theme of

following:

after shipwrecks, after scourgings, after many
and body, says that he was not harassed but
of
the
flesh
grievous tortures
was corrected by adversity, in order that while he was the more heavily
Thus also the

apostle Paul,

afflicted he might the more tmly be tried.
When, therefore, some
infirmity and weakness and desolation attacks us, then is our power made
perfect, then our faith is crowned, if though tempted it has stood firm.
This finally is the difference between us and the others who do not know
God, that they complain and murmur in adversity, while adversity does
.

.

.

.

from the tmth of virtue and faith but proves
in Oden, Ancient Christian Commentary 305-06)

not turn us

(qtd.
This

language

of Cyprian's,

namely,

faith

being crowned by infirmity

us

in

.

.

suffering.

and weakness and
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desolation, speaks

of a

Church fathers live. Similar
the

hope of life

out

the power of God
In

of death,

accusers

rescue

a

him

Paul the

acceptable

on

certainly

the

cross

and

early

of Calvary to

look

through his sufferings to

day

of Christ's retum.

of human weakness and the power of God, Marva J. Dawn

gods,

the

Apostle Paul

through the

Apostle

need of our weakness than of our

their bounds and become
assessment is

too does

so

working to make

more

Christ who looked

to Jesus

detailing this reality

says, "God has

of reference out of which the

larger frame

so our

case

power becomes

with Jesus

strength.
rival

a

to

Just

God"

who. Scripture records,

(see Matt. 26:63). Further, though Jesus

is able

him from the torment of the cross, he submits to

to

as

being

(47).

was

command

powers overstep

Dawn's

silent before his

legions

killed for

of angels to

although

"he

was

Son, He learned obedience from the things which He suffered" (Heb. 4:8).
N. T.

Wright extrapolates
[Jesus'

last

on

the role of weakness and the life of Christ:

temptation was]

to

abandon at the last minute the vocation
life, to give way to despair and to

to

which he had been obedient all his

abandon the faith by which he had lived. He could have summoned his
twelve legions of angels, as he said in the garden. Or, as Job was tempted
by his wife to do, he could have cursed God for betraying him. He does
neither. He just
The

reality

hangs there,

of one's weakness leads

aggrandizement
circumstances

a

his agony

squeezed

out to the last

person away from self-centeredness and self-

and toward the very Lord who calls and seeks to

demanding

of weakness enables

one

drop. (7)

courage. Such

a

to see the power

demand for courage

of God

clearly

at

use

that person in

coming

out

of the mbric

work and his purposes

as

the

only legitimate end.
The Passion of the Christ in the

Gospels

Pastors love the prospect of being courageous because

that famous Irish-bom

author,

once

wrote,

"People

are

like tea

as

George Bernard Shaw,

bags.

You

never

know
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their real
most

strength until they get

in hot water"

pastors find themselves steeped in hot water,

helpful

a

in Johnston
one can

39). Seeing

how often

certainly recognize

how

strong dose of courage would be in order to face each day within the local

pastorate; however, courage does
the

(qtd.

of courage in

subject

not come

easily

as

revealed in the need for literature

cultural milieu that often leaves pastors

today's

on

feeling unsettled

and anxious.

Gospel

The Bible has

something

narratives the

pivotal

to say on

account

this matter of courage

of Jesus the Christ's

as one

passion and

finds in the

death

on

the

cross

of Calvary, which necessitates the utilization of courage for him to journey there

willingly. Although the

cmelest method of execution

ever

practiced,

the very instmment

of cmcifixion, the cross, is for Jesus the axis around which his incarnate life revolves.
Jesus states,

and to

give

"[Ejven I, the

my life

as a ransom

Facing this kind
in the

garden

execution.
a

for

of Gethsemane to the

here not to be served but to

death, the Gospels

point

willingly, courageously,
cross.

The

insufferable

cross

are

is considered

condemned

of sweating

be

a

others,

Gospel

set out

symbol

says,

recount

how Jesus

stmggles

drops of blood the night before his

determinatively

and

death, the Gospels reveal

sets his face

toward Jemsalem

"[A]s the fime drew

for Jemsalem"

near

for his

(Luke 9:51).

of shame and derision where the violent and

by Rome and made

ill-will toward the

pitiable death would

and

Luke's

heaven, Jesus resolutely

serve

many" (Matt. 20:28).

of suffering and

in order to journey to the

harboring

came

Despite the knowledge of his looming suffering

Jesus who

retum to

Son of Man,

an

example to

any who

empire. Jesus' resolute decision to

consternating to the

ears

might be

suffer and die such

a

of those who hear his claim of divine
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status

as

accursed

the very Son of God for the Judaic faith believes that anyone

by

God

Given the
cannot

help

suffering, pain,

and shame into which Jesus

but conclude that Jesus endures the whole of his

prophecy,

is silent before the
no

which says, "He

shearers, he did

justice" (Acts 8:32-33).

was

led

not open

as a

conduct themselves

as

is

a

foundational

to

passion with a reflective

the

was

and

the very fiilfillment

slaughter.

And

lamb

as a

humiliated and received

accusers.

Jesus

willingly

and

the way Jesus conducts himself while

example

they also courageously

one

for how the

endure

suffering

early apostles

are

on

to

for the Christian faith

(see

6:12-14).
The

Gospels

show how Jesus'

of identity and the

hope

According to the Gospels,
talks of how Jesus

ability to

of what would

Jesus'

identity

be courageous is

occur

through

primarily

his death

on

due to his

the

cross.

is framed in the context of controversy. Mark 8

questions his disciples concerning

speak candidly to Jesus about the
streets

sheep

Jesus remains calm before his

trial before Pilate becomes

sense

tree

willingly journeys,

account to be

his mouth. He

lovingly endures tremendous suffering. Further,

1 Tim.

a

(see Deut. 21:23).

determinative will wherein he is considered in Luke's
of Isaiah's

hung on

common

his

own

identity.

assumptions people

are

The

disciples

verbalizing

on

the

and in the synagogues:

"[SJome say John the Baptist, some say Elijah, and others say you are one
of the prophets." Then Jesus asked, "Who do you say I am?" Peter replied,
"You are the Messiah." Then Jesus began to tell them that he, the Son of
Man, would suffer many terrible things and be rejected by the leaders, the
leading priests, and the teachers of religious law. He would be killed, and
three days later he would rise again. As he talked about this openly with
his disciples, Peter took him aside and told him he shouldn't say things
like that. Jesus tumed and looked at his
very

from

and then said to Peter

"Get away from me, Satan! You are seeing things
human point of view, not from God's." (Mark 8:28-32)

stemly,
a

disciples

merely
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Jesus'

is formed from

identity

a

different

Mark's passage shows, Jesus refers
God's

point

of view rather than

throughout the Gospel
Jesus'

baptism

Jesus. "You

and

are

Son" is heard

of Mark. For

of view than that of his followers. As

understanding

point

example,

one

and John

on

identity

finds in Mark's

from heaven

at Jesus'

spoken

of his

of view. This God

transfiguration a voice comes

by Peter, James,

as

coming

point of view
Gospel

from

recurs

how both at

declaring the identity of

baptism (1:11).

"This is my beloved

the Mount of Transfiguration

by God the Father concerning Jesus' identity

(9:7). These

appears to frame and

gird Jesus' self-understanding.
Jesus'

of view), is

an

self-understanding,

reinforced and nurtured from heaven

identity of beloved sonship.

very context out of which he
on

the

human

my beloved Son" is

declarations made
under

a

to

point

This

so

far

as

is understood

reflectively and with a determinative will

behalf of the Father who loves him. This

Jesus that he goes

sonship

to

weave

self-understanding

it into the

following story

is

so

(i.e.,

God's

point

by Jesus to be the
suffers and dies

deeply imbedded

in

form:

began telling them stories: "A man planted a vineyard, built a wall
around it, dug a pit for pressing out the grape juice, and built a lookout
tower. Then he leased the vineyard to tenant farmers and moved to another
country. At grape-picking time he sent one of his servants to collect his
share of the crop. But the farmers grabbed the servant, beat him up, and
sent him back empty-handed.
The owner then sent another servant, but they beat him over the head
and treated him shamefully. The next servant he sent was killed. Others
who were sent were either beaten or killed, until there was only one left
his son whom he loved dearly. The owner finally sent him, thinking,
'Surely they will respect my son.'
But the farmers said to one another, 'Here comes the heir to this estate.
Let's kill him and get the estate for ourselves! So they grabbed him and
murdered him and threw his body out of the vineyard." (Mark 12:1-8)
Jesus

'
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Jesus'

identity informs

beyond

his death

on

his courage to endure

the

cross to

the

suffering and

hope of new

death. His

life after the

cross

identity

also

points

for both himself and

those who will believe in him:

going up to Jemsalem; and the Son of Man will be
delivered to the chief priests and scribes, and they will condemn Him to

Behold,

we are

death, and will hand Him over to the Gentiles to mock and scourge and
cmcify Him, and on the third day He will be raised up. (20: 18-19)
This third

marker

day

which he holds

signaling Jesus'

throughout the pain

the sole possessor of such

epistle

through Him.
to be the

In this is

and

hope but the

he says, "God has sent His

love,

not

life-out-of-death

suffering

arbiter of it

only begotten

that

of the

we

on

The

by the Father who

outweighing the suffering

and

pain.

one

and

John's

this

only

hours has come;

authority

over

(17: lb-2).

glorify Your Son,

all

Jesus is not

us

we

and sent His Son
Jesus the

Son.

recounts the prayer of Jesus

of his

that the Son may

glorify You,

flesh, that to all whom You have given Him,

shortly

hope that anchors

suffering and

death.

even as

He may

far

him

"Father, the
You gave Him

give

eternal life"

New life out of death and eternal life to all who will believe in him is the

informing Jesus'

a

road to such

hope

courage in the face of suffering and death.

The New Testament accounts of Jesus

they reveal

live

might

hope of an eternally greater good

Gospel

throughout the ordeal

that

hope that grips

before his arrest and cmcifixion. In this prayer Jesus refers to the
and informs his courage

so

loved God, but that He loved

sends his

hope onto

Furthermore,

Son into the world

of being raised from death is the

hope

cross.

is the

behalf of his Father. In John's first

propitiation for our sins" (4:9b-10). Therefore,

Christ is shared

experience

courageous Jesus who endures

suffering and

are

the

products of lengthy reflection,

and

excmciating pain with courage both on the

in the very midst of suffering. Jesus' courageous journey to the
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cross not

only speaks to the circumstances his apostles

endure but also speaks to today's pastors in the

through word and table, they
cross

The

still continue

of Jesus Christ and its concurrent

passion

together

the book of the

sharing

in the

same

are

forced to

of the local church where,

speak and

live out of the

centrality of the

hope.

forced to endure in his

arrest

of Peter and John due to their

resurrection from the dead"
of Stephen's

gospel,

another central theme

Revelation, suffering is recorded

are

tying

Christ's

martyrdom

as

name.

For

as a

example,

constant

early

as

"teaching the people

and

(4:2). Only three chapters later,

reality the

as

Acts

4,

followers of

one

proclaiming

one

reads of the

in Jesus the

encounters the account

the result of the bold content of his defense before the

high

Acts 12 records how James the brother of John is put to death with the sword

Herod the
them"

Church

in the New Testament is that of suffering. From the book of Acts to

Jesus

priest.

context

early

of Christ's Followers in the New Testament

Aside from
followers

to

in the

king

(12:1).

recounts

a

plot

one

recounts the

on some

Peter is also arrested

shipwreck Paul
perhaps

who "laid hands

intended to kill the
endures

of the most

as

by Herod

belonged

in this

Apostle Paul,

moving

accounts

encountered by the living God

on an

chapter. Chapter 23

chapter 27
on

of the

account

same

of the

to

mistreat

of Acts

describes

gospel.

a

In

as a

servant

of Christ. Even at the close of

Revelation, with all its poetic beauty and stark

is reminded of how faith is

From the

and

the church in order

of the New Testament, 2 Cor. 1 1 ;23-29, Paul

seemingly endless ways he suffers

one

to

same

he travels to Rome in chains

the New Testament in the book of the

imagery,

who

by

forged in the

crucible of suffering

as

John is

island of exile.

foregoing passages, clearly the

followers of Jesus Christ suffer in the
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same manner as

before they

their Lord.

glad,

falsely

say all kinds of evil

for your reward in heaven is

inform Jesus' followers who become
the

stonings, beatings,
like Jesus before

Jesus addresses their

when in Matthew 5 he says, "Blessed

occur

and persecute you, and
and be

Ironically enough,

people

against you because

'

greaf (5:1 l-12b).

willing to

you when

endure

insult you

of Me.

Rejoice

These words of promise

courageously imprisonment,

sword, and cmcifixion because of what awaits them. Therefore,

them, these Christ followers have

beyond their sufferings

and deaths. This

hope

a

hope that takes them through

and

is that of a great reward in heaven, and it

enabled the followers of Christ to be able to say
is

are

sufferings well

as

Paul does, "To live is Christ and to die

gain" (Phil. 1:21).
The

much

of heaven and

suffering with

for their
are

hope

ability to

a

great reward propels the followers of Christ

evident courage; however, the

hope of heaven is not the only

killing

According to Luke,
the

living

reason

importance.

In Acts 9 Luke tells of the conversion of Saul who is

and

endure

suffer with resolute wills. The love of God and his call upon their lives

also of primary

persecution

to

Christ in

of Christ's followers

while Saul travels
a manner

that

on a

actively engaged

(Stephen the martyr being

road

leading to

one

in the

of them).

Damascus he is confi-onted

literally knocks Paul off of his

by

horse:

him; and he fell to the ground and
heard a voice saying to him, "Saul, Saul, why are you persecuting Me?"
And he said, "Who are you Lord?" And he said, "I am Jesus whom you

[A] light

from heaven flashed around

persecuting, but get up and
you must do." (9:3-6)
are

In

reflecting upon this

same

experience,

Paul

Galatia in the epistle named after them, his

enter

the

city,

and it v^dll be told you what

(formerly Saul)

own

states to the

experience of the love

Christians of

of God when he
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says:
have heard of my former manner of life in Judaism, how I used to
persecute the church of God beyond measure and ii ieJ iu ucsu oy it, dud I

[Y]ou

advancing in Judaism beyond many of my contemporaries among my
countrymen, being more extremely zealous for my ancestral traditions.
But when God, who had set me apart even fi-om my mother's womb and
called me through His grace, was pleased to reveal His Son in me so that I
might preach Him among the Gentiles, I did not immediately consult with
flesh and blood, nor did I go up to Jemsalem to those who were apostles
before me; but I went away to Arabia, and returned once more to
Damacus. (1:13-17)
was

Imbedded in these above two biblical references is the love
on

the life of Paul that leads Paul to suffer for the sake of the

called

specific

namely,

call

eventually

the very

lead to his

The
are

are

that he is to

hope

of a

preach God's

Note how Paul is

calling

is

specific

Son to the Gentiles. This love and this

catalysts that propel Paul

martyrdom

gospel.

of God and his call

of God and that this

through the grace (literally the benevolence)

in nature,

into

a

life of missionary endeavors that

in Rome.

heavenly reward,

the love of God, and

a

specific call,

all of these

formative elements in the formation of courageous followers of Christ Jesus

throughout the
endure much
for his

annals of the New Testament. These courageous followers

suffering

and

even

martyrdom on behalf of the Father who

ongoing purposes. Today, pastors

specific purpose

with its concomitant

reflect the nature of ministry endured

are

Paul does:

"[T]o live

Pentecost and the
In Acts 2

by those who

flnds

of the

quite

a

through the

sets

a

pastor

willing to

them apart

calling,

have gone before will
a

are

grace of God for

reward. Such

expressed when

is Christ and to die is

Indwelling

one

still called

hope of a heavenly

necessitate the kind of courage that is best
as

(or grace)

can

a

if it is to

undoubtedly

confidenfly

assert

gain" (Phil. 1:21).

Holy Spirit

different Peter than the

one

encountered in Luke 22
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where he denies Christ

no

day

of Pentecost and the

the

Spirit

are

fiill of sweet wine"

beginning

empowering Spirit

of the

boldness and courage to

account,

living

to

healing

next

up to them

'

(132).

...

of Jesus Christ

The

matter

EI

It is

unique.

It is the

Holy Spirit

as

the

daring

the consequence.

and courage is found in Acts 4. Here in this

are

in Solomon's

of a lame
the

no

Spirit,

Witherington,

God correlates in Acts to the Christ followers

they were speaking to the people,
came

say of those filled with the

witness to Chrisf

reads of how Peter and John

the Sadducees

Peter takes his stand

eschatological people, properly speaking.

example of this daring boldness

one

place,

clear that in cmcial ways this event is

proclaim the gospel

who have just witnessed the
"as

quite

of the creation of God's

one

2 records how just after

New Testament scholar Ben

(2: 13 ff).

of them to do their�job

empowering

One

gathered together in

confronting those who mockingly

says of this Pentecost event, "It is

the

in Peter's life is due to the

change

infilling of the Holy Spirit of God. Acts

of God rests upon those

and raises his voice

"They

less than three times. The

beggar (see

priests

and the

and laid hands

on

portico speaking to the people

3:

1-26).

Luke recounts how

captain of the temple guard

and

them and put them in jail until the

day" (Acts 4:3).'^
On this next

Jemsalem to
with the

day the

inquire

of these two

prisoners.

same

chapter.

interesting to

are

gathered together in

Luke recounts in

Holy Spirit," ironically enough judges

cmcified Jesus. What is
of this

mlers and elders and scribes

note is

verse

his adversaries

as

8 how

Peter, "filled

being the

ones

their reaction to Peter and John in

Luke states, "Now when

they

saw

who

verse

13

the boldness of Peter and John

Luke tells how those who laid hands on Peter and John were disturbed because they were
proclaiming in Jesus the resurrection from the dead (cf. Acts 4:2). Witherington says of this imprisonment
how it "must be home in mind that incarceration in antiquity was often not a means of punishment, but
rather a means of holding a suspect until a trial could be had or a judgment rendered" (190).
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and realized that

they were uneducated

recognized

as

them

and John the

undeniable,
like

a

companions

following,

and it

was

and

of Jesus."

"The boldness

or

ordinary men, they were

Witherington

says of their reaction to Peter

freedom of speech of Peter

shocking because they were agrammatoi

mighty rhetor in a public assembly" (195).

emboldened and

convicting

Wanting to keep

manner

and the

Words

are

mlers, elders

Peter and John fi-om

of Jesus"

(4:18).

counter the council's

Yet in this

threats

same

we

have

seen

and heard"

spirit of boldness and
"Whether it is

fiirther

courage, Peter and John

right in God's sight to

hinge upon which the

Spirit

emboldens the

one

power that

accounts to boldness

cannot

apostles

of speech in Jesus'

in the face of consequent

today's pastors

council could stop

or

as

Jesus the

name

in the

help but conclude that the Holy Spirit's infilling

stifle"

if the

swing. Further,

punishment

and

in the local church. In

(Witherington 198).

Holy

suffering

conclusion,

how the accounts of Acts reveal "the power available to the

no

to

courage in Acts 4

change from outright denial and

courage of Christ's followers

continue to embolden

deny

available

Gospel

book of Acts,

is the

cannot

keep from speaking about

punishment by refusing to silence their witness to

abandonment of Jesus in the

certainly

teach at all in the

(4:19-20).

Christ and his resurrection from the dead. Given this

accounts of the

not amused.

are

proclaim the

or

assuredly reflect hearts of emboldened

Peter and John most

they risk suffering

and

speak

listen to you rather than to God, you must judge; for we cannot
what

was

powerful when spoken in an

continuing to heal

by way of saying,

(and John)

and idiwtai. Peter appears

and scribes

resurrection in Jesus' name, the council orders them "not to
name

amazed and

apostles,

he will
one

a

This power is still

all of those who call upon the Lord Jesus Christ and minister

boldly

in his
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available

all of those who call upon the Lord Jesus Christ and minister

to

in his

boldly

name.

Biblical Precedents Conclusion

Weakness, passion, and Holy Spirit
much of the New Testament accounts
start in Jesus Christ

difficult

news

together.

are

the

unwavering cords that bind

Each of these biblical elements find their

who, according to the prophesy of Isaiah 53, is the harbinger of the

that the Son of God is

would-be followers into the
Testament

power

experienced

In the context of their

same

none

other than the

suffering

kinds of suffering. Christ's

and endured

who invites

servant

apostles

in the New

suffering with determinative and reflective

sufferings, they were

not remiss to claim how weak

People believed the power of God was pleased to tabernacle
for their Lord who wrestled in Gethsemane with his

own

in weakness

courage.

they were.

as was

the

case

weakness in the face of certain

cmcifixion.
The followers of Christ in the New Testament understood the whole of their
existence
goes

the

so

as

far

reflective of the

as

to

following:

fellowship

long

for

in the

Along this very line,

passion

of the Christ

the

Aposfle Paul

by way

of expressing

"that I may know Him and the power of His resurrection and the

of His

candid in their
to

of Christ.

participation

sufferings, being conformed to His death;

the resurrection of the dead"

Spirit

passion

(Phil. 3:10-11).

portrayal of how

The accounts of the New Testament

Christ's followers

face adversities. To be able to suffer

as

depended

on

the power of the

Christ did, they needed the

them endure with boldness and flrm resolve what were, at

circumstances.

in order that I may attain to
are

Holy

Spirit to help

times, excmciatingly difficult
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Theological Precedents
Pastors in the New

England District

Church of the Nazarene share

a common

Wesleyan theological perspective, therefore, Wesleyan distinctives needed to be given
due voice in matters

pertaining to theology

pastorate. In this endeavor

a

focus

grace and Christian

theology:

was

and the

placed

study

upon two

of courage in the local

key elements in Wesley's

perfection.

Grace
In his

book, Kenneth

soteriological fmgerprinf
the life of a believer

J. Collins describes John

'

as

(101).

having to

In

do wdth both

one

In

and

narrowing

in

and renewal inherent in

renewal, Wesley touches
on

Wesley's conception of

finds divine grace to be both the undeserved favor of God toward

humanity and God's power that enables
("Witness

forgiveness

relationship to forgiveness

deeply upon both the roles of faith and grace.
God's grace,

Wesley's "distinctive

of Our Own

a

person to "will and to do his

good pleasure"

Spirif 232). Interestingly enough, Wesley underscores this

conception of grace (God's power in a person to will

and to do his

latter

good pleasure):

By "the grace of God" is sometimes to be understood that free
love, that unmerited mercy, by which I a sinner, through the merits
of Christ, am now reconciled to God. But in this place it rather
means that power of God the Holy Ghost, which "worketh in us
both to will and to do His good pleasure." As soon as ever the
grace of God in the former sense. His pardoning love, is
manifested to our souls, the grace of God in the latter sense, the
power of His Spirit, takes place therein. And now we can perform,
through God, what to man was impossible. (232)
power to live

Grace

as

nature

of that joy

as

God would have

whereby an

clarifies that this joy "is

not a

one

adult Christian
natural joy"

live is, for

Wesley, "the ground

and the

rejoiceth evermore" (234). Further, Wesley

(234), but a joy experienced by Christians
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despite their sufferings.
As noted above in the biblical literature

his followers in the New Testament accounts,
courage to endure
power of God,

then,

joy experienced
Wesley
is the

hardships
one

and

even

Wesley

suffering

for the sake of the

in the life of a believer

of Christian
states the

a

following

as

the

and the resultant

theological precedent that touches upon how

challenges

joy flowing

powerfiil grace

and

gospel requires

Taking Wesley's conception of grace

finds in his discussion of God's

conceives of living up to the

precedent

death.

regarding the sufferings of both Jesus

and

hardships

of his life and

ministry.

It

out of the covenant of grace.

in "The Witness of Our Own

Spirif:

Christian joy is joy in obedience; joy in loving God, and keeping
His commandments
Us "hath He quickened, who were dead in
...

through Jesus Christ our
Lord." But we rejoice in walking according to the covenant of
grace, in holy love and happy obedience. We rejoice in knowing
that, "being justified through His grace," we have "not received
that grace of God in vain"; that God having freely (not for the sake
of our willing or mnning, but through the blood of the Lamb)
reconciled us to Himself, we mn, in the strength which He hath
given us, the way of His commandments. He hath "girded us with
strength unto the war," and we gladly "fight the good fight of the
faith." We rejoice, through Him who liveth in our hearts by faith,
to "lay hold of eternal life." This is our rejoicing, that as our
"Father woreth hitherto," so (not by our own might or wisdom, but
through the power of His Spirit, freely given in Christ Jesus) we
and

sins";

now we are

"alive to God,

also work the works of God. And may He work in us whatsoever is
well-pleasing in His sight! To whom be the praise for ever and
ever!
Note the connection
to

(236)

Wesley

the grace of God) and the

working

makes between Christian joy

fight,

relationship

to

and courage to enter

sin

or

as a

response

imagery of mnning, strengthening, warring, fighting

the works of God. These words mirror

courage to

(that springs up

a war

effort, endurance, and

whether it takes

in the local pastorate where

a

and

courage to mn,

place inside of a person

in

pastor carries forth the works of the
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living God

in

a manner

that is

well-pleasing

in his

sight.

The cormection between Christian joy and divine grace
works of God is

Stephen
was

power to work the

exemplified in Wesley who courageously takes to

A. Seamands

considered

as

a

highlights how difficult preaching

scomfiil

field

in the fields

preaching.

was

for

Wesley

as

it

practice in his day:

Throughout his life and ministry, in his quest for holiness, Wesley was
willing to engage in activities that caused scorn and criticism from his own
Anglican religious community. Consider for example, his embarrassing
decent into field preaching on April 2, 1739, about ten months after his
heartwarming experience at Aldersgate. Here is how he records the event
in his journal: "Mon. 2. At four in the afternoon I submitted to "be more
vile," and proclaimed in the highways the glad tidings of salvation." (125)

Wesley's willingness to be "more vile"
community

is not

and to endure

glamorous calling but

a

more

discomfort. Nevertheless, because of God's

preach

in the fields

scorn

realistically

calling

on

his

from his
a

A

life, Wesley continues to

courageously proclaiming the glad tidings

of salvation and
from his peers.

perfection

leading feature of Wesley's theology was

abundant within the
John Weslev's

patristic tradition:

Scriptural Christianitv

a

refocus upon what had been

the way of holiness
31

1).

In

Wesley's

or

Christian

Christ follower

can

undoubtedly "love the Lord thy God with

and with all

thy mind, and with

all

so

perfection (Oden,

A Plain Account of Christian

Perfection, he delineates and reaffirms what he has always believed

thy soul,

religious

place of ongoing

experiencing unnatural joy despite the pain of ridicule and contempt
Christian

own

thy strength" (7).

all

to

be tme, that

a

thy heart, and with all

In this doctrine of Christian

perfection, Wesley brings to bear nuances that have input upon a deeper understanding of
the virtue of courage.
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The first

that of the

one

nuance to

which

perfect good

that sheds

Wesley refers

light on the

role of courage is

and uUimate end:

perfect good shall be your one ultimate end. One thing shall ye
desire for its own sake, ^the fi^iition of Him who is all in all. One
happiness shall ye propose to your souls, even a union with Him that made
them; the having "fellowship with the Father and the Son"; the being
"joined to the Lord in one spirit." One design ye are to pursue to the end
of time ^the enjoyment of God in time and in eternity. Desire other things
so far as they tend to this: love the creature, as it leads to the Creator. But
in every step you take, be this the glorious point that terminates your view.
Let every affection, and thought, and word, and action, be subordinate to
The

one

�

�

this. Whatever ye desire or fear, whatever ye seek or shun, whatever ye
think, speak, or do, be it in order to your happiness in God, ^the sole end,
as well as source, of your being. (Plain Account 7-8)
�

Clearly Wesley perceives all
in God. With God
means

as

toward that

and fear

or ease

things

grist for moving

the ultimate end of one's

comfort, all things

Conversely,

difficulties and joys
receive all

as

can

be

as a

can

person

opportunities

from God in

a

spirit

lead

one

moves

for

a

person toward

existence, all else in life

end, who is God. Therefore, whether

and

of happiness: God.

of one's life

a

person is

can

become

happiness

in

a

experiencing hardship

to his or her ultimate end

toward God

happiness

and

source

cognizant of how both

God, that

same

person

can

also

of good cheer:

From Him, therefore, he cheerfiiUy receives all, saying, "Good is
the will of the Lord"; and whether He giveth or taketh away,
equally blessing the Name of the Lord. Whether in ease or pain,

whether in sickness or health, whether in life or death, he giveth
thanks from the ground of the heart to Him who orders it for good;
into whose hands he hath wholly committed his body and soul, "as
into the hands of a faithful Creator." He is therefore anxiously
"careful for

nothing,"
careth for him." (12)

This cheerfiil
For

a

reception

pastor in the

of a cheerful

of all

as

having

"cast all his

care on

Him that

things is predicated upon a heart that tmsts

context of a

local

God's

good will.

church, the bridge from this Wesleyan understanding

reception of all things to the role of courage is hard to miss.

If a pastor
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believes God's will toward him

fears,
are

and

given

sufferings changes

The second

nuance

perfection

in the

unequivocally good,

then the hue of hardships,

things to be feared into things to be welcomed as they

good

to which

is that of long-suffering love.
Christian

from

hands of a

out of the

her is

or

God.

Wesley refers that

sheds

of courage

light on the role

Wesley refers to the "properties"

of perfect love

or

following:

St. Paul informs us at large: "Love is long-suffering." It suffers all
the weaknesses of the children of the world; and that not for a little
time only, but as long as God pleases. In all, it sees the hand of

God, and willingly submits thereto. Meantime, it is "kind." In all,
and after all, it suffers, it is soft, mild, tender, benign. (Plain
Account 71)

According to Wesley this long-suffering
through the initial pardon received by

ensuing maturation

love is

a

faith at the

process inherent in the

love in which

point

one

becomes active

of justification

as

ongoing life of holiness (Oden,

Scriptural Christianity 328). Wesley notes how this long-suffering love
response to the

sufferings

(resisting unto blood),

the

caused

as

This

is

pinnacle example of such suffering,

opposed to bitterness,

normative for the Christian made

is

as

John

in the

Wesley's

largely a

by the children of the world. Indeed, martyrdom

Annual Conference of 1744, of those made

suffering, love,

well

one

proof to The First

perfect in love (Outler 141).

and

Yet in this

kindness, rather than resentment, is

to

be

perfect in love.

long-suffering love of which Wesley speaks has input into the role of

courage in that it is

a

love

enduring the onslaughts

of suffering. Yet

enduring suffering is to stop short, for Wesley believes that

suffering with patient love but
[SJome

are

can

endure in

a manner

undeniably wanting

in

a

simply to speak of

person cannot

he calls

only endure

happy:

long-suffering,

Christian

resignation.
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They do

the hand of God in whatever occurs, and cheerflilly
They do not in everything give thanks, and rejoice evermore.

not

embrace it.

see

They are not happy; at least not always happy: for sometimes they
complain. They say this or that is hard. (Plain Account 83)
is the state of endurance Christ refers to when he admonishes his

Happiness, then,
followers

rejoice when they

to

the extra mile

This

hardship

sense

of happiness in the

is related to
a

a

third and final

heart

embrace all events,

"good and bad,

will of God leaves

"Foul," Wesley would

suffer,

was

even

willing to

to

suffering
nuance

as

other

cheek,

and to go

one

as

opposed to

sadness in the face of

of Wesley's termed "tme

resigned to the goodness
His will"

of God's will is

(Plain

Account

assert that

heart

99).

or

earth"

(99).

This

willing to

deep resignation

people "are His lambs,

complaint

as

can

In response to those who may cry

and therefore

death, without complaining" (99). Wesley lived

suffer without

a

resignation."

immovable in the face of "the greatest afflictions which

befall the just, either from heaven

to

to mm the

persecuted,

(see Matt. 5).

Wesley believes

to the

are

he reached the

ought to be ready

out his assertions as he

masses

in the fields and open

the

perfect good

air.
Tme

ultimate

resignation, long-suffering love, and

end, these

atmosphere

create for

in which

equally good climate
suffering, hardship,

one can

Wesley

and

a

as

one

in the context of Christian

live for God with

in which

God

Christian

can

a

perfect

live

a

and

perfection the very

love. It also appears to be

an

courageously happy life despite

pain.

Theological
Grace and Christian

approach to the life of faith,

perfection,
are

Precedents Conclusion
two

essential in

primary foci
a

Christian's

within

Wesley's theological

ability both to will

and do God's
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good pleasure while suffering hardships with joy and faith. Certainly Wesley was

only

one

in his

day to live courageously

for

Wesley's theology of grace and perfection
In other

the open fields

long

informed his vocational

willingness to travel life-threatening

despite the

and lonesome miles

very grace and

cost and

on

approach to ministry.

humiliation. One

can

circuits wherein he

of perfection that

a

only imagine how those

inspired

and under

direct

preached

horseback must have been filled with meditations

personal experience

the

Christ; however, like Martin Luther,

words, what Wesley believed about grace and Christian perfection had

correlation with his

not

on

in

many

the

girded Wesley's

decision to saddle up and brave the unknown year after year after difficult year.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Intimidating obstacles

a

overcome

through action or endurance with a reflective and

for courage is not

new.

Christ in the

lead the

pastor's ability to

courage is needed for the pastor to be able to

Therefore,
obstacles

often inhibit

Gospels

people of God.

those

intimidating

determinative will. The need

and Christ's followers

throughout the New

Testament had to draw upon the virtue of courage in order to do what God led them to

do.

Indeed, Christopher Sugden is

correct

when he makes the

following bold

claim:

manual on suffering. Jesus described himself as
the Son of Man who would be rejected and killed. He told his disciples
they would share his baptism into suffering. The Christian rite of baptism
The New Testament is

initiates
The Christian

path

is

corresponding need
pastors

are

us

one

a

into the way of the

cross.

of suffering, and where

(166)

suffering is,

for courage. Therefore, courage will be

to lead while

following

in the

or

an

footsteps of the Lord.

courage is the foundation of martyrdom where the pastor is

whether such death is literal

fear is

ever

present with the

essential component if
At the heart of such

willing to die

for Jesus

emblematic.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the research
and

a

pastor's ability to

Nazarene

effectively

lead

as a

a

was

to

understand the connection between courage

church in the New

England District

Church of the

result of eight interviews conducted with pastors in the New

England District Church of the Nazarene noted for their bravery by the district's

superintendent and assistant superintendent.
Research

The

following

four

Questions

questions guided the study.
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Research Question 1
How does

a

pastor define courage?

Research Question 2
From what

sources

pastors incorporate these
Research

Question

do pastors draw upon in order to be courageous, and how do

sources

into their

leadership?

3

What characteristics do pastors exhibit that

seem to

foster courage

or

be related to

courageous behaviors?

Research

Question

How does

a

4

pastor exhibit courage in the local church?

The first research

understand courage

ministry.

Given the

working knowledge
elaborate

was

be

a

they minister in the

in the local church

mundane and often difficult circumstances of

hardships the pastoral vocation may foster, assessing if pastors
of the virtue of courage

important. Further, assessing

being understood
to

as

question sought to uncover how leaders

as a

primary attribute

they can articulate

if such

a

of the pastor

and upon which

have

they

definition contributed to courage
or

if the pastor understood courage

by-product of another virtue or attribute was also important.
The second research

biblical

question arose from both the

precedents sections of this research.

hypotheses regarding

if a person

can

literature review and the

The literature review found differences in

become courageous

or

if the virtue of courage is

innate and unable to be fostered within the life of a person. In

precedents,

regards to the biblical

the book of Acts reveals Christ followers who both waited for and received

the power of the

Holy Spirit whose indwelling enabled them to be courageous even

a
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through extreme ordeals that,
This research

at

times, ended in martyrdom.

question sought to

establish if pastors viewed courage

convergence of sources that informed their ability to exhibit courage

or

as a

if this virtue

simply a part of their personhood regardless of the presence of informing sources.
pastors did view other
courage, this research

actual

sources as

Research

to assess

how such

sources were

question 3 helped to understand how the daily life of the pastor
could grow and be

context wherein courage

a

the biblical

precedents of Jesus

in the

same

was a

seen.

on

the basis of what his prayers revealed

way, pastors have certain

pastors' approach to their vocation had
This research also dovetailed the
own

them to

an

a

characteristics

connection to the virtue of courage.

approach of the Apostle Paul and the disciples

self-understanding in light of the Christ was that of innate weakness leading

inherent characteristic reliance

leading

and not

on

the power of God.
a

Equally tme was Jesus'

life of reliance

on

his

according to the accolades of people. Such characteristics led the

faithfiil in the New Testament
research

rhythms to their

to assess if such

location of identity in his Father to the degree that he lived
Father's

question arose out of

person who often went away to

vocational work and life. The purpose of the research was

whose

This

words, Jesus' characteristic prayer life led him to

in certain ways and make certain decisions

about his Father's desires. In the

He

Gospels.

pray and seek his Father's will. In other

of the

translated into their

local church.

established

act

If

contributing to their understanding and exhibition of

sought, then,

leadership of the

was

sought to understand

accounts to acts

if the

same

and decisions

characteristics

or

necessitating

courage. This

approaches to the pastors'
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self-understandings and exhibitions of leadership would
actions and decisions
For research

approaches to
assess

as

lead them into courageous

well.

question 4, military leadership

literature revealed two

courage: offensive and defensive. The

the presence of any

goal

of this research

primary
question was to

specific approaches to courage in the pastoral vocation that

could be deemed offensive

or

defensive in nature. The purpose of this research

uncover

how the vocation of pastor does

courage

a

pastor would be willing

or

does

to express in

not

impinge

sought to

upon the kind of display of

connection to biblical admonitions and

mandates to love one's enemy and to pray for those who persecute them.

Methodology
A semi-stmctured interview

about their
to

understanding

interview

The letter introduced

by phone,

and the

the dissertation. I then contacted them

scheduled
their

appointment time,

In

pastoral

and the

hope of gamering

leaders I wanted

proposed study,

my

their consent to quote them in

by phone to schedule a personal

interview. At the

asking them questions regarding

and their embodiment of it

(see Appendix B).

and Criteria
a

desire to focus the parameters of the

District Church of the Nazarene,

England District.
district

me

I interviewed the pastors,

understanding of courage

Subjects

glean personal input from pastors

of courage. I first wrote letters to the

(see Appendix A).

desire to contact them

utilized to

was

a

study

specified subject pool was taken out of the New

The pastors selected for interviews

superintendent

and to aid the New England

and the assistant

were

noted by the New

England

superintendent for having accomplished or

endured something that required the virtue of courage.
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As

a

important.
one

be

criterion in selecting these

Five

women were

of the pastors

was

actively engaged

experience
criterion

in

interviewed and three

from Haiti and another

ministry

the

willingness

was

in the local church

and sizes of churches

was

subjects, diversity

and

were

men.

in

gender and ethnicity v^as

Out of the

from Puerto Rico.

setting.

as

They were

Variances in

willing to be a part

also to

pastoral

represented by the subjects interviewed.

Another

Out of the initial twelve

availability of the interviewee.

pastors contacted, eight responded

eight interviewees,

of the research.

Instrumentation

Eight
interviewed

of the twelve selected

using

a

pastoral

leaders noted for their courage

were

researcher-designed semi-stmctured protocol (see Appendix B).

Within the semi-stmctured

protocol were nineteen open-ended

Appendix A) designed to illicit

feedback

on

the role and

interview

questions (see

of courage in the

nuances

context of pastoral

difficuUies. I worked with the research team in the creation of the

nineteen interview

questions.

We spent

would connect with the research

more

questions

the purpose of an effective interview. To

questions with
A

voice

than

an

hour

and where to

help

ensure

discussing what questions

place the

reliability,

interview

I used the

questions for

same

interview

each interviewee.

transcribing machine was used during the interviews

recordings were then transcribed onto the computer

and

to

record the

printed.

answers.

The

I reviewed the

transcripts with the research team and discussed with them how to take the themes and

organize a coherent

outline for

process of two research team

Chapters 4

and 5. A clear outline

meetings where we discussed

the interviews and tie them into the research

developed over the

how best to take the results of

questions. Chapter 4 reports the findings

of
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the

study,

and

Chapter

5 summarizes and draws conclusions from this

study.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
In the Sermon

on

the Mount, Jesus

plainly describes the hardships awaiting those

who would live for him:

Blessed are those who have been persecuted for the sake of righteousness,
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are you when men revile you,
and persecute you, and say all kinds of evil against you falsely, on account
of Me. Rejoice, and be glad, for your reward in heaven is great, for so they
persecuted the prophets who were before you. (Matt. 5:10-12)
Pastors understand themselves to be

righteousness. While hardships

can

pastors persecution in

or

one

form

vocationally

invested in the sake

be evidenced in the lives of any

another is

a

stark

reality.

or cause

of

Christian, often for

In casual

dialogue with

pastors around the New England District Church of the Nazarene, informal conversations
among

the local church and the

resignations

and

unrelated fields where
semblance of peace
is apparent

midst of such

high cost of such hardships

moves are so

and shake their heads at

stress

in

clergy colleagues quickly lead them candidly to bemoan the reality of hardships

readily experienced

pastoral

on

collegial turnover rates. Pastoral

that pastors

can

only nervously laugh

friends who have left the church to find work in other

they can finally find

finally to take over.

a

place of rest

and space in order for

This issue of mmover, burnout,

enough to warrant a close study of how pastors who

hardships understand

church in New England

the virtue of courage in their

or

are

ability to

some

vocational

currently

in the

lead the local

effectively.

The purpose of this research

was

to

understand the correlation of courage with

a

pastor's ability to lead a Nazarene church in the New England District Church of the
Nazarene

effectively. The research delineates

how

eight pastors

noted for their

bravery
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understand the virtue of courage and its workings in their pastoral leadership.

questions have guided this study.

Four

Research

How does

a

1

Question

2

pastor define courage?
Research

From what

Question

sources

pastors incorporate these

do pastors draw upon in order to be courageous, and how do

sources

into their

leadership?

Research

Question

What characteristics do pastors exhibit that

3

seem to

foster courage

or

be related to

courageous behaviors?

Research
How does

a

Question

4

pastor exhibit courage in the local church?
Profile of Subjects

Subjects were

superintendent
Nazarene

Rican and

and assistant

of the male pastors

length of ministry

dialogue with the New England

superintendent.

pastors and three

women

one

drawn from close

men

was

The

eight primary subjects were five

pastors. One of the female pastors

bi-vocational).

Four of the

pastors had served for less than ten years

district

full-time elders. One of the pastors had been

two

Only

Puerto

in the New England District and vocational status in the local church

or

the district.

was

Haitian. All of the pastors varied in terms of the

(full-time
as

district

one

pastor served

on a

part-time basis

pastors had been fliU-time elders for

more

a

full-time deacon for

as an

than ten years.

elder while the

one

on

the

year

on

remaining
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Reverend Wendy Ambrefe (Ipswich, Church of the Nazarene)
Rev. Ambrefe has been

April

2000. She first received her call into

boys who

was

Although

she had many

with

a

already enjoying

a

"good excuses"

resounding affirmation

to his

as

vocation and

months she

was

was

offered

an

family

associate

was

though

she "knew

Ipswich. Nevertheless,
to go there." One

England

career

thirty year old mother of three

path and earning "good money."
call,

town a

nothing"

just getting to the point
directed

moved to

day Rev.

a

God's

each

our

of adjusting to her knew

paths back to New England."*^

Beverly, Massachusetts,

and within four

trajectory for Rev.
new

Ambrefe' s
role at

All

ministry

Beverly

Church of

plant a church in Ipswich, Massachusetts,

call to

ongoing

Ambrefe

answer

position at the Beverly Church of the Nazarene.

about church

she had this

God seemed to

direction for her life. She started the process

far from set in stone. Just six months into her

the Nazarene, Rev. Ambrefe sensed
even

as a

avoid God's

new

going along smoothly enough, yet

vocation

to

colleagues when the "Lord

Rev. Ambrefe and her

ministry

comfortable

of studies in upstate New York and

was

ordained elder in the Church of the Nazarene since

an

planting

sense

came to

the time and did not reside in

at

that God

Ipswich,

and

was

as

saying to her,

she visited this

"You need

quaint New

deeply spiritual experience overtook her:

Ipswich and was riding through Ipswich when the Holy Spirit
said, "This is your church, this is your congregation," as I saw the people
walking down the sidewalks.... A very clear sense of "this is where I want
you," came to me and again, this did not fiilly make sense to me for I was
not from Ipswich and I don't live in the community. But, I went ahead and
started the work beginning with a prayer group and home-based Bible
study.
I

Although Rev.

came

to

Abrefe

was

faithful to God's call to

plant

a

church in Ipswich, the

beginning of the church was a long and grueling experience of facing obstacle
^

Rev. Ambrefe and her husband Paul

were

origiiially from Beverly, Massachusetts.

after
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obstacle. The first obstacle occurred when
came

with her and her

family to help with the

Ambrefe and her pastor had issued
no one

no one

a

from Rev. Ambrefe' s home church

start of the church

call for support

prior to the

start

of the

church,

new

responded.
The second obstacle

Rev. Ambrefe first

was

in the form of how best to reach the

attempted to gather people through

small group

however, lack of space for the groups and time constraints
small groups

following

a

on

candid reflection: "It

was

really tough

in the

Rev. Ambrefe when

campaign announcing the

ninety-six in

the part of the locals made

attendance.

start

days

in the

begirming!"

eight of the church plant's regulars

agreed with Rev. Ambrefe to rent a local elementary school
effortful

people of Ipswich.

mechanisms;

difficult venture. Rev. Ambrefe recounted these initial

Hope was given to

of Sunday

once a

month. After

plateaued at twenty-four.

Ambrefe decided to rent space in

fixed storefront

a

With

an

the first service had

morning services,

Nevertheless, the following monthly services lagged

in attendance until it

more

plant. Although Rev.

more

twenty-four regulars,

and

Rev.

facility:

We took the risk to rent this space, which worked for about three months,
but then there were some issues in the leadership that I had to deal with

and we then went down to about eleven people. We were in debt for three
months rent to the district and I was faced with: "What do I do with this?"
Rev. Ambrefe decided to seek

a

church

planting
While

the church
been

from the

outside,

so

she made arrangements to attend

fomm in order to find out how to address her

attending the

church

planting fomm.

fifty people by

for four years, and

now, it's not

her the

you've got

going to happen.

ongoing leadership

Rev. Ambrefe

planting coach (who was mnning the event) tell

doing this [church plant)]

not at

help

was

shocked to hear

following:

eleven

woes.

people.

"You have

If you

are

Cut it and step back!" In that moment
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Rev. Ambrefe "was faced with

specialist."

Rev. Ambrefe went

a

terminal assessment

She described those prayers in the

wrenching prayers."
a

following

planting venture whereas

nearly enough

God had been

'That's the

of me.

problem!

Step aside

The month and

She had

a

on

during the month and

week

sermon

a

half

a

heart-

half of prayer

be at the center of the church-

the

periphery.

"The Lord

finally got

There is way too much of you in this and not

and watch what I'll do.'"

half of prayer

give you

church-planting

"agonizing, grieving,

came

to a

conclusion when Rev. Ambrefe

driving her car one day and the verse from Nehemiah 2:20 just
God of heaven will

a

prayed for about a month and

come to

placed

baby by

my

stark words:

Rev. Ambrefe recounted how

deep realization took hold of her.

through and said,

prayer and

right to

on

came

to her

mind: "The

success." She said that within fifteen minutes she had

series the Lord had

was

a

six-

given her from the book of Nehemiah, preaching the

theme, "The God of heaven will give you success!" With renewed determination Rev.
Ambrefe

stayed the course with her church-planting

leadership team to
eleven
the

people

at

embrace the work

the

matter what it

time, when the leadership

ongoing work of the church plant,

through the church

no

the

team

brand

English.

new

by way of calling her

might take. Although down to

agreed to stay with Rev.

following Sunday

sixteen

new

Ambrefe in

people walked

doors.

Today, Ipswich Church of the Nazarene
a

efforts

has

over

fifty people

in attendance and

language program for Portuguese-speaking Christians who desire to

Rev. Ambrefe has braved the naysayers and faced her

of worship at

Ipswich Church of the Nazarene

is

ovm

fears. The

learn

vibrancy

testimony to Rev. Ambrefe' s courage to
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stay the
the

course

living

against

(Liturgist

Rev. Bowen grew up in

invited Rev. Bowen

a

or

story about

pastor's home where

to come on

vow

a

church

plant

and

more

pray

on

the

Nazarene)

she vowed she "would

changed when in

1987 Rev.

staff at Bethel Church of the Nazarene

pastor. Rev. Bowen recounted how she agreed

preach

a

at Bethel Church of the

minister much less be one." Her

a

is less

of a call from God that has necessitated courage.

out

Reverend Esther Bowen

marry

Perhaps this

all odds.

to

the offer

only

platform in the sanctuary without being

never

Gary Jones

as an

associate

if she did not have to

asked well in advance.

Eventually the grace of God called her to the preaching ministry by way of Isaiah 61
Through reading
resistance to

and

preaching

began Rev.

Thus

meditating on this passage,
as

she said to

into the

preaching ministry.

began to let go

ministry.

She

was

she

was

some

On Father's

Day

in the

naturally

applied and
ever

able just to

"step

since.

elder in 1990.

different lines than her call

summer

of 1998,

over

Quincy

area.

After

received the job

in" and minister to the

hospital,

"I think I should consider

in the

an

me, I'll do it!"

during worship,

in his chair

as

administered and in the noise and confiision Rev. Bowen

hours of ministry at the

thought,
arose

was

ordained

chaplaincy occurred on much

elderly father of one of the parishioners simply slumped
Resuscitation

of her fear and

God, "Alright, if it [preaching] kills

Bowen's journey into

Rev. Bowen's call to

she

on

some

At the

same

time

a

an

though dead.
spoke

panic-stricken family.

Rev. Bowen returned home

doing this."

.

of how

After

and, while driving,

chaplaincy opportunity

dialogue with colleagues and friends.

1 October 1998. She has been involved in

Rev. Bowen

chaplaincy
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Rev. Bowen's vocation has not been without its share of hardships. She recalled

how

during

her local church

husband. In the wake of her

poll

ministry (prior to chaplaincy) she separated from her
the local church board took

separation,

an

informal straw

and asked Rev. Bowen to step down from her staff position. Rev. Bowen tells how

such

a

decision

impacted her on both

personal and vocational

a

level:

that moment, I said that I would like for the
pastor to ask each of the board members to contact me and setup a
conversation with me about the situation. That took phenomenal courage

[A]s devastated

for

as

I

was

at

to do that.

me

Rev. Bowen then asked God to open her heart to be faithfril to him and to lead her

step

at a

time. The church asked her to stay and continue

the staff level. Rev. Bowen then

help

me

serve

prayed to God,

doing the ministry, just not at

"If you want

attitude, keep my spirit sweet, and let

with my

me

me

here, you have got to

know if I cannot do this and

you."
Rev. Bowen has remained at Bethel Church of the Nazarene and is

of the

longest-standing members of the church.

the life of the

hospitals.
initial

one

She

Rev. Bowen is also

service at the church and

liturgical

now serves as

currently

one

intimately involved in

chaplain at two

area

currently experiences circumstances that necessitate courage akin to the

experience (recounted above) that led

regard to these present intimidating

or

her into

chaplaincy

in the first

place.

In

difficult circumstances, Rev. Bowen says the

following:
situations in a parish or church setting, I believe it takes
courage to engage with other people and to make decisions that could be
difficuh. In my role as chaplain, when I am confronted with crisis as I was
today, when a family lost a wife and a mother, having just lost a son and

In

dealing with

.

.

.

brother the

day before, and being in a room with fifteen people crying
sobbing,. it took humble courage to even stand there and be a person
of faith in the midst of such profound grief and crisis.

a

and

.

.

.

.

.
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Rev. Bowen stands

deep

courageously amidst people who

wounds. Her courage is

a

profound grief and

wrestle with

reflective decision to represent the Christian faith in bleak

circumstances.
Reverend
In

Vicky

Clark

(Dennis,

September 2000,

Church of the

serving fourteen years in the

after

Clark and her husband, Tom, decided
was not an

easy

involved in

one.

they needed

a

a

change.

Tom had grown up in the Salvation

ministry with Tom for many years.

exhibit courage in

Nazarene)

way she had

never

Yet the

Salvation

Army,

The decision to step down

Army, and Rev. Clark had been

summer

of 2000 had led her to

had to before.

Rev. Clark learned that hundreds of dollars had been stolen from

Army homeless shelter.
realized that

one

of the

In

tracking documentation and

core

male staff members

in the shelter. She recounted how in

my

hierarchy within the Army,.

perpetrator]

.

.

Rev.

was

financial

steaUng

records.

Salvation

Rev. Clark

from the homeless residents

"approaching my leadership,

they tended to

a

my

headquarters per se,

have tmst and faith in him

[the

rather than in me." Rev. Clark remembered the several months of heated

dialogue that followed
money. Such

made her feel

an

as

she tried to convince her authorities that he

experience was

as a

for Rev. Clark

was

stealing the

"very intimidating" because of how they

leader:

We had fifteen to twenty staff members. I was very much intimidated
because I was the woman and the people I was dealing with were men.

And it

was

leadership,

very difficult for them to work with a woman that was in
that was very strong because I believed in what I believed in

and I wasn't

Despite her efforts to
not listen or

heed her

reveal

going to back off
on-going theft

concerns.

In

in the

shelter.

Rev. Clark's authorities would

light of their lack of responsiveness,

she decided in the
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summer

of 2000 to discontinue her

ministry and

in

a

denomination that won't

like morals, ethics,.
that

experience

ministry in the Army.

.

.

you know. That

even

was

her

am

with

you." After

husband, the two of them

church to attend. Their

around

a

sons

started

wait.

about
now

an

same

church and

in

kept closing.

Tom

corporate job in

began looking for

and after

looking

eventually became very involved.
a new

Jossie Owens, New

job

in

England

talked with Rev. Clark and Tom

Dennis, Massachusetts. They interviewed
since the

at

the church and have

summer

of 2004 where

ordained deacon.

Reverend Rebecca Rivera

(Lowell, Hispanic)

Rev. Rivera grew up

ministry

summer

shake

Rev. Clark and Tom started to pray and

serving at Dennis Church of the Nazarene

an

a

corporate merger. He started to search for

company, but the doors

opening

been

long time to

and Tom took

Lowell, Rev. Clark and

superintendent of the Church of the Nazarene,

Vicky is

into

a

in

Army,

During this time of patiently seeking the Lord that Dr.

district

a

be strong and courageous for I the

afraid,

attending a Nazarene church,

they, too, decided to go to the

merged

things I believe in,

lot of prayer and much difficult conversation with

left the Salvation

In 2004 Tom lost his job due to

the

and it took

in the

circumstances, she said how the words of

"Do not be

Lowell, Massachusetts. While residing
a

same

serve

from me."

kept going through her:

Lord your God

believe in the

intimidating

As Rev. Clark recounted those dark
Joshua 1 :9

"I could not

a

minister's

at the age of seventeen

for five weeks.

exponential growth.

daughter in Puerto Rico.

when she ministered to the

She received her call

youth of her church one

During those five weeks, the youth of the church experienced

This

experience affirmed her place

in the work of God.
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After
Puerto Rico

having married Juan,

by way of planting a church.

the task before them
within

a

was

daunting. They

the Nazarene

plant Rev.

sensed God

Rivera and her husband

six

only

the

coming
three

one

barking of many dogs
down the road to

in the

come

to

let you know how

church

being here!"

were

"challenging

and

intimidating"

Rivera and her husband

such prayer,

one

of

After three

Sunday mornings.

on

lot of noise

a

Juan said to

was

being

made

her, "Many people

out

the window and

With excitement both Rebecca and Juan

visiting women said,

then

the

church

attempting to establish.

opposed we are to your ministry in this

The Riveras

a

opposed were the people

church." Rev. Rivera looked

"We

area.

given a letter with

came

this

moming

We don't like the

many

signatures

of the

oppose their

ministry.

Rev. Rivera recollected

experience was.

After the

women

neighborhood people who were working to
how

So

neighborhood.

approaching the church.

women

were

Sunday moming

invited them in. To their astonishment the
to

leading them to plant

oppose the foundation of the Church of

in attendance

people were

Rev. Rivera recalled how

saw

bi-vocational pastor at the time, and

was a

they used government chaimels to

months of work,

are

Juan

community that was opposed to their ministry.

the locale that

outside,

Rev. Rivera and her husband served the Lord in

began to pray "more

and

more

and more."

left. Rev.

Eventually, through

of the three ladies and her husband became the first members of the

Church of the Nazarene.
After

some

called by God

to

years of fruitful

ministry in Puerto Rico,

Lowell, Massachusetts. Such

several fronts. First, the reality of having
to

the States

was

to

deeply saddening. Second,

a

call

was

the Riveras found themselves

difficult and

leave all of their

family

Juan would have to

intimidating

if they

were

on

to come

forgo his position as
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police chief and attending high salary for a

three hundred dollars

mere

Lowell church. Third, the Riveras would have to leave their

Rico. In
more

light

of such

realities, the Riveras said

prayer and reflection Rev. Rivera

to her

no

to

experienced

about the Lowell church. She recalled

being

week at the

growing ministry in Puerto

the call to

a

a

Lowell; however, after

dream in which God

able to

see

the church in her dream. Rev. Rivera then told Juan, "God is

the

physical

calling us."

spoke directly
stmcture

So

of

they came to

Lowell, Massachusetts, leaving everything they knew behind and with no working

knowledge of the English language.
The Riveras have
fiscal year,
new

now

been in

ministry in Lowell

for

seven

they had thirty-two baptisms, thirty-nine professions

church start in Nashua, New

Hampshire.

years. In the 2004-05

of faith, and also

The Riveras miss their

family in Puerto

Rico, but they know that the New England district is where God wants them to
Rev. Rivera

Rev. Turcott

denomination

was

was

(Nashua, Community

raised in

quite legalistic.

in the church but did not act out
Eastern Nazarene

went

serve.

said, "When you do the will of God, God is going to be backing you!"

Reverend Rebecca Turcott

eight years

began a

saw

back to

Nazarene parsonage

a

She recalled

on

Church of the

her

questioning

marriage end

in divorce. As

college and received

Turcott became active in

a

a

a

time when the

lot of what she

degree in teaching.

experienced

she attended

She married young, and after

single mother
While

local Nazarene church. After

Rev. Turcott attended the New

a

a

questioning. Things changed when

College and became "very rebellious."

her

during

Nazarene)

of two. Rev. Turcott

working

as a

teacher.

Rev.

being single for about five years.

England District Assembly where

she met her

husband,

Bob Turcott. In the process of meeting her husband. Rev. Turcott also became

more
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deeply acquainted with the Lord who,
able to say, "God, I'm tired of not

feeling

particular day as the time she gave
she

in short

order, led her to

like I

am

a

day when

crisis

was

your child." She considered this

the whole of her life to God. It

over

she

was

also the

day

opened herself to whatever plans the Lord might have for her.

newly formed family

In 1973 Rev. Turcott and her

Hampshire,
Nazarene.

spoke

where

they all

became

During their initial

at one of the

church

missionary preached
which

a servant

by his

master.

on.

It

actively

involvement at the Nashua church,

serv

was an

Old Testament text

missionary issued

"love slave," and
Some years

a

as an

power

as

missing

a

by having his

which the

ear

pierced with an awl

how the

missionary used the

More time

Turcott to take

fiiU-time,

when in 1985 the minister of music

Rev. Turcott

quite effectively.

she became

Nazarene

and

referring to the customary way in

fondly recalled

passed after this experience,

incoming pastor asked Rev.
day

on

came

thought, "Yes, that is what I am supposed to be."

vacancy, which she did

Since the

missionary

challenge for the listening congregants to become

resigned abmptly fi-om the church staff.

new

a

ices. Rev. Turcott still remembered the text

servants for life of Jesus Christ. Rev. Turcott

term

Nashua, New

involved in the Nashua Church of the

declared himself a servant for life

The

moved to

willingness to be both flexible

temporarily to fill the

passed until the day came when

a

permanent staff position.

Rev. Turcott has remained at Nashua Church of the

come

beat. She credited her

asked

on a more

associate of both music and church

several pastors have

was

ministry. She has exhibited staying

and gone while she has continued

on

staff,

never

ability to transition from pastor to pastor with her

and

a

generalist

needed at the time. Rev. Turcott is most

in terms of doing whatever

assuredly a love

ministry is

slave for the Lord in Nashua,
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New

Hampshire.

Reverend Raymond Grezell (Rockville, Church of the Nazarene)
Rev. Grezell

was

saved in the midst of sin and

of a childhood where he had witnessed his

aunt

came

in

light

had been taken from his

parents' divorce,

alcoholic mom, and had been residing with his

His salvation

dmgs.

and uncle

as a

state

child for

a

while.

When salvation occurred at the age of twenty-two. Rev. Grezell knew his conversion
carried with it

a

deeper

call into the

whose life had been ''so messed

ministry

as

up." Therefore,

strongly impressed by the Lord to

God would
seven

certainly want to use

years later Rev. Gi ezeli

follow the call to become

a

someone

was

preacher in the Church

of

the Nazarene.
Rev. Grezell
a

church

place
was

origin,

where he

taught

some

classes.

"weaned" from the Manchester church

me." Both he and his wife waited and

they felt

led to

saved in

one

vacancy and

begin

a

of study while

about God's

study participants

space at

reasonable

moved to the rented

quickly grew, and,

Rockville, Connecticut, where they

Rev. Grezell' s assessment of intimidating

him to say how "in the

something new

plan for their ministry.

are

or

at a

in

at

eventually

began to grow in numbers.

a

working

Manchester, the

Rev. Grezell

he felt the "Lord had

happened to be working

services began to be held. The services

ministry vocation led

Nevertheless,

studies that

attending opportunity to rent

Grezell and the Bible

as

prayed

couple of Bible

of the Bible studies who

current site in

courses

in Cromwell. He left the Cromwell church and returned to

plant

of his

began going through the Nazarene

A

In time

man was

building where

price was

for

a

available. Rev.

facility where worship
time, they moved to their

presently in short supply

of space.

difficult circumstances in his

beginning there was a lot of demonic
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resistance

to the work

literally went dry,

of God

and the

"

He recounted how his house

police had

as to

broken

called him to let him know he

needed to be carefiil." Rev. Grezell defined those initial
from God

was

whether "we would go forward

or

hardships

was

into, their well
"under threat and

in terms of testing

not." Go forward

they did.

Rockville, Connecticut, Church of the Nazarene has

2004-2005 church year,

As of the
230

people

in attendance.
Reverend Allen Lamos

working

employees beneath him

and

making

was

relationships.
Even with

a

In that life

not

what it could be.

Rev. Lamos

loaded gun

background and

the

Valley

was

though Rev.

knew his life

him. He

Lamoille

Lamos

Even

thousand

(Johnson,

or

church

was

ready

pointed

at

a

Deeply

and

his

as

Church of the

union

president

with

more

quarter of a million dollars

involved in

willing to take

head.

Nazarene)

dmgs, alcohol,

his

own

Rev. Lamos recalled

upbringing that told him,

"I

was not

death moment. Rev. Lamos decided to call

a

life

on

a

year, he

and

ungodly

1 March 1980.

something

in his

my creator."

ready to meet

Nazarene

than twelve

pastor to pray for

vividly recalled making the phone call and receiving the following response on

phone:

"I've had

appointment,

hard

day. Why

and we'll work

Ultimately,
the Nazarene.

a

don't you call

in the

moming and

set up

an

through some things."

Rev. Lamos made another call to

Receiving a more pastoral response

miles to the church. After

me

a

pastor in the Saratoga Church of

to his

crisis.

having walked through the doors

Rev. Lamos drove

at 10:00 p.m.

forty

and up to the

front of the sanctuary, where he introduced himself to the pastor and the church board

that had just finished

convening,

minute he gave the Lord "all the

there at the ahar he

keys"

prayed

and decided to

for about

one

minute. In that

resign from his position in the
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union the next
On

moming.

Monday,

3 March

1980, Rev. Lamos resigned

effective in the afternoon after the

membership meeting.

began attending Nazarene Bible College (NBC)

in

attended NBC for three years after which he took
New

Jersey.

It

terms of its life

was

as a

no

being,

and

"How

less than 12

The

corner

a

a

The average pastorate

and

was a

He

going to stay?" Rev.

hundred years old in

prior to Rev.

he remembered the comments in the
you

1980 Rev. Lamos

church, sight unseen, in Cape May,

nevv-

Lamos' arrival

community

Lamos and his

at

Cape May,
an

8 Vi

Rev. Lamos had

piece

acre

a

v/hen

family stayed

vision that took the church

of land with

why

million dollars. If it takes ten

1.2 million dollar

are

or

he felt

so

some

facility.

of the congregants and

convicted about

of ground. In response to their

prior to the breaking

simply responded, "[W]e

a

attending vision were not without their hardships,

church and the

Rev. Lamos had to endure constant criticism from

million dollars

May

preparation for the ministry.

thirty people at the time

contributors who did not understand

Lamos

On 7

years.

of a block to

growth of the

though.

so

long are

During his tenure
from the

about

body of Christ.

eighteen months,

he arrived

for

mnning

was

president of the local 301 AU

as

not

going to

start

raising a quarter of a

complaints.

building until

we

raise

a

Rev.

quarter of

twenty years, I just feel it is something God wants

us

do."
In time Rev. Lamos and the

money. Some of the

instance, he recalls

building of the

new

Cape May congregants did

fund-raising experiences still stand

one

contributor who had

church

facility.

manage to raise the

out in Rev. Lamos'

given fifty thousand

A year had

passed

mind. For

dollars to start the

and Rev. Lamos had not broken

to
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ground

out of a

desire to be obedient to the command of the Lord. The

additional contribution. But if you
at the man's

Distraught

are

stating,

"I

was

it in

a

fijming and brooding.
retired pastor that

about the
over

was

in

Rev. Lamos

no

been

month for

some

found

retired

a

time. Rev.

twent}- dollar check. After

some

letter from the

a

about what my wife and I need to do

praying

and the Lord laid this

figure

on

my heart." Rev. Lamos tumed

the check to find twenty thousand dollars written out to the church. Rev. Lamos

refers to this incident and others like it
Rev. Lamos endured much

one

a

a

opened the envelope and

said, "Brother Al,

building program

mood for

wondering

letter in the mail from

pastor who had been steadily contributing twenty dollars
Lamos remembered how he

bank you can't have it!"

a

Rev. Lamos returned to the church

what he would say to the church board. He noticed

dollars.

going to give you this as an

just going to put

actions.

contributor

eighteen thousand

took Rev. Lamos out to lunch and revealed another check for

Then he tore it up in Rev. Lamos' face

same

as

"a God

hardship to

thing!"

see

the

building

program succeed. Then

particular Sunday morning while standing on the platform in front of the

congregation with building completed,
spoke to

him and

Since that time

New

Jersey,

was one

(1995),

Rev. Lamos and his

why,

Nazarene

.

.

giving healthy,

the Lord

you to do. It's time to

moved from

Cape May,

Johnson, Vermont. Although his initial response to Johnson, Vermont,

new

.

and

family have

of hesitation, Rev. Lamos could not shake the

him to this
know

high,

said, "You've finished everything that I've asked

go."

to

attendance

work, and

so

other than the

Church]

he said to the district

sense

that the Lord

was

superintendent at the time,

calling

"I don't

Lord, but tell them [the people of Johnson, Vermont,

I'll be there."

They arrived

in

Johnson, Vermont,

16 November 1995
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and have been here

ever

since.

Lamos remarked, "It's been

Reverend Pierre-Louis

While

Zephir (Dorchester,

receiving his training,

needed in the start-up of a

ministry,
same

and

so

musical

he

gifts.

was

God for

church

me

was

help

while at the

days

in

a

passed and

same

so

church in

the

uc

choice needed to be made
or

go into the

At this

working."

was

involved in the music

in Maiden

by using

a

as

to whether

or

not

I

was

those

church.

he should

ministry. "Finally, I got

time,

I needed to travel twice

time I

Maiden, Massachusetts.

was

cuurch-plant

w

help was

his involvement increased in the Maiden

myself in ministry.

Maiden,

seeking further training as an electrician.

church in Haiti where he

in electrical work

to engage

in

Baptist

a

As time

training

1987

Nazarene)

friend called Pastor Zephir and told him that

delighted to help

Pastor Zephir decided that

continue his

a

Haitian Church of the

Haitian-speaking Nazarene

Pastor Zephir had attended

point Rev.

interesting."

Zephir came to America in

Pastor

in Vermont, to this

Summing up his experience

a

call from

living in Dorchester and the

day from Dorchester to Maiden to

Pastor Zephir looks back

ministry as quite challenging due to the balancing

on

those initial

of long hours of work,

ministry, and family time.
Pastor Zephir

received
was

it

a

began attending Gordon-Conwell Seminary in

degree in Christian education. During this

started in Dorchester, Massachusetts. The

was to

be

multi-congregational

same

time,

in order to reach the

people

multitude of ethnicities. One of the

established in this church was

Haitian-speaking congregation.

to be

the best candidate to pastor this

Nazarene church

of Dorchester who

a

deemed

a new

unique aspect of this new church was that

diverse languages and represent
a

1988 where he

new

speak

people groups to be

Pastor Zephir

was

congregation and was asked to initiate
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the Haitian

ministry

on

22 June 1991.

Fourteen years have

Dorchester and there

certainly reached
Zephir' s

church

passed

are now

many of the

250

since the initial

people who

days

attend Pastor

Haitian-speaking people

This

in

of Dorchester through Pastor

compassionate

non-profit organization is fully

accredited and seeks to meet the needs of those who

help

ministry

Zephir' s church. God has

Pastor Zephir has also initiated the start of a

ministry.

ministry center within the Dorchester church.

to

of the Haitian

are

hungry, dispossessed,

and unable

themselves.
Instrumentation and Data Collection
The

study was composed of eight

were

all

completed

interview lasted

no

less than

interviews

women.

The

of the pastors

were

also different in

were

regard to

ordained

overarching

full-time

were

pastors' respective

hour. The pastors interviewed

men

deacons and others

The interviews

ascertain

one

each of the

of the pastors varied

ethnicity

pastors interviewed

at

semi-stmctured interview

or

and

as

did their

women

were

protocols.

church sites. Each
were a

mix of men and

length of tenure. Although

in the Church of the

elders. The

makeups

issuing

all the

Nazarene,

of the vocations

some

were

bi-vocational status.

recorded and then transcribed. I reviewed the

themes

The

out of the interview process. The

transcripts to

following findings

reflect both themes and concepts the pastors shared in the interview process.
Ethics of the

Each of the pastors received

A).

The pastors

were

in the dissertation.

a

written letter

advised in the letter of the

They could

Study
prior to their

interview

(see Appendix

options they had to protect their identity

choose to read the dissertation

prior to its printing

in order
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to

review and edit their

use a

pseudonym

personal quotes. They were

if they

were

uncomfortable with

of the pastors

named in the dissertation.

being

During the interviews I reiterated the above options to
none

provided with the opportunity to

also

each of the pastors;

transcript

access to

the

of the interviews. Each of the four team members understood that the

materials

interviews

shared in the

thought they needed to protect the information they had

interviews. The research team was the only group of people who had

transcripts

nevertheless,

are

were

in my sole

confidential in nature. All of the

taped recordings

of the

custody.
Definitions

This

study addressed

the

question,

"How does

Offensive and defensive definitions became thematic
interviews in

nature,

were

regard to

courage. These

In

pastor define courage?"

throughout the

of courage,

course

of the

although military in

intimately tied to scriptural texts wherein the pastors found the needed

affirmations either to attack
Offensive

conceptions

a

(offensive)

defend

or

(defensive) their positions.

Courage
recalling the intimidating experience of raising

prior to the breaking

of ground and the

shared the

offensive

following

of a

new

quarter of a million dollars

church

facility,

Rev. Lamos

language:

[W]hen the Lord asked
tmst Him to

building

a

me

to

step

faith and take a faith walk and
in the face of all the naysayers, in

out on

raise that kind of money.

.

.

probably the hardest because it took four
to five years to raise that kind of money. So it was always the enemy just
coming at you and saying, "What are you doing?" and, "You'll never
make it, you'll never do it!" And about this time, I asked the Lord for a
rainbow: "I need a rainbow!" And God always gives me one to keep
focused and keep determination. Like Joshua of old at eighty-five years of
age, he was still willing to take the hill that Moses said he could have
when he was forty years old. I think that's the most important part of not
the face of all the

stuff, that

was
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The term

"taking

people who thought, "Why are you just waiting?"

into

getting

of the hill"

was

encapsulating

for how Rev. Lamos described the most

intimidating experience of his ministry vocation.
he advanced in

raising the quarter of a million

otherwise. He did

faithfulness,
had laid

on

so

by way

a

dollars

of God's rainbows

or

of offense and relates how

term

despite the critics who thought

acts

of faithfulness. In these

acts

God would affirm Rev. Lamos' direction and commitment to what he

Rev. Lamos' heart

as

the

taking

of the hill

Rev. Lamos couched such offensive

understanding

as

he advanced to the

to God's commands.

Such

an

promised

understanding

of courage: "reckless abandonment for the
of ministry." These

is in the act of leading

a

was

a

part of Rev. Lamos'

land of a

as

this

cause

facility

new

in

complements Rev.

of Christ

of

(God)

in process.

language within the biblical

Joshua. Joshua's story of taking the hill became

cause

It is

.

.

.

account

own

of

self-

a manner

faithful

Lamos' definition

sacrificing

oneself for the

descriptors translate smoothly into the image of an officer who

courageous attack.

Pastor Zephir took the

language

action. In response to the interview
courage led you to refrain from

of offense

question,

as

typifying the whole

"Have you had any

speech or action?"

Pastor

of courageous

experiences when

Zephir responded by saying the

following:
that because courage is to move forward even though
things are not the way you want them to be. This is what courage is all
about. Courage is keep moving even when you feel discouraged. You have
to keep moving forward because of focus and because of vision.

No, I don't

Movement forward and

understanding

see

motion, this way of describing

courage reflects

an

offensive

of this virtue.

Pastor Ambrefe understood courage to be offensive in nature

as

she faced her

own
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intimidating obstacles.
Ipswich,
people
verse

Rev. Ambrefe

of that

In

light of little to no growth after four years of ministry in

was

counseled

shut down her dreams and

to

particular North Shore community. After

fi-om Nehemiah 2:20

you success." She

was

came

to Rev.

minutes she had six weeks of sermon
Rev. Ambrefe contacted her

month and

a

half of prayer,

Ambrefe's mind: "The God of heaven will

her

simply driving

a

calling to reach the

the time and within

car at

plans

a

a

give

scant fifteen

from the Lord out of the book of Nehemiah.

leadership

team

and shared with them her

experience:
The Lord broke

of days ago and confirmed with me that I
needed to move forward. But I'm only one person, and if we are not going
to move forward as a team it can't happen. So we all need to be in

through a couple

agreement that this is something we need to do.
[I]f we are all in
agreement that we need to move forward, then we all need to be in the
mind-set of, "whatever it takes we are going to see this thing through."
.

Forward movement, this

going

on

enough,

ahead

the

all odds"

language describes

despite fears

leadership

an

.

.

offensive posture of taking

and intimidation of what had been in the past.

team did

rally with renewed

territory

and

Interestingly

courage around this kind of "against

language.

Rev. Rivera discussed courage in terms of overcoming obstacles and fears:

[BJecause of the way courage works, we [ministers] are going to be people
who overcome obstacles, and fear is behind us. Fear is not a part of the
equation for any minister. Fear may hit us, but we are going to be
overcoming our own fears.
Rev. Rivera's

ability to
word

understanding of the virtue of courage is that it gives the minister the

overcome

obstacles. This

pictures to the mind

something that hits

a

language

of overcoming obstacles relates offensive

of the listener. Rev. Rivera also described the action of fear

minister. Such

a

depiction

as

of fear is very much akin to battlefield
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experiences where

one

is hit

by

a

bullet

or a

piece of shrapnel.

These

descriptors of

courage dovetail with the biblical passages that have proven to be most
Rev. Rivera: the

prophets, father Abraham,

courage to go to the
and smiled

as

I understood Paul's

Courage
battlefield

gentile world and

as

be

and the

Apostle Paul.

act as

These passages of Scripture

minister is

encouraging

overcoming

engaged

sources to

static words

are not

on

reflective of a

dynamic relationship with the living

advance of his

kingdom of heaven

Defensive

at

of the church board's
here you have got to
do this and

decision.

help

serve

me

reasons

on

in difficult

of obstacles relates
maneuvers

language

that test

is tied to

the pastors who lead the advance.

the biblical page;

rather, they

are

God who supports the continued

In

a

despite the devastating blow of being asked

staff in

Rev. Bowen

with my

you."

of her desire to be contacted
and

simply nodded

Courage

step down from her paid position

cannot

lot of

hand in the world.

Rev. Bowen remained at her church
to

I

a

mission to be offensive in nature.

own

one's faith and commitment to the call of God. Such offensive

scriptural passages that

"You need

killed," Rev. Rivera relayed.

both offensive movement and the

typologies wherein the

encouraging to

light of her recent separation.

prayed and

attitude, keep

my

In the wake

said to God, "If you want

spirit sweet,

and let

me

me

know if I

courageous posture of defense, she advised the pastor

by the board

members in order to discuss the circumstances

behind her decision to separate from her husband. She related how such

a

posture took "phenomenal courage."
Rev. Bowen

was

faced with

losing both her paid position and place in the

community of believers of which she had been a part for many years.

In other

words.
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Rev. Bowen risked

losses.

losing all that

Rev. Bowen took

on a

was near

and dear to her. In reaction to the

posture of defense where prayer, open dialogue, and

resiliency were allowed to form. Through

such

enabled to remain at her church since that

devastating

spirit

over

In

looming

a

defensive posture. Rev. Bowen has been
event and has never lost her sweet

the years.

relating personal changes

she has learned

along the way.

Rev. Bowen had this

to say:

[T]here is a kind of learned wisdom over the years and through
experiences that I have learned to tmst. I have also had to leam to actively
listen, that is, to really pay attention to what another is saying so that when
a courageous act has to be done I have really heard what the other person
has said.
Such

a

discipline of listening matched the

board who asked her to leave her

Courage
the

still," shed light

are

putting another on the

on

her

courageously

in line with

"The Lord wall

understanding

right

by the

church

of listening. Rev.
reason

in order to

defensive.

largely been the act

for Rev. Turcott has

Scripture from Exodus 14:14,

had to be heard

once

paid position. Through the discipline

Bowen seeks to make decisions that

avoid at all costs

desire she

and

of being still. She related how

fight for you,

experience

and you have

only to keep

of courage. Rev. Turcott stated the

following:
huge part in courage. The wisdom to know when to
move ahead, when to take the hill, and the wisdom to know when you just
need to be still and let things play out,. let God play them out.

I think wisdom

plays

a

.

This

language

of being still

was

learned

by Rev.

.

Turcott

during a painfiil

season

ministry. The senior pastor for whom she was working had been asked to resign.
wake of his

resignation.

Rev. Turcott

was

mandated to be

a

part of a district

in her
In the

assessment
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process wherein both she and the

wanted to the

advisory board

people

members

of the church

conducting the

When the conclusions of the assessment

Nazarene,

one

of the

were

Turcott' s

gain

say. Rev. Turcott feh

criticized.

slighted

Turcott recalled how the

and

verse

unduly

anything they

published by the Church of the

longevity of tenure was

former senior pastor had not been able to

allowed to say

assessment.

findings (i.e., perceptions) placed Rev.

hypothesized that Rev.

church-wide

were

Turcott in

one

of the

negative light.

a

reasons

It

why the

sizable influence in the church. Needless to

Despite her feelings

from Exodus 14:14 assisted her

during

a

of hurt. Rev.

follow-up,

meeting:
I can remember that there was this church-wide meeting and the board and
the district superintendent and myself were up on this platform fielding

questions, and I really never had an oppormnity to ever address those
perceptions. I just had to be still. I had to be still because the opportunity
did not come and so I just said, "Ok, that's how people feel." Part of me
wanted to shout and say, "No! No! That's not tme!" But I had to let it go.
still and

Being

letting go, these

terms of Rev. Turcott' s

postures of nonaggression. A kind of taking it
Turcott remained

feeling slighted by the

posture has enabled her
to

be

also

a

the chin

comes

to

to

understanding

defensive

mind wherein Rev.

hopeful that the Lord would fight for her if need be.

Exodus became formative for Rev. Turcott' s
the details of her

on

experience reflect

The biblical text in

of how she

was

assessment process. Rev. Turcott's

to behave in

defensive

remain at Nashua Church of the Nazarene where she continues

highly valued member of the pastoral team.

Her character is not

only intact but

highly respected.
Rev. Clark defined courage

as a

recalling the intimidating experience
Army

as to

his criminal

conduct.

"standing

firm in what you believe in." In

of having to confront her peer in the Salvation

Rev. Clark remembered how her

personal

values and
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ethics

were

under attack

the face of those she

During the
offensive

by the leadership

course

She recollected her

guessed,
the

In

a

was

reprehensible reactions

ethical

conclusion.

bend in

regard to

Like the other
Clark found courage
the book of Daniel

deconstmcted

of those she had

perceived

primarily

as

a

once

thought

right

Scripture.

encouraged her to

was

reflection of her
the

painfiil

was a

act

experience

of defense

painfiil experience.

She

venture into

against those she had

affected my

but it

of a

was more

faith,

my

by

the

her

one

who

superiors.

she could

was

not taken

was

second

In response to

rely on to make an

or

was

unwilling to

intimidating experiences.

was

image

Rev.

how the accounts in

of Nebuchadnezzar, Rev. Clark

same.

She

saw

courageously faithfiil
once

admired and

in Daniel

even

a

if it entailed

respected. Although it

able to look back and say, "I'm not afraid to

anything because of that experience.

experience that

was

vividly remembered

God to do the

and call to be

Rev. Clark

(defensive

stand firm in her convictions. Like Daniel who

being called upon by

own

firm

and wrong.

stood firm and would not bow down to the graven

understood she

standing

defensive posture where she

reflections upon difficult
in

as a

defensive in nature because her

as

Rev. Clark realized she

being actively

pastors'

language of not backing off (i.e.,

behavior and declare it to be unethical

Rev. Clark stood in

what she

She had to stand firm in

off.

constmed

intimidating experience

surprising reversal.

and her stance

consistently

more

reported.

backing

of the interview Rev. Clark's

willingness both to uncover criminal
seriously.

whom she

from

reported to and refrain

terminology) became

language).

to

That

was one

major life-changing

confidence, and it definitely affected my courage

positive affective change than

a

negative."
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Second Source
The above reflections revealed how offensive and defensive definitions of

throughout the course of the interviews.

courage became thematic

drawn from the interviews
source

within the

defined

was

experience

by the pastors

as a

the shared

understanding

times,

ever

comes

out

as a

secondary
was not

primary virtue.

pray for courage. I think I would

courage

of courage

of each of the pastors. Put another way, courage

Rev. Turcott understood courage to be
"I don't

Another conclusion

secondary
always

of that rather than courage

Rev. Turcott understood wisdom to be

whereas wisdom

pray for

primary.

wisdom, and I think,

coming fu-st.

primary because

was

It's

more

at

the wisdom."

of the central role of right

reason

in the vocation of the pastor:

everyone's ministry they are accused of something
accurate and is it wisdom to speak up or is it v^isdom to

I know that in

that isn't

take the courage to be still because our natural inclination is to
defend ourselves? I've actually seen people's courage to be still
because to speak up would be to undermine someone else or hurt
someone else. That takes courage to do that!
The

care

with which

wisdom of a

course

a

pastor approaches

of action

was

a

situation

by taking the time to understand the

critical in Rev. Turcott's discussion of courage.

Rev. Grezel understood courage to be the fruit of a

faithfulness to God. In response

influenced your
with the

ability to be

to

the interview

question,

courageous for better

or

pastor's obedience

or

"Who in your life has

for worse?" Rev. Grezel

responded

following:
The truth

in the face of courage and it's
being acted out, most of the time you aren't going to recognize it
because it's really a personal issue. You see someone obey and you
know they are doing this but you wouldn't look at it so much as
courage

is,

as

if you

are

you would

standing

determination, patience, longsufifering.

.

.

.
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When you think of courage you are thinking of some great
sacrificial thing but even think of the great missionaries that have
gone overseas, Hudson or other people, if you were to think of
them you wouldn't say that they were courageous as they were

Godly, faithful.
it takes to live
Rev. Grezel' s

.

[W]e think of their faith more than the

.

courage

that level.

understanding of courage reflected the interplay of courage with

faithfulness and obedience
was

.

on

overshadowed

or

to the

made

living

God.

of in

light

sense

Courage was certainly
of a

a

real

attribute, but it

pastor's willingness to be faithful

to

God.
Rev. Ambrefe shared Rev. Grezel 's

primary obedience to God.
It doesn't take

Such
in the

an

a

"I don't

see

understanding

of courage

as

issuing out of a

anything I do as courageous. I don't

whole lot of courage to be obedient to God

understanding of courage placed

far

as

as

in

a

see

courage.

spiritual

sense."

faithfiil obedience at the forefront and courage

background.
Sources

study addressed the question,

This

"From what

order to be courageous, and how do pastors

leadership?"

The

courage acts

converging

incorporate these

sources

as

in the

the

varying

ongoing and

ever

sources

specific Scriptures that act
an

as

in

into their

making

sense

of the

in order to be courageous. In this

fluid juncture of both past and current
Past

sources

include recollections of a

life-changing call, and recollections of God's

faithfulness in vocational difficulties. Current

current reference to

sources

leadership of the pastor.

courageous loved one, recollections of a

with God,

do pastors draw upon in

metaphor of waters converging became helpfiil

ways in which these pastors draw upon

metaphor,

sources

sources

include

handles to hold onto

ongoing communication

during difficulties, and

exclusive tmst in God. These past and present

sources

(i.e.,

a
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tributaries)

converge and flow into

one

another and inform the

process that often entails the need for courage. Each of these

described

more

pastor's decision-making

converging

sources are

fiilly below.

Recollections of a Courageous Loved One
Each of the pastors interviewed recollected at least

who

displayed

courageous action in the past. These loved

members and mentors in the faith. These recollections
in each of the

powerfiil

vocations and

current

Olivet Nazarene

was

far from the

become

a

150

in 1929 without any

College

both

were

both

family
and

meaningfiil

norm

for

women

to do so. She

He did

so

went

from

because "he

Rev. Turcott stated how she

was

took for her father to make such

but
a

a

a

were

courageous. Her mother went

parental support

and at

a

time when it

became the first person in her

Nazarene. Rev. Turcott also recollected

people.

ones were

one

difficulties.

pastor in the Nazarene Church,

only

memory of a loved

pastor's understanding of God's present call upon their own

Rev. Turcott recalled how both of her parents
to

one

a

time when her

family to

father, who was

church of four hundred

people to

a

a

church of

thought that was what God wanted him to

do."

child at the time but still remembers the courage it

difficult and

provide ongoing encouragement to Rev.

descending

Turcott

as

move.

These recollections

she, too, seeks to do what God desires

her to do.
Rev. Clark recalled

ministry vocation.
own

ministry.

things that

He

"His

aren't

was

a

pastor she served alongside

during the

start

of her ordained

the kind of person after whom Rev. Clark wanted to model her

slogan was 'zig

and zag'

as

going to work; just be flexible

you have got to be flexible. There

and go into

something

else.

.

.

.

are

[TJhere is
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no

fear in that!"

be the "one who

Recollecting this past influence
helped

me

that

polish that value,

being a risk taker."

She went

she admires to this

day on

on

life. Rev. Clark surmised him to

virme, that trait that I wanted to have in

this past mentor in

to state how

account

in her

own

father who

pastor of a Nazarene church where division had dominated for

superintendent

man came

was

to

him

still

whom

At

expected growth.

threatening to pull

one

his financial

point

some

was

with the

incoming

time and where the

in her father's

resources

the

experience,

knowledge that

a

he

the backbone of the church in terms of giving. In response to the threat. Rev.

Bowen's father

said, "This is

not my church

God wants it built it will be done!" The
to

a man

of his courageous faithfulness.

Rev. Bowen recollected the vivid story of her

district

is

ministry

nor

man

your church. This is God's

church, and if

left and Rev. Bowen's father still

managed

build up the church.
As Rev. Bowen recalled this courageous account,

same

words her father had

once

she, too, referred back to the

spoken later on in our interview process:

particular church I am affiliated with in the thirty years I have been
here was quite discouraged at one particular time. At that time people
were leaving by the droves, and it looked very bleak. I remember getting
to my knees and praying, "God this is your church. If you want this church
to continue, help me be a part of the answer and not a part of the
problem."
The

Rev. Bowen's

own

experience

mirrors the

experience

and convictions of her father years

before. Indeed, recollections of courageous actions in the lives of loved
influence each of the pastors' current responses to their

Recollections of a

own

ones

continue to

difficuUies.

Life-Changing Call

The pastors recollected God's call

on

their lives

as a

watershed event. The call

into the vocation of pastor continued to inform their current perseverance

despite
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mounting difficulties.
twenty-two

Rev. Grezel' s call

years of age when he became

him out of a lot of the sin and
seventeen. At

become
but I

was

courses

called to

in

dmgs

a

at

time of personal rebellion. He

Christian. His conversion

in which he had been

the age of twenty-nine, Rev. Grezel

preacher.

a

came

"I don't

even

know if it

preach

and started

for

ministry]."

preparation

was

steeped

impressed upon by the Lord to

going through the

course

as

Jesus'

own

vocational

his life down for the
if you will be

shepherd
receive

of call

sheep but the hirelings

of his church

or a

over

strength from the

call for many years. One
same

initial call

the

course

was

to

preach,.

.

.

[Nazarene

through many

of the

position of relating to

"Jesus said the

sheep.

good shepherd lays

So he will test you to

Rev. Grezel has remained the

see

good

of the past nineteen years, and he continues to

day,

while in

rekindled

a

encouragement during his

ministry

fourteen-year-old yet fought the

dmnken stupor and

commensurate

own

as a

by the Lord in his heart.

College. By recollecting

I have

was

call of God upon his life.

highly powerfiil and equally
Nazarene Bible

him in the

flee from the

good shepherd."

Rev. Lamos received his call into

the

placed

identity as the good shepherd.

hireling

a

sense

it

of smdy

This initial call enabled Rev. Grezel to endure and hold fast

difficulties of his vocation. His

experience brought

since the age of

much to pastor

was so

was

position

his initial

difficulties in

ready to take his

He

accepted the

own

life,

call and left

a

in the business world to enter the

call. Rev.

Lamos has found

ongoing

ministry:

enough confidence, not in me, but in who God is from what he's
worked through in my life that my call sustains me. The Church of the
Nazarene didn't call me; God called me! I'll take the hard hits, and we'll
do what we need to do. And it's tough sometimes. We all know that
anytime you do something courageous for the Lord the enemy gets busy.
That's ok. I love Joshua! Not once, not twice, but three times God says to
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Joshua, "Be strong and courageous." And
that's who I
Rev. Lamos goes back

to

so

that's the neat

thing,

and

am.

God's initial call

on

his life to find courage and to continue the

course.

Rev. Rivera

the affirmative and

by God

the age of seventeen. She

was

called

over

the years has continued to

at

sense

responded

God's power

to

God in

emanating from

her initial vocational call:
If you have the
gonna

call, if you have the conviction that God calls you. You're
have the difficult experience of having inside your heart the Spirit's

power that

can overcome

any obstacle.

.

.

.

If you have

an

obstacle and you

have the inner power from that call, you don't fear.
Rev. Rivera's continued recollection of her initial call encourages her in current

vocational circumstances that

require courage.

Recollections of God's Faithfulness in Vocational Difficulties

Recollections of God's faithfiilness in the vocations of each of the pastors have

proved to
current

be

a

wellspring of constant

reminders

as

to God's

tmstworthiness in their

difficulties. Rev. Lamos recalled God's faithfialness in the

million dollars when he

said, "The Lord asked

me

to

step

out on

walk and trust him to raise that kind of money." That the money
Rev. Lamos' past

experience that

is that he

[God]

has proven himself to

want to do whatever he asks

Rev.

capability.

Zephir

Rev.

me

couched his

Zephir has

of a quarter of a

faith and take
was

raised

God could be tmsted. He still carries the

God's past faithfiilness in his current difficult

thing

raising

to

proved

than I

care

to

in

knowledge of

intimidating circumstances.

me more

faith

"The neat

think about, and I just

do."

experience

learned

or

a

over

of God's faithfulness in terms of God's

the years how

capable

God is to do whatever he
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wills. In

light

my life is

[sic]

be

of his

experience of God's faithful ability,

something

I

can

say is in every

day.

I have to

Rev.

keep moving forward

discouraged because I know that the God that called

wants to

me

is

and don't

capable to do what he

accomplish."

In

learned

Zephir stated, "Courage in

a

reflecting upon her own difficulties

in

planting a church.

Rev. Ambrefe has

lot about God's faithfulness:
The past

seven

years have enabled

me to now

be able to be

more

courageous than I ever was because I've seen God do what only God can
do. And when I finally got to the place when I did step aside and allow
God to be God and the Lord to be the Lord of this ministry,... I'm now

able to be courageous.
God

doing what only he can do is the overarching theme

recollections upon their vocational histories and God's

Ongoing

pastors'

ongoing faithfiilness.

Communication with God

The past

pastors in

in each of the

sources

terms of their

mentioned above converge with current

ability

prominent ongoing dynamic

to

sources

that aid the

be courageous. Direct communication with God is

for each of the pastors. In

a

dealing with current difficulties,

these pastors do not

respond with reference to vocational experts or church strategies;

rather, they reflect

desire to turn to the

primary

means

a

of talking to and

hearing

living God

in direct communication

through the

from God.

Rev. Clark related how when she confronted her authorities in the Salvation

and

was

saying,

quite

intimidated and distressed

"This is not

Army

by their response, the Lord spoke directly to her

right [the response of her authorities].

You need to stand firm." These words from the Lord

were

This is what I want you to do.
not

only encouraging but also

carried greater weight than her fears. She stood firm and continues

to

receive from the
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Lord his direction that is both

spoken

Rev. Lamos described

hearing

could not shake. "The neat
and it's

something I can't

something that I have to
his

superiors

district

at

shake and I know

able

saying,

to

terms

beyond

focused attention
a

of a

express how

on to

and

hearing from God,

despite the input of both
had to say took

impression

he

conversing

at work in

and

rarely he calls

figure this out how will
this need

hearing

on

the

the part of

from the Lord alone.

desire to hear from God when she took

half simply to pray to the Lord about how to deal with her

talking with

or

shadow of a doubt this is

a

"If God and I can't

on

leading

impresses upon me what I need to do,

help?" Exclusivity is

Rev. Ambrefe shared such
a

from God in

do and I just do it." He went

superintendent be
a

personally given.

is that the Lord

thing is,

the district level

the pastors to have

and

failing

church

a

month and

plant.

In

Rev. Ambrefe continued to remain at her work

district authorities and

precedence over what

church-planting experts.

anyone else

might

What the Lord

want to say.

Specific Scriptures
The Bible is the reference for

pastoral

decisions

requiring

pastors' vocations, specific Scriptures have been essential
offensive and defensive postures. The

gripped

acted

and continue to hold in order to maintain decisions

ministry that might

entail criticism

very fabric of how the pastors
come

Scriptures have

in their

see

or

pain.

The

Scriptures

themselves. These

as

or

courage. In each of the

ability to maintain

handles the pastors have

approaches to their

have been assimilated into the

important tmths from

God's Word

out of the context of communication with God.

Rev. Bowen received courage to

that says, "The

Spirit

preach based

of the Lord God is upon

me

on

the passage from Isaiah 61:1

because the Lord has anointed

me

to
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bring good

news

to

the afflicted; He has sent

me

bind up the

to

brokenhearted,

to

proclaim liberty to captives and freedom to prisoners." Although this passage was

composed by the prophet Isaiah and referenced by
vocation,

God chose to interact with Rev. Bowen

to

assimilate this

to

preach despite her fears

same

passage into her

of such

In terms of her current

a

own

Jesus in the

Gospels as to his own

through his word that

she

was

enabled

and take up the courage

self-understanding

calling.

difificuhies.

Rev. Bowen said the

following

about the role

of Scripture:
I think sometimes the courageous choice

in the moment. So I
being in the Scriptures, in

occurs

rely

upon my devotional life and my faithfully
prayer, and in fellowship with other Christians,. trying to live a
disciplined life so that in the moment when I am called upon to be
.

courageous I have already prepared
I've learned from the Scriptures.

This reliance upon

language wherein

one

creates

a

certain kind of posture

plays

Rev. Clark referenced the Bible
"I would say that the main tool and

questions

s

coiivicdoii&

for her church

raising the

.

a

as

and

am

reflects

able to recall what

developmental

prior to the actual event when

central role here.
her road map in

resource

for

me

being able to be courageous:

is God's

word, and all the

answers to

and the direction I need to take I find it there." Rev. Ambrefe resonated

with Rev. Clark

hope

.

devotions, the Bible, and other Christians

courage will be needed. The Bible

my

myself.

.

auoui

die

ccuiLaliiy

ui

Sonpture

plant through the book of Nehemiah.

money to build

a new

as

slic founu

Rev. Lamos

a

icbu ui

persevered

facility by way of the Joshua accounts.

<jl

in

He also

considered Exodus 14:14 to be his life verse. The verse states, "The Lord will fight for
you while you
as

keep silent." This biblical promise

he endures much criticism.

Indeed,

the

acts as an encourager

for Rev. Lamos

weight of the Scriptures that emanate out of
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conversation with God continues to enable each of the interviewed pastors to follow the
Lord with courage.
An

Ongoing Exclusive Trust
In the

pastoral vocation, conferences galore and

both to encourage and

enlighten pastors. While these resources

fostering of courage is

pastor and the Lord

as

an

exclusive and

exemplified

ad

are

nauseam

in the

attempt
not

helpful, they are

in this research. What is of primacy in

primary for the pastors interviewed
the

resources

and

leadership

highly personal relationship between the

following quote from Rev.

Rivera:

that I have to look for God's guidance in everything. I have to be
sure and convicted about his will. What he wants. Lord, what do you
want? And I have to be attached to that will. It's that simple.
I

see

This God attachment

places each of the pastors in positions akin to Jesus

who stole away often with God to seek his will and his
him down

paths

no one

else could understand. A

courses

of action that may very well

Gospels

leading even if such leading took

willingness to be foolish on the part of

the pastors is reflected here, not foolishness in the
of taking

in the

sense

defy

of stupidity, rather, in the

sense

common sense.

Going against the grain of commonsense was the case for Rev. Ambrefe.
Everyone was quite clear they would support

planting venture.
her
one

plan to

After four years of little

continue God's work in

her if she decided to stop her church-

success

Ipswich,

many assumed she should renege

Massachusetts. Nevertheless, God

who had the final say in Rev. Ambrefe's decision to stay the

course.

was

on

the

She related the

following:

Ultimately if God is not in it, if I am not spending the time getting the
plans from him, it [the church plant] won't happen. There needs to be time
in prayer. Lord, I am about to go into a planning time, and I want these
plans to be of you.
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Rev. Ambrefe desired to understand God's will
Rev. Grezel reflected Rev. Ambrefe's

than her

more

understanding

superior's opinions.

of an exclusive tmst in God:

When it comes to courage as a Christian, I am faced with believing God at
a certain level and
attaching myself fiilly on him. Like when Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abednego were faced with going into the fiery fiimace, and
the king had given them a second opportunity to bow down to the music.
Their answer was quite profound, and they said this: "We know 0 king
but know this, that whether he delivers us
deliver us,
or not we will not bow down." In other words, they believed God could
deliver them, but they believed in either case they had no other choice than

that

to

Attaching

our

God

can

God is

courage is

approached by the pastor,
or

hardships

lead these pastors to

direction, which is often

at

an

of God

and

enabling the pastor to

approaches.

In

sources are

one

exclusive

tributaries,

sources

relationship

a

clearly

words, crisis-like

with God who

a

sources

pastor's leadership

courageous

manner.

The

of the

following

converge in the lives of each of the

they impact each

particular source

gives them

counseling.

converge in the

follow God in

fluid in the way

circumstance

circumstance all of the

when God's will is

are

conferences, books, and strategies. Difficulties

illustration reveals how the above-mentioned

pastors. These

only

and attachment and obedience

odds wdth what everyone else is

Past and current sources, like

people

secondary

refrain from action. In other

circumstances do not lead these pastors to

his

.

oneself fliUy to God is at the heart of how these pastors understand the

understood does the pastor act

and

.

obey.

decision-making process where
primary.

.

of the

pastor's leadership

may be drawn upon. In another

may be needed in order for the pastor to follow the Lord's

leading courageously.
Characteristics

This

study addressed the question,

"What characteristics do pastors exhibit that
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seem to

foster courage

interviews,

or

be related to courageous behaviors?" In the

three characteristics

were

clearly exhibited

of courageous behavior. These characteristics

were

as

of the

formative in the

being

passionate

course

concern

for

fostering

integrity, deep

affection for Scripture, and proper fear of the living God.

Integrity
Each of the pastors desired to have

integrity.

Such

a

passionate

for

concem

a

clear conscience in

integrity

regard to their vocational

outweighed fears that

far

issued out of

difficult

or

In other

words, the pastors sought to have alignment between God's leading and their

pastoral

decisions

on a

Rev. Clark

was

intimidating circumstances.

exhibited

in which had invested

was

exhibiting

by

was

her

for

Army
from

quite costly both vocationally

number of heated and

Salvation Army.

integrity was vertical

a

denomination she loved and

relationally.

led her and her

painfiil arguments about how painful

Despite the pain

she and her husband

Tom left the denomination and embarked

things would

Rev. Ambrefe's

work out

passion

or

for

on a season

if they would

She recalled

husband, Tom,

it would be to leave the

experienced.

Rev. Clark's

in their lives when

ever

for her

due to the lack of ethical

and

ministry position

regard

personal integrity would not allow her to remain at her post. Therefore,

know how

in nature.

ethics when she confronted

unethical behaviors. Rev. Clark's

superiors. Separating

how her decision to step down from her
a

for

passionate regarding her vocational

of integrity led her to leave the Salvation

accountability

into

concem

day-to-day basis.

her ministerial peer who
own sense

This

be in the

integrity led her to make

a

both she and

they did

not

place of ministry again.

leadership change

church-plant team that was stmggling at the time. Although Rev.

passion

in her

Ambrefe's church

plant
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was

running

around twenty

with which she had
for

passion
and

Ambrefe's

on

a

God

forward in the

move

stated,

in the

concerns

Although the

among the

leadership,

decision stretched Rev.
she chose

to

integrity than on the need to keep her leadership

"I

recklessly

leadership

do what the Lord asks

me

to do. It's

place a

content.

knowing

and this is what God wants you to do and you just do it." This

thing

Lamos' ministerial

integrity

brewing

church-planting effort,

alignment between what the Lord asks of him and

Lamos has

issues

of her vital leaders to leave. Out of her

dozen did leave her church.

the need for

Rev. Lamos

this is

a

capacity to

higher value

cause some

were

she went ahead and dealt with her

result almost

as a

she knew there

deal that would

to

integrity,

people,

experience. Despite the presence of perceived difficulties.

longed to

led him at

his obedience is the capstone of Rev.

see

one

his

integrity as a pastor remain in place.

He

point to watch a contributor to his building

longing

Rev.

for

personal

program tear up

check in the amount of eighteen thousand dollars because Rev. Lamos would not
on

the

more

timing God had given

him

as

to when to

break

ground.

Personal

integrity

a

budge

mattered

than needed financial dollars and has led Rev. Lamos and the other pastors into

difficult circumstances where their

integrity

is tested and found to be

more

highly valued

than their fears.

Scriptural

Affection

All of the pastors interviewed exhibited

Grezel 's affection
was to

went so far as to

find biblical passages

without it.

Indeed,

a

as

his

a

deep affection for God's word.

lead him to mention in the interview how difficult it

personal bible was being rebound.

certain close knit tie between the pastors and the

accounts of the Bible

was

evident;

Rev.

a

friendship

He

was

people

of sorts wherein the pastors

lost

in the

saw

their

own
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difficult circumstances reflected in the pages of Scripture.
Re\'. Clark stated how

in

a

the

deeply her

affection for God's word had been formed when

spiritual experience the Bible literally came

alive for her. She recalled with emotion

following:
night 1 was baptized John the Baptist's picture came into my mind as
was in the water. It was an overwhelming presence when I came back up.
He was courageous! He was able to baptize people. He was able to
proclaim the gospel. He was able to bring the message to the people. I,
too, can do that! I walked out of that baptism feeling like 1 could conquer
The

I

and not be afraid.
Rev. Ambrefe resonated with Rev. Clark's affection for the Bible when she shared how

Galatians 2:20
and I

no

was

longer

wants to

central in her

live! I

mean

if I

understanding

am

really

accomplish through this body

of courage. "I

cmcified with Christ and he has

ministry.

wilderness

difficulties in his
Pastor

Zephir' s

and then

ministry

at

affection for

personally applicable within
affection, each of the pastors

ability

to

follow the Lord.

applied those

formative in his

same

references

to

people

how he

approach

of God in their

was

approaching

the Haitian church in Dorchester. Akin to the other pastors.

Scripture was exhibited
his

in

a

willing

pastoral decision-making

sees

desire for it to be

processes. Within this kind of

Scripture as a living and active contributor to his

They purposefully exhibit

spending time reading, meditating,
sense

were

He talked of the troubles Moses received from the

sojourns

he

self-understanding.

Pastor Zephir recalled how the accounts of Moses

the

something

he has lent me, then it doesn't take courage to do

it." The Bible stood at the center of Rev. Ambrefe's

to

cmcified with Christ

am

and

of both their vocation and their

referring to it

or

such affection for

Scripture by

the central

in

as

daily decisions that

resource

often entail courage.

her

making
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Fear of God

Fear of God

making processes.

was a

critical

piece

When difficulties

or

in how the pastors understood their decision

courageous postures out of a greater fear for God than their

opponents. Reminiscent of Kierkegaard constmcts,
a

pastors took

on

respective circumstances

or

intimidating obstacles

cool and collected type of approach to

an

all

arose, the

pervading fear of Grod provided

intimidating vocational

circumstances. In other

words, the pastors were more concemed with God's critique of their obedience to him
than

they were

of their

parishioners' critiques

of their decisions.

Rev. Ambrefe stated how "it would take courage to go
you to do. It doesn't take

spiritual
face

sense."

Facing

people who

were

a

a

against what

whole lot of courage to be obedient to God
God

displeased

displeased because

was more

as

God wants

far

as

in

a

disconcerting to her than having to

of her God-led decisions:

[T]here is no place for people approval in the ministry. I love to go to bed
night and sense that pat on the back and that "Atta girl! You've done
well today!" Often I go to bed praying, "Lord, did I do OK today? Did I
do what you wanted me to do today?" Because he is the one I want to
please. In fact, most of the letters I write I sign off with, "For His
Pleasure," because I am for his pleasure. I am created for his pleasure. I
am here for his pleasure and nobody else's.
at

A

yearning

to

bedtime. Such
the

sting

please
a

God

was

exhibited in the very act of how Rev. Ambrefe

posture of ultimate

of disapproval from

opinion

obedience

a

to

a

approval

has

helped to extinguish

pastor "cannot separate obedience and courage." In

pastor must question whether
God.

for God's

people in Rev. Ambrefe's experience.

Rev. Grezel recounted how

his

concem

approached

According to Rev.

an

Grezel' s

offensive

or

defensive posture is based

understanding of the ministry,

be courageous and be disobedient to God at the

same

on

one cannot

time since obedience and courage
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are

inseparable. Therefore,

lordship

of God

The

or

outright rejecting

kind of regard,

have

a

placed

or

decision-making

greater regard for God's leading than their

a

proper fear of God, is likened to the

single eye towards

they look to

process.

and courage in the vocations of these pastors

God's

glory.

God for direction and

own

guidance.

inner

In

own

fears. This

spiritual formation principle of

The pastors have

rejected the posture of self-curvature (their

where

position of either accepting the

in the

it in terms of the

inseparable nature of obedience

has caused them to exhibit

having

the pastor is

an

ultimate focus: God.

fears)

for

They

outward posture

an

looking exclusively to God,

these

pastors exhibit lives where much time is given to the study of Scripture,

a

life, and

pleasing God

a

posture of openness in hearing God. Their ultimate

concem

is

daily prayer
as

opposed to making others happy.
Exhibition

This

study addressed the question,

church?" The

approaching
reflects

an

answer to

for his

this

ascension, he

unwavering resolve

the face also describes the
in their

question

respective
Setting

on

sense

"How does

set his face towards

the part of Jesus to journey to the

of resolve each of the pastors has

of one's

face,

or more

or

setting of the face

cross.

This

setting

of

courageously exhibited

literally unwavering resolve, ties together all of the
regarding their understanding of the virtue

ongoing formational

enabling the pastors to be courageous,
do

Jemsalem." This

days were

local churches.

of courage. As the past and

to

pastor exhibit courage in the local

is related to Luke 9:51: "When the

various facets of what the interviewees shared

resolve

a

refrain from

sources

such courage

doing something.

was

(RQ #2) converged thus
exhibited

as an

unwavering
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The pastors talked of courage
an

intimate walk with and obedience

unwavering resolve,
church,

one

resolve is not

a

being a

as

to

second

Tying this

God.

through. Unwavering resolve is exhibited
already believes to be tme as exhibited

the battlefield

on

person makes in order to

a

more

in what

by-product of

into the exhibition of an

could say that whether exhibited

momentary decision

resultant

source or

see

no

other," posture of offense
In the

case

or

a

local

something

naturally as an outflow of what a person
they do about

what

they believe.

words, the self-identifying convictions of these pastors have namrally created
do

in

or

an

In other
"I

can

defense.

of each of the pastors, such

unwavering

resolve has meant, and will

continue to mean, many different kinds of decisions. For Rev. Turcott the call to stay the
course on

staff at Nashua Church of the Nazarene could continue to be her clear resolve.

It could also

mean

for Rev. Lamos

a

resolve that his church in

the 250 barrier in terms of attendance

remain small and intimate. Such
continuance of a
in the

despite

unwavering

despite the

Rico. For Rev. Grezel such resolve may

church

resolve could

mean

for

for Rev. Bowen the

grief-stricken loved

For Rev. Rivera it may be the resolve to continue the

missions in Lowell and Nashua

a new

many of the critics who want the church to

daily ministry of standing with and praying

hospital setting.

Johnson, Vermont, break

facility as he continues

Rev. Ambrefe's resolve may

mean

his

sense

cause

of distance from

him to

move

ones

Hispanic

family back

forward with the

in Puerto

building of

church-planting work in Rockville, Connecticut.

that she continues her

ministry in Ipswich,

Massachusetts, thus beating all church-planting expert bets

on

what

they assumed to be

a

long-shot venmre.
An

unwavering resolve allows

for both offensive and defensive postures in

regard
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to

courage. One

can

resolve the continuation of attack just

as

another

can

resolve to

continue to defend the purposes of God. Such resolve also encompasses the kind of

affection each of the pastors has for

Scripture. Often for them the opening of the Bible

for the express purpose of
encountering the resolve of God's

is

people recounted in the

biblical record in order to find solace in what is occurring presently in each of then-

pastoral vocations.

Indeed, these pastors exhibit

courage

day

in and

day

out

by way of resolve. They

have determined in each of their hearts what God would have them do
resolve to do

who

see

nothing else.

Such resolve

inevitably raises the

things differently than the pastor; however,

pastors would much rather be
if such

on

the mountain

directives

even

make

god who will go before us;

us a

the land of Egypt,

we

an

exclusive

as

do, and they

ire of those in the church

like Moses of old, each of these

communing with

relationship

or not

causes

their

for this Moses, the

following

parishioners to

man

do not know what has become of him"

God and

who

say,

his

"Come,

brought us up from

(Exod. 32:1).

Summary

Analysis
research

questions.

compared.
research

of the data collected resulted in broad themes of response to the four
The

Each of the

emerging themes were found when interview results were

following

summaries expresses these

findings

in response to the

questions.

The pastors interviewed defined courage in both offensive and defensive terms.
The

language of forward

movement and

of standing firm defined how the pastors

understood the virtue of courage in relation to their pastoral leadership and decision

making processes. The pastors also believed

courage to be the resuh of a

personal
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obedience

to

God and the wisdom

to know

God's will for their

particular pastoral

decisions.
The
the

sources

following past and current
1

.

by the pastors that enabled them to be courageous were

drawn upon

sources:

Recollections of a courageous loved one,

2. Recollections of a

life-changing call,

3. Recollections of God's

4.

faithfulness,

Ongoing communication with God,

5. Current

specific Scriptures,

and

6. An exclusive tmst in God.

These

sources

both

converged together and

enabled each of the pastors to follow God

courageously through intimidating and difficult
When the

circumstances.

pastors' interviews were compared,

following characteristics were

the

found to be formational in terms of a courageous posture:
1

.

2.

Integrity,
Scriptural affection,

and

3. A proper fear of God.

When the themes of the
the pastors to exhibit

courageous pastors.

an

pastors' interviews were assessed,

unwavering resolve

made

sense

of all that

the

ability of each of

was

shared

by these
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CHAP 1 ER 5

DISCUSSION
The purpose of this

reflect upon these

chapter is to make sense of the findings of this study and
of the literature and biblical and

findings in light

foundations. Limitations and applications of the study

are

theological

also considered.

Deflnitions
The

Offensive

no

interviewees.

Courage

Miller's work in the
that

at work in the responses of the

following definitions were

arena

discussion of courage

can

of military

experience and

be held without

taking

courage establishes the

point

into consideration the

experience of fighting (12). Although the pastors did not talk in terms of physical combat
and the fear of violent

waged

death, they did relate significant spiritual and moral fights they had

in their local church

million dollars

could not be

Rev. Lamos

spoke of the fight to raise a quarter of a

despite the insufferably pronounced

gleaned from contributors.

with her church
want to see

settings.

plant

in Puerto Rico

God's work

come

into

naysayers who said such money

Rev. Rivera

spoke of the fight to move forward

despite the outspoken neighborhood who did not

being.

Such

fights were not physical or filled with

violently aggressive offensive strategies; however, they were still offensive fights
terms

of the pastors

taking visionary ground

away from the critics

on

in

behalf of God's

kingdom.
Interestingly enough,

the pastors did not reflect

weariness. Although all of them had

God,

none

of them

were

scars

demoralized

or

from past

a

loss of nerve in terms of battle

fights

in

advancing the kingdom of

lacking in their willingness to

continue their
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respective advances. Pastor Lamos did wonder if iie riad anoiiier figrii in iiim in

growing his church past the 250 barrier,
lack of battle readiness

more

than

him do. Whereas troops

engaged

regain or be replenished

in

even

in his

wondering

lack of understanding

a

in

physical

nerve or

ability to discern what God would

but

combat

battle readiness

have them

as

might

he did not reflect

a

to what God would have

lose nerve, pastors

through the roles

seem to

of wisdom

and restful reliance upon the

do)

regard to

(the

strength of

God.
Defensive
In

Courage
one

of the most

sterling examples of the strength of defensive

Overy recounts how the British went about their daily routines
homeland

during the Battle

and school with
to

subdue their

a

of Britain

(67).

resilient resolve that

ability to live

as

The

people

Their

re�:iliency

Sunday services

led

in Puerto Rico

despite the

to one

of their harshest critics
on a

paid position.

during the darkest months

of her

continual resolve and resilience

weekly basis

as

even

example,

own

the Riveras

neighbors

they had always

done.

member Rev

after the board had asked

Rev. Ambrefe continued to pray

on a

daily basis

These pastors reflected

live their vocational and

in the midst of then-

daily routines

becoming their first

church-planting venture.

to

enact

assaults of their

They sought to participate in worship

her to step down from her

even

ability to

in their local churches. For

Bowen continued to attend her church

always done

of Britain went to work, market,

they had been living prior to World War II.

despite difficulties they were facing

and lack of attendance.

amidst the mbble of their

proved to disallow the aggression of the attackers

In like manner, all of the pastors reflected the

continued to hold

courage, Richard

spiritual lives

vocational mbble.

as

they had
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Second Source
Lovin

choice to behave

right

reason.

Levin's assessment of the classics

in their

as

view themselves

not

was

as

right reason that

affirmed in the

courageous.

experiences

difficuhies.

Right

reason

clearly

something primary

view of courage

a

dovetailed

nicely

into the

as a

second

source or

pastors' spiritual

a

natural

for the

kind of

by-product of

habits where conversation

Scripture were primary in their pursuit

with God and affection for

God's will

(wisdom) was the guiding principle

pastors in their vocational decisions. This wisdom was vertical in nature,
wisdom from above. Such

of the

They viewed themselves

obedient followers of the Lord who desired to understand

respective

directs one's

action taken but the habit based in

courageously (71). Courage is not the

pastors. The pastors did

primarily

classical authors' focus upon

highlights the

of right

reason.

Sources
The

historical
arena

ability to

a

posture that is courageous has been in debate throughout the

study of this virtue.

in which

a

person

Others, however, do

words,

form

one

not

can

For

form

psychoanalysts
a

spirited will

like

Erikson, one's childhood is the

if raised within

believe the virtue of courage to be

argument holds that there is

person into future acts of courage.

In direct contrast to

ability to

Comte-Sponville's

lines wnen he states how courage exists

foretell if they will be courageous

not the

only

in

a

a

tmsting environment.

formational virme. In other

form

a

posture that would lead

assessment is

the present moment

simply because they

along these
as

mnning thread throughout the interviews with the pastors.

same

people cannot

have been in the past

Comte-Sponville, the theme of formational

a

(53).

courage

was

like

They spoke of past and

Nussbaum's assessment of courage as a stable formation is still unclear in light of Miller's
how courage as a virtue lessens over time on the battlefield.
regarding
insights
Courage can be formed,

a
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like, tributaries, fed into their willingness

present sources, which

despite difficuhies

or

intimidating

circumstances. These

courageous loved one, recollections of a

to follow hard after God

sources were

recollections of a

life-changing call, and recollections of God's

faithfiilness in vocational difficulties that converged with ongoing communication with

God, specific Scriptures,
Recollections of a
The

and

a

current

Courageous

ability to recall

a

reference to

an

exclusive tmst in God.

Loved One

memory of a loved

who had exhibited courage in the

one

past aided the pastors in terms of their ability to be courageous. Rev. Ambrefe recalled
how her

grandfather,

wedding reception

a

Nazarene minister at the

and said to the

last drink you both will

partake

newly

time,

married

of in your

new

once

couple,

life

stood up in the middle of a

"I pray this

together."

no matter

what others

Jesus'

of his

good confession before Pilate
own

hardships.

eariy Church

one was

Timothy 6:12-14,

in order to encourage

Such recollections of Jesus'

as a means

own

willingness to speak

might think.

Recollecting the courageous action of a loved
New Testament followers of Christ. In 1

is the

Rev. Ambrefe recounted

how this memory from her childhood continued to inform her
what she believed

[champagne]

of emboldening the

the

certainly the

case

for the

Apostle Paul recalled

Timothy who

was

in the midst

sufferings were widely utilized

people

of God who

were

intimidated

in the

by

persecution or very real threats of martyrdom.
Recollections of a Life-Changing Call
The

pastors'

initial calls into the

ministry were watershed

events upon

reflected during difficuh vocational circumstances. Such reflections helped

however, whether
seen.

or

not a formational virtue like this one can remain stable in the

which

they

to encourage

pastorate remains to be
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the pastors to stay the

in terms of either offense

course

who had first called them into the
terms of God

Lamos,

as

being the one who

well

as

The

of God.

defense

Rev. Lamos often

called him. This

sense

the other pastors, to remain firm in

according to the will
in terms of their

ministry.

or

as

they remembered

spoke of his

initial call in

of God's call enabled Rev.

resolving to

attack

or

defend

Recollecting the initial call of God also helped the pastors

self-understanding.

Gospels

circumstances with

relate how Jesus moved

a

clear

sense

throughout his intimidating

of identity and

calling.

Jesus'

baptism and

transfiguration were both specific instances in which Jesus' identity

personhood before the Father were

affirmed

put, Jesus' vocation of suffering and death

and difficult

and

pleasing

by the Father (see Mark 1:11; 9:7). Simply

were

commenced in

light of the

Father had affirmed and called him. Recollections of his Father's

fact that the

loving call

enabled

Jesus both to leave the crowds and set his face toward Jemsalem. Jesus' courage to

endure

pain was

the pastors

as

formed

by way of his identity and calling.

they, too, reflected on

Much the

same was

God's call and affirmation of their

said

by

personhood.

Recollections of God's Faithfulness in Vocational Difficulties
Erikson' s work Young Man Luther expresses how Luther's

place

of tmst and faith after

having suffered

unloving childhood environment.
grace is reflective of how God

grace
his

so

can

form

tmst in

required as Luther suffered

him to

many years of violent self-doubt due to

That Luther learned to tmst God through

captivated Luther that he was

day. Luther's personal

theology led

new

life within

a

person. Such

emboldened to stand

God led him to

a

an

a

an

renovating

experience

of

against the church abuses of

vocational tmst wherein courage

for what he believed to be tme.

a

was
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The pastors reflected
to stand

a

kind of Lutheran trust of God in terms of their

against intimidating obstacles.

Like

Luther, God's renovating grace had

deeply changed many of the pastors at the personal

level that

on

God's faithfiilness

during his

seasons

so

they were willing to take on

challenges at the corporate church level with courageous resolve.
recollected

willingness

As Luther must have

of suffering, so, too, did these

pastors remember instances of God's faithfiilness that emboldened them in their

current

circumstances.
Communication with God

Ongoing

The

pastors'

reliance upon God led them away from self-centeredness toward

daily other-centeredness wherein they desired nothing less than to
first called them. When times

vocation

was a

viable

option,

were

difficult

or

they were

in

a

hear from the

one

a

who

place where leaving their

these pastors did not turn to church experts

or

strategists.

They tumed to the Lord in childlike weakness wanting to communicate with and hear
from him.

Ongoing communication with God reflected the biblical precedence of weakness
in terms of Christian
am

leadership.

strong" (2 Cor. 12:10b).

Ambrefe mentioned her
to

such

a

The

Like

Aposfle Paul boasted, "[W]hen I

Rev.

ignorance of church-planting strategies when God first called her
not need to know what

might know in terms of making her ministry successfiil.
and he informed her

lead in humility and childlike

remain with her

weak, then I

Paul, the pastors also boasted in their weaknesses.

work, yet she found she did

dialogued with God,

am

as

to

church-planting experts

In her weakness Rev. Ambrefe

what he wanted her to do. She took God's

simplicity and received no less than an encouragement to

planting efforts,

as

well

as

six weeks of sermons around which her
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leadership team eventually rallied.
to talk with and hear from

Out of necessity and weakness Rev. Ambrefe has had

God. She would most

certainly

agree that such weakness has

become her strongest point.

Specific Scriptures
The pastors each had

specific Scriptures that were essential

understanding their difficulties
pastors'
heart

and

sufferings.

These

Scriptures informed both the

convictions about how to behave in their difificuhies and

grip

of the pastors

on

Perfection.

states

how

to what

Scriptural

In A Plain Account of Christian

"[l]ove is long-suffering.

In

The pastors reflected

sufferings by way of fuming to the Bible

difficulties.

An

Wesley

willingly submits thereto" (71).

in their

a

could take

specific Scriptures mirrored one of the Wesleyan

properties of Christian perfection: long-suffering love.

in

why they

despite their feelings of despair or intimidation.
The

and

in terms of

admonitions and

promises

all, it

a

desire to

in order to make

and

long-suffering

the hand of God,
see

sense

the hand of God

of their

enabled the pastors to submit

they were enduring with postures of faith that might

loving

sees

willingly

lead them to attack

or

defend

manner.

Ongoing Exclusive Trust
The pastors

were

exclusive in terms of their tmst in God. In the

difficulties that demanded

exclusively look to
action. Such

an

a

course

of

courageous posture of response, the pastors would

God in order to seek his say in how

exclusive tmst

was

reminiscent of how the

stole away from his
many times Jesus
commune with his Father. The

they needed to

disciples and the

act or

refrain from

Gospel wrhers referred to the

crowds in order to pray and

pastors' exclusive tmst in God

was

what enabled them to
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stay the course, take

a new course

of action,

or

pastors referred to this kind of exclusive tmst

refrain from

as an

acting at

all. One of the

ongoing attachment to God's will.

Characteristics
The pastors exhibited three characteristics that

behaviors in terms of their
affection for

Scripture,

were

related

to courageous

pastoral leadership : passionate concem for integrity, deep

and proper fear of the

living God.

Integrity
alignment between what the pastors believed to be tme about God's will

The

what

they exhibited

in their

respective difficulties was

of utmost

pastors' commitment to personal integrity outweighed their
of integrity
due to

was m.ore

disconcerting to them than

the

concem to

fears

as

the

and

them. The

thought of a lack

hardships they might

have to endure

maintaining their integrity.
Accounts of Wesley's

regard

for

personal integrity mirrored the pastors who were

interviewed. Like these pastors, Wesley maintained his
for him to

move

into the realm of field

preaching and his

"more vile" in the eyes of his peers who

practices (Seamands 125).

That

understanding of the suffering

own

integrity between God's

own

willingness to become

condescendingly denounced his vocational

Wesley did become "more vile"

nature

of ministry. One suffers

as

was a

testimony to

his

Christ suffered. Such

pastoral theology of suffering blends nicely with the New Testament accounts of the
and

women

call

a

men

of God who lived lives of passion like their Lord.

Scriptural Affection
The

pastors'

affection for God's word

their tmst in God. The Bible

was

the

source

was as

and

much

guide

an

exclusive

for the pastors.

reality

as was

They talked of the
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Bible in very pictorial and relational terms. They also
and

women

who faced

intimidating obstacles.

assimilated into how these pastors
The

scriptural

saw

in the Bible accounts of men

These biblical accounts became

themselves and their

own

circumstances.

affection of these pastors mirrored the affection the followers of

eyewitness accounts of the life of Jesus.

Christ in the New Testament had for the
and written records of Jesus'

experiences became

Christians of the eariy Church

experiences

saw

saw

of persecution and

so

affectionately told

in Jesus the mirror

martyrdom.

of their

image

Oral

and retold that the

own

difficuh

This kind of affection informed their

willingness to be courageous in the context of fear.
Fear of God

The

tried to

pastors'

hamper

or

fear of God

outweighed their fear of the

undo their ministerial

The pastors

Such

resolutely standing beside

God's desires

as

opposed to the agendas

Kierkegaard refers to the ability of a people to gain
fear

something

fear for
This

a

concerned with

than what

they had been fearing.

courage

of others.

by way of learning to

A certain

replacement of one

of courage.
greater or graver fear was how Kierkegaard constmed the workings

certainly

people

even more

were more

fear of God led them to exhibit courage in terms of

pleasing God than people.

a

leadings.

naysayers and critics who

was

the

case

and obstacles less

for the pastors

or

as

their graver fear of God made their fear of

completely nonexistent.
Exhibition

The
terms

pastors'

actual exhibition of courage in the local church

of unwavering resolve. Such

an answer as

was

answered in

this did not exclude the inner turmoil the

pastors might have personally experienced. Neither did it disallow for certain humarmess
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as

the pastors

the pastors

how

grappled with arresting
to

as

God's will

they exhibited

or

a

firm resolution.

direction,

an

unwavering

Nevertheless,

resolve would

part of the pastors. It made

as

or an

or

she

once

of the

language

of attack

may not define

a

as

well

as

in which the pastors

no

defensive

a

George Patton,

essence

of an

unwavering

greater image of courage than this image of the God-

terribly difficuh

Formation Practices and

Leadership

of his responses and

of assignments.

Effectiveness

The exhibition of courage in the local church is not attained

by way of wishfiil

Pastors who desire to be courageous must engage in certain
an

environment wherein the pastor

decisions that lead to

point,

or

the Christian reader may just find

portrait has only been painted with the varying hues

actions within the most

that create

the

refraining from

the

of an Abraham Lincoln,

enough time to reflect,

would suffer and die. There is

thinking.

on

attached to Jesus the Christ who set his face towards Jemsalem where he

was

whose

describe

defensive postures

specific way

himself or herself back in the pages of Scripture where the

man

clear to

the notion of unwavering resolve settles in the mind of the

begins to conjure up pictures

Anne Frank. Given

resolve

was

begin to

it allows for broad bmshstrokes of either offensive

postures. Nevertheless,

reader, he

sense

unwavering resolve

exhibhed courage

it

courage in the local church.

Unwavering resolve encompassed both offensive and

action. Indeed,

once

is the

can

leadership effectiveness.'^

actually

engage in courageous

The foundational

willingness of the pastor to recollect.

spiritual practices

practice,

Pastors need to schedule

Formational practices enable the pastor to respond to difiBcnlties that are

or

a

starting

retreat time

seen and iinseea The
warfare
is
a
of
for
further
in
spiritual
significant place
unseen realm
study relationship to the virtue of
courage. For more on spiritual warfare see: E. M. Bounds' book Guide to Spiritual Warfare (Whitaker
House, 2000), and Charles Stanley's recent publication When the Enemy Strikes: The Keys to Winnmg

Vniir

Spiritual Batdes (Thomas Nelson, 2004).
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for the

specific purpose of calling to remembrance the action of a courageous loved

the initial call of God to
go into the

ministry,

and the

himself faithful in the past. Joumaling these recollections may be
order to

begin recalling what has been.

thinking,

or

simply talking out

For

God in

stories from the past with

a

tmsted loved one,
as

Scripture did not walk into the future; rather, they backed
on

the past. In other

words, the past was the

a

practice that leads to

courageous

bending the ear to hear what the Lord would
listeners to have

ears

to hear

dependent upon getting
have open

important

speaking
who
to

on

as

ears

as

the actual

as

of

people

into the future

by which

as

they

a

opportunities to

approach to hearing

away from the hustle and bustle of daily

within the context of a busy schedule.

speak

the next step in the

an

is not

his

necessarily

life; rather, the pastor
the method is not

as

anticipation that the Lord is

experiences when they were simply driving their
invaded

by the Lord

their difficult circumstances. Further, in
on

Again,

on

into the life and circumstances of the pastor. Some of the pastors

driving experience

of desperation

effectiveness is that of

have to say. Jesus often called

his instmctions. This

interviewed recalled

have their

leadership

the process and what the process entails is

and will

were

sense

might

courageous faith.

The second

can

important

means

follower of the Lord understood both the present and the future

display

helpfiil for some in

of the faithful in the Bible. The

whereby the pastor mirrors the lives

faced and focused

proved

others, time spent in solitude, walking,

enable them to recall the past. Nevertheless, the method is not
process

God has

specific way

one,

whose

speech had

a

direct

relationship to hearing the Lord is

the part of the pastor. In other

decision-making process that the

words, the pastor is

a

car

only

bearing
deep

so unsure

of

need to hear from the Lord takes
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precedence
a

over

ahead and makmg
everything else including the lure of just simply going

decision.
The third

that of
practice that leads to courageous leadership effectiveness is

seeing the Bible as one's own story.
practice (mentioned above)

Scripture.
they

All

had been

as

practice is intimately connected to the

This

the Lord will

speak in a manner that parallels

given by the Lord.

pastor who selects

One pastor

saw

a

passage of scripture,

Bible to the pastor in order for the pastor to then

the passage is
rebuke

as

to

points to

eight of the pastors who were interviewed referred to specific Scriptures
her

ministry coinciding whh

Nehemiah' s; another pastor related how Joshua's story
not the

and

second

saying.

The passage becomes

the direction the pastor is

a

was

his story. In this

rather, the Lord gives

study, cling to,

handle of hope

contemplating taking

as

a

practice it

is

passage of the

and self-reference what
well

in the

as a

confirmation

or

decision-making

process.
The fourth and final
an

practice that leads to courageous leadership

exclusive tmst in God. This

practice entails

a

decisive decision

on

effectiveness is

the part of the

value regardless of commonsense
pastor to believe that what the Lord desires is of utmost
or

what others think. This

practice is

akin to what the

gospels relate about how Jesus

would often steal away to seek the will of his father. In terms of pastoral

practice,

similar to Pastor Ambrefe's desire to receive affirmation from the Lord each

before bed. This

leading
to

night right

practice of exclusive tmst is an unwavering will to follow the Lord's

in faith and

through adversities

and critics. In terms of placement, it

the decision but could also be viewed

begirming to

it is

end in the

as an

comes

overarching practice of tmst from

decision-making process.

prior
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Leadership
episode
Time given to
recollect the

past
Desire to hear
from the Lord

Receiving the
Bible
own

as

one's

story

Overarching
concem as

to

what God

desires

Figure

4.1.

Leadership

Effectiveness

Limitations of the

This

Study

study was conducted with a limited pool of subjects

region and under the auspices

of one denomination.

Although

a

in

one

limited

geographical
pool provided

focus, it also limits the scope of the research in terms of how well the forthcoming
themes

might translate to other denominations and
The

being

subjects selected for the

courageous

by their superiors

research

were

areas

of the country.

desirable in that

they were

noted

as

in the New England District Church of the Nazarene.
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The weakness is that the selections

superintendent
A

and assistant

were

made with whatever biases the district

superintendent may

strength and weakness of this study is that the work was carried

researcher. This

interviews,

and

meant

saw

that the researcher conducted all the

all the

places

weakness is that researcher bias

working together with the

of ministry.

was

not

study

study prior to the interviews.

A

strength

and weakness of this

women

gender.

The

These

women are

not

used in

a

pilot

study is that the research included diversity

strength is that

as

interviews

were

small

pool

conducted wdth both

in
men

and the

study was that the pastors

self understanding

or

and

only three

skewed the outcome of the research and may reflect

openly regarding difficulties

side of their stories. In other words,

of subjects. A bias in the

were women

amenable to the interview process whereas

A weakness of this

pastors'

a

five of the interviewees

gender differences

share their stories

of the

was

eight pastors.

able to be delineated with such

not

sample selection was apparent

how

of researchers

of varying ethnicities. The weakness is that the influence of gender and

ethnicity was

were men.

by a larger team

The

The research team and I created the instmment and then

in the interviews of the

and

interviews, heard all of the

is that the research instrument

directly

and

by one

Certainly this provided continuity.

diminished

utilized it

ethnicity

out

interviews.

A weakness of this

both

have had at the time of the selections.

no one

story.

else

was

men

may be

attending role

interviewed

present

to

reticent to

of courage.

were

reflate

more

able to share their

or

give

another side
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Future Research

Research in the future would enhance the

findings

of this

study. Comparison

studies of pastors who had lacked courage in terms of their vocation would

findings

of this

courage in

study

and of the virtue of courage. Another

relationship to

conclusions

as to

genders. Also,

a

study

interesting insights.

larger comparison study of

male pastors and female pastors would

how courage is exhibited

similarly

and

bring

more

far

reaching

dissimilarly between the

of courage in terms of varying denominations would

One other

clarify the

yield

comparison study between foreign-bom pastors in

America and American-bom pastors would enhance the cultural

understandings of

courage.

Postscript
I

began this study in the context of my

pastor in
led

me

a

to

local church. Such

this

effectively.

personal

fears related to

becoming

fears with concomitant desires to

study of the virtue of courage

At fnst I

own

and

a

can now

many

differing

say that the

experiences

and full-time ministers of the

who would otherwise be deemed average and

churches

are

really quite the opposite

women

honored

to

leaders in

in my estimation. These

remarkable people of faith whose stories
and

ordinary

are as awe

inspiring

of meeting

They are resilient, unwavering,

readings

gospel.

and

Pastors

out-of-the-way

men

and

women are

and courageous

of Scripture. I found in these pastors the kinds of men and

call my leaders.

church

kinds of literature

with local church pastors in New England have both far exceeded any of the

reshaped the way I think about bi-vocational

them

overcome

pastor's ability to lead the local

thoroughly enjoyed reading the

that seek to address this cardinal virtue. I

senior

a

as

women

the

men

1 would be

and faithful in terms of their
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desire

to love

too, desire

to

God

more

continue

to

and follow him

more

fight the good fight

nearly.

and

In

interviewing them,

give the good

confession.

I found that

I,
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APPENDIX A
Letter to

a

Pastoral Leader Noted for

Courage

2005

January 1,

Pastor
New

England District

Church of the Nazarene

Dear Pastor:
As

colleague I am asking for your help as I work on my dissertation for the Doctor of
Ministry degree from Asbury Theological Seminary. I am a Beeson Pastor where the area
of concentration is in Biblical Preaching and Church Leadership. My dissertation
concerns the role of courage in a pastor's ability to lead the people of God effectively.
a

I will

be

calling you to request an appointment for a personal interview. I have
chosen a personal interview process as it enables much more flexibility in communication
than a phone interview. In this interview I would like you to tell me about your
understanding of courage and how you have exhibited courage in the pastoral ministry. I
will be recording your responses as we talk. You will be one of twelve pastors from the
New England District Church of the Nazarene. I would like to quote you by name in my
dissertation. I would also like to describe in your words biographical information
pertaining to you and your particular ministry setting. The interview should take one to
one

As

soon

and

a

a

half hours.

part of the interview process I

offer you an opportunity to read the
This way, if there are personal quotes you want

want to

prior to it being printed.
removed or words changed, I can work with you to honor your requests. Also, I want to
provide you the option of using a pseudonym if you are uncomfortable with being named
dissertation

in the dissertation.

experiences I hope to discover how pastoral leaders can better
understand the role of courage in one's ability to effectively lead the local church in the
New England District Church of the Nazarene.
From your

insights

I look forward to
Peace in

Pastor

and

making an appointment with

Christ,

Timothy

J. Farrell

Bethel Church of the Nazarene in Quincy, MA

you

soon.
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APPENDIX B

Interview
1

I would love to hear how you

.

Could you tell

me

your

Questions

came to

be where you

are

today in your ministry.

story?

In the context of your

2.

of the

was one

ministry, describe one experience among all
most intimidating or difficuh for you.

the others that

3.

Given the experience you have
about the pastoral vocation?

4.

Outside of the experience you have just described, what aspect of your ministry
congregation do you feel best about? Tell me about the background of this.

5.

Most pastors have ups and dovms in their
point in your ministry?

6.

What did you learn from this?

7.

In your

8.

Can you

9.

In what

own

described, what did that experience teach you

words, how would

give

me a

ministry.

you describe

couple of examples that

guiding principles

Can you tell

me

about

a

or

low

courage?

illustrate your

do you locate wisdom for

description of courage?

making

a

courageous

choice?
10. Are there aspects of Wesleyan

understanding

had to

Nazarene

theology that

seem

to

inform your

of courage?

described, are there personal
make in order to be courageous?

1 1 After all you have
.

or

12. In your

experience,
leadership?

or

interpersonal changes

how does the role of courage influence your

you have

pastoral

experiences when being courageous led you to refrain from
or speech?

13. Have you had any

action and

14. Have you learned anything from seminary, ordination training, or other kinds of
instruction that has helped you to be courageous? If no, what do you wish they

had
15.

taught you?

Suppose a young pastor came to you for advice about a situation that required
them [sic] to take a stand among a divided congregation. What thoughts or
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experiences might

you share with them

16. Who in your life has influenced your

[sic]?

ability to be

courageous for better

or

for

worse?
17. Who has

provided the support or encouragement

in difficuh moments in your

ministry?
18. What

spiritual experiences

what it

means

for you to be

19. Are there aspects of your

ability to

be

come to

courageous?

mind

as

significant

in your understanding of

courageous?

particular church's history or heritage that informs your
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